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PLAINVILLE TOWN OFFICERS
July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
ELECTED OFFICIALS
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Robert E. Hartnett, Chairman Term expires 1991
Ray P. Felix Term expires 1989
Deborah Card Term expires 1990
BOARD OF HEALTH
Marcia Benes
,
Chairman Term expires 1989
Joseph P. Giraldo Term expires 1990
Wilbur F. Burt III Term expires 1991
TOWN CLERK
Kathleen M. Sandland Term expires 1990
ASSISTANT TOWN CLERK (Appointed by Town Clerk)
Joan F. Clarke Term expires 1990
MODERATOR
Gayle Mason Term expires 1991
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
David Lomasney, Chairman Term expires 1989
Robert McAlice Term expires 1990
William E. Clarke Term expires 1991
TOWN TREASURER
Kathleen A. Parker Term expires 1989
ASSISTANT TOWN TREASURER (Appointed by Treasurer)
Patricia Stewart Term expires 1989
TAX COLLECTOR
Georgette M. Plante Term expires 1989
WATER COMMISSIONERS
Russell Babbitt Term expires 1989
Edwin H. Harrop Term expires 1990
Patricia Barney, Secretary Term expires 1991
Brian Burtwell, Superintendent (Resigned)
James R. Marshall Jr (Appointed)
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SEWER COMMISSIONERS
Russell Babbitt Term expires 1989
Edwin Harrop, Chairman Term expires 1990
Patricia Barney Term expires 1991
James R. Marshall Jr (Appointed)
Brian Burtwell, Superintendent (Resigned)
PARK COMMISSIONERS
Donald McAlpine Term expires 1989
Cheryl Follett Term expires 1990
Barbara Meyer Term expires 1991
PLAINVILLE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Neil Loew Term expires 1989
Patrice O'Neil Term expires 1989
Margaret McGrath Term expires 1990
Kathleen Roach Term expires 1991
Alan Lovely Term expires 1991
REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Keith Grant, Chairman Term expires 1990
Mary Ann Gallimore Term expires 1991
Patrice O'Neil Local School Committee Representative
Trustees - PUBLIC LIBRARY
Barbara Lee
Ursula Dyer
Lena Choma.
Karl Grube.
PLANNING BOARD
Thomas Watkins
Steven Cobb
Andrea Soucy, Chairman
Richard Stenfeldt
John O'Neil
Charles Smith
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1990
Term expires 1991
(Resigned)
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1990
Term expires 1992
Term expires 1993
(Appointed Interim)
(Resigned)
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Virginia Silveira
Bruce Howell
Pat Francomano (Appointed Interim)
Eugene Alsworth
Frank Delvecchio
Michael Lee
Patrice Kelliher
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1990
Term expires 1991
Term expires 1991
(Appointed Interim)
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COMPUTER STUDY COMMITTEE
Robert Hartnett Walter Sandland Wallace Matthews
Robert Brothers Eugene Alsworth
TOWN CONSTABLES
Edward Fountain Term expires 1989
Jerauld Jillson Term expires 1990
Robert Fennessy Jr Term expires 1991
HOUSING AUTHORITY
Patricia Peavey (Appointed Executive Director)
Raymond LeBlanc (State Appointed) Term expires 1987
Marie Soper Term expires 1989
Benedict McGrath Term expires 1990
Celine Hassell Term expires 1991
Susan Fennessy Term expires 1992
TREE WARDEN
Everett Skinner Term expires 1989
FENCE VIEWERS & FIELD DRIVERS - Term expires 1989
George Brown, III Joseph Porter Edgar Peavey
MEASURES OF WOOD, BARK & LUMBER - Term expires 1989
Everett Skinner Robert Proal Ronald Fredrickson
APPOINTED BY BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Robert Brothers (to August 1991
Joan Clarke
Theresa Flaherty
Sheila Murchy
John P. Lee
Neal Avery
Chairman, Board of Selectmen...
Donald Soule
Donald Soule
Dana Cooper
Russell Mulligan
Edward Rose
Vincent DeLaiarro
Paul Spadoni
Richard Stenfeldt
John Cowley
Walter Sandland (to 1989)
Robert Skinner
Ronald Fredrickson
Franklin Knight
Marcia Benes
Robert Skinner
Administrative Assistant/
Town Accountant
....Clerk to Board of Selectmen
....Clerk to Board of Selectmen
Secretary to Board of Selectmen
Town Counsel
Town Burial Agent
Director of Civil Defense
. .Director of Veterans Services
Building Inspector
. . .Assistant Building Inspector
Gas Inspector
Plumbing Inspector
...Assistant Plumbing Inspector
Wiring Inspector
Assistant Wiring Inspector
Dog Officer
Chief of Police
Fire Chief
Highway Superintendent
...Sealer of Weights & Measures
Right to Know Coordinator
. . . .Hazardous Waste Coordinator
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LIBRARY BUILDING COMMITTEE
Deborah Card Robert Loew Library Trustees
Miriam Lomasney
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
Walter Lewicki Term expires 1989
Cheryl Walker (Associate Member) Term expires 1990
Geraldine Perry, Chairman Term expires 1991
Lee Sullivan Term expires 1992
Ellen Strang Term expires 1993
Kenneth Kublin (Resigned)
BY LAW REVIEW COMMITTEE
Charles Peasley Term expires 1989
Philip Dumont Term expires 1990
Reginald Keyes Term expires 1991
Danielle Barr Term expires 1992
Kathleen Sandland Term expires 1993
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Ronald Fredrickson Term expires
Thomas Parmenter Term expires
Carl Boyd Term expires
Wilburt Burt III Term expires
Peter Brock Term expires
Joseph Giraldo Term expires
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCING AUTHORITY
Raymond Miller
Janice Rounds.
Warren Allen.
.
Karl Grube. . .
Term expires
Term expires
(Resigned)
(Resigned)
PERSONNEL BOARD
Arthur Roy Jr Term expires
Board of Selectmen Acting as Personnel Board
COUNCIL ON AGING
Benedict McGrath Term expires
Miriam Lomasney Term expires
Janis Bona Term expires
Helen Simpson Term expires
Lena Choma Term expires
Robert Fawcett, Chairman Term expires
Marie Soper Term expires
Rev. David Hill Term expires
Rev. John Mahoney Term expires
1989
1989
1990
1991
1991
1991
1989
1991
1988
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1991
1991
1991
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BOARD OF REGISTRARS
Helen Theriault..
Robert Thibedeau.
Helen Cobb
Kathleen Sandland
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1990
Term expires 1991
Town Clerk
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
Edith Parastatides Term expires 1989
George Curtis Term expires 1989
Fredrick Fluck (Associate Member) Term expires 1989
Barbara Fluck, Chairman Term expires 1990
Marcel Tellier Term expires 1990
Evelyn Higgens (Appointed Interim) Term expires 1991
Brian Rickard (Appointed Interim) Term expires 1991
Esther Friend (Resigned)
Earl Peck (Associate Member) (Resigned)
CABLE TV ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Donald McAlpine Term expires 1991
Bruce Bumpus Term expires 1991
ARTS LOTTERY COMMISSION
Mary Lee Wall. . .
.
Ruth Fulton
Terrell Kiley
Claudia Colasanto
Sally Hanold
Denise Kiley
Kathleen Ouimet..
Jane Gulleserian.
Term expires 1988
Term expires 1988
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1990
Term expires 1990
TOWN FOREST COMMITTEE
Ronald Fredrickson
Robert Proal
Everett Skinner...
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
BOARD OF APPEALS
Board of Selectmen acting as Board of Appeals
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chief Robert Skinner
PERMANENT FIRE DEPARTMENT
Edwin Harrop, Deputy Chief
Raymond Clontz, Lieutenant
Thomas Johnson, Lieutenant
Jonathan Underhill, Lieutenant
Thomas Lovejoy
Bruce Barton, Firefighter
Ronald Darling, Firefighter
Edwin Harrop Jr. Firefighter
John White Jr. Firefighter
Firefighter
CALL DEPARTMENT - FIREFIGHTERS
James Doty
William Clegg
Stephen Harrop
Philip Sias
Robert Griswold
George E. Brown, III
William
Donald Martino
Michael Taylor
Ronald Tucker
Kevin Sinksen
William Cabino
Dean Johnson
Jordan
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief Walter Sandland
^REGULAR OFFICERS
Edgar Peavey, Sergeant
George Brown, Sergeant
Joseph Porter, Sergeant
Robert Butler, Patrol Officer
John Rockett, Patrol Officer
John McMahon, Patrol Officer
William Lamb III, Patrol Officer
James Rockett, Patrol Officer
Alfred Morel, Patrol Officer
James Alfred, Patrol Officer
Frederic Ferguson, Patrol Officer
David Simons, Patrol Officer
*PERMANENT INTERMITTENT OFFICERS
Franklin Knight, Patrol Officer Henry Watson, Patrol Officer
William Lamb III, Patrol Officer
RESERVE PATROL PERSONNEL
Edward Fountain Richard McCra
Louis Droste Roland Rogers
Michael Maher Lawrence Mahoney
Michael Heinz Robert Heinz Eric Osborne
POLICE MATRONS
Ruth Fulton Esther Fountain Martha Alsworth
* Denotes Civil Service Employees
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iviiCUAuL jUSLil’H CONNOLLY
Scactaiy of the Commonwealih
TOWN WARRANT
for
PRESIDENITAJL PRIMARY
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
NORFOLK SS;
To either of the Constables of the Town of PLAINVILLE
GREETING:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are liereby required to notify
and warn the Inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote in
Primaries to vote at
PRECINCT ONE AND PRECINCT TWO
BEATRICE WOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SOUTH STREET, PLAINVILLE on
TUESDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY OF MARCH 1988
»
To cast their votes in the Presidential Primary for the candidates of
political parties for the following offices:
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE FOR THIS COMMONWEALTH
STATE COMMITTEE MAN ... NORFOLK
,
BRISTOL & MIDDLESEX SENATORIAL DISTRICT
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN ... NORFOLK, BRISTOL & MIDDLESEX SENATORIAL DISTRICT
TOWN COMMITTEES TOWN
TWENTY FOUR MEMBERS DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE
FIFTEEN MEMBERS REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE
The polls will be open from 7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings there-
on at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this sixteenth day of February, A.D. 1988
A true copy.
SELECTMEN OF PLAINVILLE
Robert E. Hartnett, Chairman
Ray P. Felix
Deborah L. Gard
PROCEEDINGS FOR STATE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
MARCH 8, 1988
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant for the Presidential Primarv Election
was held in the Beatrice Wood Elementary School, Southe Street, Plainville, Norfolk
County, Massachusetts.
The following election officials were appointed and were sworn into their
faithful performance of duty by the Town Clerk, Kathleen M, Sandland.
PRECINCT ONE
Eugene Gucwa Warden ( Republ ican Party
)
Reginald Keyes Deputy Warden II II
Joan Flatley Clerk (Democartic Party
Theresa Collard Inspector tl II
Robert Collard Inspector II II
Kathleen Parker 8:00 A.m to 9:00 A.M. Inspector II II
Judith Quinton 8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Inspector Independent
Wilbur Burt 4:30 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. Inspector II
Myrtle Smith 7:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. Inspector II
Laura Clark 2:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. Inspector II
Irene Tremblay Inspector (Republican Party)
Naomi Beckman Inspector II
PRECINCT TWO
Evelyn Soule Clerk (Democratic Party)
Lawrence Carpenter Inspector (Republican Party)
Lena Choma Inspector (Republican Party)
Barbara Fink Inspector II It
Jean Mathews Inspector (Democrat ic Party)
Marie Kenerson Inspector II 11
Deborah Bencivenga Inspector II II
(Where times are not indicaed, poll workers worked from 6:30 A.M.
to c los ing)
Warrant was read by by Town Clerk and the polls were offic ially opened at
.The ballot boxes were inspected by both political parties . Ballot box
for ptrecinct one read 679 from previous election and was turned back to zero. Ballot
box for precinct two read 0000. This was the the first time the Town of Plainville
has had two precincts. Ballot box keys were turned over to Police Officers and the
voting proceeded.
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RESULT OF VOTES: PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY Mi\RCH 8, 1988
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
NAME DEMOCRATIC PARTY PRECINCT ONE PRECINCT
Michael S. Dukakis 134 123
Albert Gore
,
J
r
12 9
Flrenzo DiDonato 1 0
Paul Simon 4 9
Bruce Babbitt 3 1
Richard E. Gephardt 24 27
Jesse L. Jackson 40 39
Gary Hart 1 3
Lyndon H. LaRouche,Jr. 0 0
No Preference 6 2
Blanks 5 z8
230 221
STATE COMMITTEE MAN
Arthur M. Tiernan, Jr. 135 153
Blanks 86 77
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN
Cynthia Kelly 170 153
Blanks 60 53
DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE
Peter K. Brock 147 141
Mary-Ann Grenier 143 124
Wayne M. Bryant 138 119
Jeanne M. Roy 140 138
Arthur W. Roy, Jr. 148 141
Joseph H. Gormley 149 140
Marcia E. Benes 155 126
Miguel M. Benes 130 117
Diane LaFlamme 142 122
Donald C. Colley 131 135
Group vote 106 120
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
nafie republican party precinct one precinct
Pierre S. duPont
,
IV 5 4
Marion G. (Pat) Robertson 12 10
George Bush 90 120
Alexander M. Haig, Jr 2 2
Jack Kemp 13 15
Bob Dole 53 44
No Preference I 3
Blanks 4 9
109 207
STATE COMMITTEF HAN
Dudley H. Willis 111 129
Blanks 69 78
STATE COMMITTEE WOMAN
Alice L. Morrison 71 81
Ellen M. Canavan 65 81
Blanks 44 45
NO CANDIDATES FILED
TOWN COMMITTEE
Fhe votes were tallied by 9:00 P. M. and the results were read aloud by the
Clerks .
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND, TOWN CLERK
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
WARRANT
FOR THE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1908
at 7:30 P.M.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Noi'folk, ss
lo Either of the Constables of Ploinville:
In tlie name of the Commonvvenlth of Massachusetts, you are
hereby reciuired to notify and warn tlie inhabitants of the Town of
Plainville qualified to vote in town affairs, to meet in the
Beatrice H. Wood School Auditorium, South Street, in said
Plainville, on
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1988
at seven-tliirty o'clock in the evening, then and there to act on the
following articles, viz:
ARTICLE 1:
To see if the town will raise and appropriate or appropriate by
transfer $16,290.00 for the purpose of constructing a new running
track and tennis courts at the Kijig Philip Regional High School,
said exfienditures to be at the direction and supervision of the King
Philip Regional School Committee, as designated agent of the Town,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTlCi/jj; 2:
To see if the Town will vote to amend the vote taken on Article 14
of the April 1987 Annual Towr. i/Ieeting and renumber Section 2.9,
entitled "Special Conditions Aprlicable to Special Permits" to read
Section 2.10, and all other actn'n taken on Article 14 to remain as
voted, or do or act in any ms.nr.er relative thereto.
(2/3 Vote required)
ARTlCLi^ 3:
T('. see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer
from ojc.’sting funds in the Roc: replacement account the sum of $7,000
to puTvchase a Base Station for the Fire Department, such sum to be
expended under the direction of the Fire Chief, or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 4:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or
appropriate by transfer $2,5CC to purchase a new duplicating machine
for the Council on Aging for the purpose of printing a monthly
newsletter for the seniors of PIrinville, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 5:
To see if the Town will vota to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100, OCO to locate and repair leaks presently existing in the Everett
W. Skinner Swimming Pool, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 6:
To see if the Town will vote to transfer from the FY88 Expense
Account of Town Park the amcunt of $1,180 to pay for the lettering of
"Everett W. Skinner Pool", or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 7:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60, OCO as the local share of a State Grant Program for the purpose of
conducting a study on the Inflow and Infiltration into the existing
sewer S37stem or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 8:
To see if the Town will vela to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60,003 to fund the costs asscc'ated with design and construction of a
new water main on P.lirimichi Street to be used as an emergency
connection with the Town of Faxboro water system or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 9:
To see if the Town wdii vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 to fund a water well exploration program or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 10:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 for the purpose of upgrading the existing chemical feed system
at the Route 106 pump statiens or do or act in any manner relative
thereto.
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ARTICLE 11:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $3,500 to fund additional
FICA/MEDICARE TAX liability to be incurred by the Town through June 30,
1988 or do or act in any matter relative thereto.
ARTICLE 12:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $13,100 to fund Interest on
Temporary Loans for Fiscal Year 1988 or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 13:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $3,000 to fund additional
costs of providing handicapped access at the Wood School or do or act
in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 14:
To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of Chapter
40 Section 4H of the Massachusetts General Laws or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
Note: Acceptance of the Section allows the Town to purchase and enter
into contracts to purchase equipment, supplies and materials from any
agency or instrumentality of the federal government, the commonwealth
or any of its political subdivisions.
And you are directed to serve tliis Warrant by posting copies
thereof in six (6) pubhc places, in said Town, fourteen (14) days at
least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof, fail not, and make due return of the Warrant with your
doing theron, to the Town Clerk at or before the time and place of said
meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hand this 28th day of December in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eighty seven.
A true copy. Attest:
19
Robert E. Hartnett
Ray P. Felix
Deborah Gard
Selectmen of Plainville
Constable
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MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1988
A S|)ecial Town Meeting for the Town of Plalnville was held on Tuesday,
January 19
,
1988, at tlie Beatrice U. Wood School on South Street. The
meeting was called to order at 7:37 P.M. by Moderator Kathleen Parker.
A total number of 140 registered voters were checked in for the evening.
The Moderator stated that the bounds of the hall for voting purposes
would be tlie chairs on tlie floor of the auditorium, with only non regis-
tered persons to be seated on the bleachers on the sides.
Counters appointed to the Moderator's right were Patricia Walls and
George Hayes; to the Moderator's left, Kenneth Cox and Celine Hassell.
Ballot Box Officers in case of a ballot vote were designated as Mrs.
Sandland and Mrs. Clarke.
All speakers were requested to use the microphone and give name and
address when recognized.
Moderator opened the meeting with the reading of the warrant.
Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Virginia Silveira that Robert
Brothers, John Lee, James Marshall and Pat Hughes be allowed to speak
at this TOW,. Meeting. UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 1: The Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the
Town vote to transfer from the 1988 Tennis Court Account the sum of
$16,290.00 for the purpose of constructing a new running track and ten-
nis courts, at the King Philip Regional High School, such sum to be ex-
pended under the direction of the King Philip Regional School Committee.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to amend the vote taken on
Article 14 of tlie April 1987 Annual Town Meeting and renumber Section
2.9, entitled " Spec ial Cond itions Applicabl e to S pecial Pe rm its" to
to read Section 2.10, and all other action taken on Article 14 to re-
main as voted.
Motion by Andrea Soucy, seconded by Robert Hartnett, to accept Article
14 as printed. (2/3 vote required)
Mrs. Soucy gave the Report of the Planning Board as follows:
On January 14, 1988 at 7:30 P.M., the Planning Board held a public hear-
ing to renumber Section 2.9, entitled "Special Conditions Applicable to
Special Permits" to read Section 2.10.
At the hearing the Town Clerk explained that tlie change was due to a
typographical error in the original preparation of Warrant Article 14
of the April 1987 Town Meeting.
All of the public present at the meeting agreed it should be changed.
Therefore, it was the unanimous vote of the Board to recommend this
change
.
The Planning Board recommends and I so move that Article 2 be approved
as read.
A standing vote showed no one opposed. SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY
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ARTICLE 3: Motion by Patrick Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira-
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from tlie 1988 Roof Replacement Account, the sum of $5,000.00
for the purpose of purchasing a Radio Base Station for the Fire Depart-
ment, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Fire Chief.
Dr. Kublin questioned why there was money left in the roof account tobe transferred, and Chief Skinner replied that the bids had come infor $7,000.00 less than anticipated.
SO VOTED IINAMIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 4: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Gene A 1 swor th-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from Free Cash the sum of $629.00, and $1,871.00 from the
1988 Tennis Court Account for the purpose of purchasing a new dupli-
cating machine, such sum to be expended under the direction of the
Council on Aging.
Question was raised as to necessity, suggesting that the COA could use
tl)e machine at the the Town Office, since the Council is a town depart-
ment. Mr. Lee explained that the volume of usage would put too much
mileage on the office machine. Mr. Fawcett also explained in greaterdetail the many purposes for which the machine would be used.
Question called & seconded. Vote on calling question Yes 126 Ho 1
ARTICLE 4 PAS.SED UHANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 5: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 6; Motion by Gene Alsworth, seconded by Bruce Bowel l--the
Finance Committee recommends and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from the 1988 Expense Account the sum of $1,180.00 for the purpose
of purchasing lettering for the "Everett W. Skinner Pool", such sum to
be expended under the direction of the Park Commission and the Board
of Selectmen.
The Moderator asked for clarification of whose expense account, and
reply was the Park, which she added to the motion as there were no ob-
j ec t ions
.
I
Michael Lee requested time to speak with the Moderator, and after a
' brief discussion, the Moderator declared a five minute recess for a
clarification of this article.
I
^
Meeting reconvened and the Finance Committee requested that this motion
be withdrawn, and there was no opposition to the withdrawal,.
^ Mr. Grzenda had a question, but Moderator asked that he hold tlie ques-
I
tion until the new motion was on the floor.
)
Motion by Donald McAlpine, seconded by Barbara Meyer--the Park Commis-
sion recommends and I so move, that the Town vote to transfer from the
FY 88 Expense Account of the Town Park, the amount of $1,180 to pay for
the lettering of "Everett W. Skinner Pool".
There was some discussion as to the difference between motions, and
also why tfie inference was that the cost was for work to be done, when
it actually had already been done. Question called and seconded.
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Ml. GrzeiKla's <^iuestion had been answered in the previous discussion.
Vote on calling question: Yes 112 No 2 Needed 76
ARTICLE 6 PASSED
AimCLE 7: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Bruce Howe 11 --the
11 nance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
it’ r from Free Cash the sum of $60,000.00 for tlie purpose of supplying the
'town's sliare of a State Grant Program, to study the inflow and infiltra-
tion into the existing sewer system, such sum to be expended under the
direction of tlie Sewer Commission, any funds returned to the Town from
the State Grant sliall be returned into the Surplus Revenue Account.
Discussion followed as to condition and age of present system, and re-
imbursement funding available.
SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY
APTICLE 8: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Michael Jjee--the Finance
Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to transfer from
Free Casli the sum of $60,000.00 for the purpose of constructing an emer-
giuicy water connection with the Town of Foxboro, on Mirimichi Street,
such sum to be expended under the direction of the Water Commission.
A(jain, discussion followed. ARTICLE 8 PASSED
ARTICLE 9: Motion by Gene Alsworth, seconded by Virginia S i 1 vei ra-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
f(’r from Free Cash the sum of $20,000.00, for the purpose of Water Well
Exploration, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Water
Commission
.
Guestion raised as to area of exploration, and Mr. Marshall stated that
one of the areas was Cowell Street. Also questioned was the time limit
f)f the moratorium. VOTED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 10; Motion by Frank Delvecchio, seconded by Gene A 1 swor th-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from Free Cash the sum of $5,000.00 for the purpose of upgrading the
c'xlsting chemical feed system at the Route 106 pump station, such sum
Lo be exi^ended under the direction of the Water Commission.
UNANIMOUS VOTE
AR'TICl.E 11: Motion by Gene Alsworth, seconded by Bruce nowell--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from Free Cash the sum of $3,500.00 for the purpose of funding ad-
ditional FICA/MEDICARE tax Liability, that will be incurred by the Town
throuc)li June 30
,
1988, such sum to be expended under the direction of
the Town Treasurer. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 12: Motion by Frank Delvecchio, seconded by Patrick Francomano--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from Free Cash the sum of $13,100.00 for the purpose of fund-
ing Interest Expense on Temporary Loans for Fiscal 1988, such sum to
bo expended under the direction of the Town Treasurer.
UNANIMOUS VOTE
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ARTICLE 13: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Gene Alsworth--
t he Finance Committee recommends and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from Free Cash the sum of $3,000.00 for the pvirpose of fund-
ing tlie additional costs of providing handicapped access at the Wood
School, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Board of
Selectmen. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of
Chapter 40 Section 411 of the Massachusetts General Laws, or do or act
in any manner relative thereto.
Mote: Acceptance of this Section allows the Town to purchase and enter
into contracts to purchase equipment, supplies and materials from any
agency or instrumentality of the federal government, the Commonwea 1 tli
or any of its political subdivisions.
Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Gard to accept Article
1 4 as printed.
thiostion was raised as to whether a section of law could be accepted,
iind reply was affirmative.
SO VOTED UNANIMOUSLY
( All business of this Special Town Meeting having been completed, the
motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting at 9:12 P.M.
* SO VOTED
Respectfully submitted.
I
KMS/
j
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
A video tape of these recordings is on file with the Town Clerk.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARl MEN r OF THE ATTORNEY O' Nl RAL
JOHNW McCOnMACK ST A1 E OFFICE BUI OK G
ONE ASUBUfUON PLACE. BOSTON 0210f IF 3
rov/p CLERK
PLAINVILLE
JAMES M SHANNON
ATIOFtNEY nENFIIAL
March 16, 1988
Kathleen M. Sandland
Town Clerk
Office of the Town Clerk
Plainvi lie, MA 02762
Dear Ms. Sandland:
I enclose the amendment to zoning by-laws adopted
under article 2 of the warrant for the Plainville Special
Town Meeting held January 19, 1988, with the approval of
the Attorney General endorsed thereon.
Very truly yours.
HFO/mfm
CLERKr 1 1 V/ ;
pLainville
. tiECEIVED
. ^
'"/) y<_r
nos iiAf) n A 10: sq
March 16, 1988
Boston, Massachusetts
The foregoing amendment to zoning by-laws adopted under
article 2 of the warrant for the Plainville Special Town
Meeting held January 19, 1988, is hereby approved.
ATTORNEY GENERAL
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
WARRANT
FOR THE
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
MONDAY* APRIL 4* 1988
at 8:00 A.M.
THE commonwealth OP MASSACHUSETTS
Norfolk, ss
To Either of the Constables of Plainville:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are hereby required
to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Plainville qualified to vote
in town affairs, to meet in the Beatrice H. Wood Elementary School Auditorium,
South Street, in said Plainville, on
MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1988
at eiglit o'clock in the forenoon, then and there to act on the following
articles, viz:
ARTICLE 1: The following officers to be chosen by ballot, viz: For a three year
term: one Selectmen, one Assessor, one member Board of Health, one Moderator,
one Water Commissioner, one Sewer Commissioner, one Park Commissioner, two Local
School Committee Members, one King Philip School Committee Member, one Library
Trustee, one Constable, and three Members Finance Committee; for a two year
term: two Members Finance Committee, one Park Commissioner; for a one year terra;
one Member Finance Committee, one Park Commissioner, one Tree Warden, one
Library Trustee; for a four year term: one Member Housing Authority; for a five
year term: one Member Planning Board.
For this purpose the polls will open at eight o'clock in the forenoon and shall
be closed at eight o'clock in the evening.
For consideration of all other articles in this Warrant, the meeting shall stand
adjourned to the Second Monday in April at 7:30 P.M. in the Auditorium of the
Beatrice H. Wood Elementary School on South Street in said Town.
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ARTICLE 2: To choose all other necessary Town Officers not named in Article 1
for a term of one year.
ARTICLE 3: To consider and act on the reports of the Selectmen, and other Town
Officers
.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to have the Surety Bonds of the
Collector of Taxes, Treasurer, Town Clerk, Secretary of the Water Department,
Assessor's Clerks, Clerks of the Selectmen, Constables and Police Department
Licensing Authority placed with a Fidelity or Guarantee Company, or do or act in
any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer, with the
approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from time to time in anticipation of
the revenue for the financial year beginning July 1, 1988 in accordance with the
provisions of General Lavzs
,
Chapter 44, Section 17, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept and enter into contract for the expenditure of any funds allotted or to
be allotted by the Commonwealth and/or County for the construction,
reconstruction and improvements of Town roads, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote the following: We the undersigned
registered voters of the Town of Plainville hereby petition the Board of
Selectmen to insert in the Annual Town Meeting, a warrant article which would
provide that the Town accept the provisions of Section 108L of Chapter 41 of the
General Laws and provide career incentive salary increases for police officers,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto. (A Petitioned Article)
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate from available
funds the sum of $3,000 so members on the Plainville Fire Department may receive
the Hepatitis -B- Injection, such sum to be expended under the direction of the
Fire Chief, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to transfer
funds the sum of $1500. for Employee's Physicals, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to transfer
from available funds the sum of $20,000.00 to fund an Audit of Fiscal Year 1988
financial records, or do or act in any manner thereto.
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ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to fix the salary and compensation of
all elected officers of the Town as provided by Section 108 of Chapter Al,
General Laws, as amended as follows;
Appropriated Requested
FY88 FY89
Moderator $ 25.00 $ 25.00
per meeting per meeting
Town Clerk $17,256.00 $18,382.00
Town Treasurer $14,696.99 $18,250.00
Selectmen, Chairman $ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00
Second Member $ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00
Third Member $ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00
Board of Health, Each Member $ 500.00 $ 500.00
Assessors, Chairman $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00
Second Member $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00
Third Member $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00
Tax Collector $14,553.00 $16,000.00
Water Commissioners, Chairman $ 400.00 $ 400.00
Second Member $ 300.00 $ 300.00
Third Member, Secretary $ 1,300.00 $ 1,300.00
Sewer Commissioners, Chairman $ 400.00 $ 400.00
Second Member $ 300.00 $ 300.00
Third Member, Secretary $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
Constable $ 3.55 $ 3.55
per hour per hour
Tree Warden $ 3.55 $ 3.55
per hour per hour
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to approve the following amendments to
the Personnel By-Laws:
APPENDIX A
WAGE AND COMPENSATION PLAN - FY 89
Job Classification Class Wkly Effective July 1, 1988
A. EXECUTIVE LEVEL
Police Chief 45,900. Base
Fire Chief 40,000. Base
Deputy Fire Chief 34,000. Base Includes EMT
Highway Superintendent 32,000. Base
Water/Sewer Superintendent 30,380. Base
Admin. Asst. /Town Account 35,300. Base
Executive Dir. - COA 19,686. Base
Head Librarian 23,400. Base
B. PUBLIC SAFETY - POLICE
Sergeant P-1 37 29,130.
Patrolman P-2 37 19,865. 21,061. 22,490. 24,123. 25,553.
C. PUBLIC SAFETY - FIRE
Lieutenant F-2 48 28,094.
Firef ighter F-3 48 19,865. 21,051. 22,490. 24,081. 25,598.
D. PUBLIC WORKS
Foreman PW-1 40 19,838. 20,786. 21,728. 22,674. 23,615.
Equipment Oper. PW-2 40 18,186. 19,127. 20,075. 21,019. 21,959.
Dr iver/ Mechanic PW-3 40 18,186. 19,127. 20,075. 21,019. 21,959.
Driver PW-A 40 17,242. 18,186. 19,127. 20,075. 21,019.
Laborer, Skilled PW-5 40 16,419. 17,367. 18,414. 19,252. 20,198.
Laborer PW-6 40 14,407. 15,349. 16,294. 17,242. 18,186.
E. Pumping Station
Operator W-1 40 19,125. 19,891. 20,687. 21,513. 22,153.
F. CLERICAL
Senior Clerk C-1 35 14,754. 15,638. 16,575. 17,608. 18,665.
Clerk C-2 35 12,137. 12,746. 13,380. 14,051. 14,894.
Junior Clerk C-3 35 10,032. 10,534. 11,062. 11,615. 12,311.
Secretary S-1 35
Senior Acct/Clrk A-1 35 16,580. 17,454. 18,400. 19,419. 20,493.
G. PUBLIC NEEDS
Bus Driver CA-1 35 13,051. 13,952. 14,848. 15,747. 16,646.
Dispatcher D-1 40 14,739,, 15,618. 16,637. 17,822. 19,496.
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11. SI'J^SONAL
I .
J.
Park Supervisor X-1 Weekly 2A5.00
Head Lifeguard X-2 Weekly 236.25
WSI Instructor X-3 Weekly 215.25
Lifeguard X-A Weekly 20A.75
Maint. Apprentice X-5 Hourly A. 75
Arts Sc Crafts X-6 Hourly A. 20
PART-TIME - HOURLY
Patrolman-P. I
.
N-1 Hourly as 1st Step
Patrolman-Prov
.
M-2 Hourly as 1st Step
Patro Lman-Spec M-3 Hourly $7.0A
Fi ref ighter
(under 5 years)
M-5 Hourly as 1st Step
Firefighter
(over 5 years)
M-5A Hourly as 2nd Step
Junior Clerk M-6 5.50 hourly
Clerk M-8 6.50 hourly
Senior Clerk M-9 7.10 hourly
Librarian M-10 5.70 hourly
Asst. Librarian M-11 A. 80 hourly
Custodian M-12 A.A5 hourly
Apprentice Laborer M-13 A.A5 hourly
Laborer M-IA 5.00 hourly
Laborer, Skilled M-15 6.00 hourly
Driver, Highway M-16 7.00 hourly
Mechanic M-17 9.00 hourly
Library Page M-18 A. 00 hourly
INSPECTOR - ANNUAL RATE
Building Inspector I-l Fees* * To be paid at an annual wage
Wiring Inspector 1-2 Fees* equal to those amounts collected
Plumbing Inspector 1-3 Fees* in fees and turned over to the
Gas Piping Inspector I-A Fees* Town Treasurer.
Asst. Elec. Inspector 1-5 Fees*
Meter Reader 1-6 $ 500.
Sealer of Weights
and Measures 1-7 Fees*
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 13: To appropriate and raise by borrow ing or otherwise such sums (
money as may be required to defray Town charges for the financial year beg
July 1, 1988, and expressly for the following purposes to wit:
GOVERNMENT
Selectmen
Salaries
Dept. //
100
106095.00
156120.00
Expenses 50025.00
Finance Committee
Expenses
131
1000.00
1000.00
Town Accountant
Expenses
135
8250.00
8250.00
Assessors
Salaries
lAl
28557.00
36612.00
Expenses 8055.00
Treasurer
Salaries
1^.5
18250.00
28435.00
Expenses 10185.00
Tax Collector
Salaries
1/46
17783.00
26033.00
Expenses 8250.00
Personnel Board
Expenses
152
1500.00
1500.00
Data Processing
Expenses
155
9000.00
9000.00
Town Clerk
Salaries
161
29302.00
32052.00
Expenses 2750.00
Board of Registrars
Salaries
163
1500.00
5450.00
Expenses 3950.00
Conservation Commission 171
Expenses 3500.00
3500.00
Planning Board
Expenses
175
4160.00
4160.00
Zoning Board
Expenses
176
2325.00
2325.00
ng
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Building Maintenance
Expenses
192 37000.00
Town Insurance
Expenses
193 136100.00
By-Law Expenses
Expenses
195
. . . . . 1 no no
100.00
Cable TV
Expenses
197 500.00
Police Department
Salaries
Expenses
210
93905.00
73575A.00
Equipment
0/ S Travel
Fire & Ambulance
Sa lar ies
Expenses
Equipment
O/S Travel
220 A62706.00
Building Inspector
Expenses
2A1
675.00
675.00
Sealer of Wgts & Measures
Expenses
2A4
100.00
100.00
Wiring Inspector
Expenses
2A5
AOO.OO
AOO.OO
Civil Defense
Expenses
291
1000.00
1000.00
Dog Officer
Expenses
292
6000.00
6000.00
Tree Warden
Expenses
29A
5000.00
5000.00
Highway Department
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
A22
19A053.00
67250.00
52000.00
313303.00
Snow Removal
Expenses
A23
AOOOO.OO
AOOOO.OO
Street Lights
Expenses
A2A
57200.00
57200.00
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4A0 66150.00Sewer Department
Salaries
Expenses
Water Department
Salaries
450 161440.00
Expenses
Equipment
Board of Health
Salaries
510 17850.00
Expenses
Council on Aging
Salaries
541 44460.00
Veteran's Benefit
Salaries
543 8650.00
Expenses
Library
Salaries
610 80558.00
Expenses
Equipment
Park Department
Salaries
650 55846.00
Expenses 15280 00
Equipment
Historical Commission
Expenses
691 4830.00
Maturing Debt.
Expenses
710 210000.00
Interest on Debt.
Expenses
751
77707.00
77707.00
Norfolk County Retirement
Expenses
911
167000.00
167000.00
Group Insurance
Expenses
914
182800.00
182800.00
Local Schools
Expenses
950
1917816.00
1917816.00
Regional Schools
Expenses
960
1352448.00
1352448.00
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 14: gee if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-Law, Chapter
III, Section 2.5, by inserting the following:
2. 5. 1.1. Lot Width--The lot width requirement shall be maintained to the
rear building line of each lot, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-Law, Chapter
III, by inserting the following:
2.6 Intensity of Use Schedule CA CB CC lA IB IC
Landscaped open space required
(% of lot area) 20 20 20 20 20 20
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning By-Law, Chapter
III, Section 3.5, to read as follows:
3.5 Parking requirements.
Any parcel on which a building is constructed shall contain off-street parking
areas of appropriate design to accommodate the number of vehicles suitable to
the permitted use and with proper provision egress.
All parking areas shall be shown on the site plan indicating the layout of the
parking area including access, location and type of trees and shrubs, proposed
lighting and provisions for stormwater drainage.
3.5.1 Minimum standards:
Stores- -Retail Business--At least one space for each 150 square feet of
gross floor space.
Of f ices--Banks and Similar Business--One space for each 150 square feet of floor
area plus one space for each three employees or multiple thereof.
Inns, Auto Courts, Tourist Homes, and Similar Uses--0ne space for each two
sleeping accommodations plus one space for each three employees. Each double bed
to be considered two sleeping accommodations.
Theater, Funeral Homes and Places of Assembly- -One space for each four seats.
Restaurants--Places Serving Food or Beverages- -One space for each four seats
plus one space for each three employees or nearest multiple thereof.
Residential Areas--Town spaces for each individual dwelling unit except in the
case of multi-family dwellings where two and a half (2.5) spaces shall be
provided for each family unit.
Industrial, Manufacture and Wholesale Uses--0ne space for each two employees
based on the maximum number of employees the plant is designed to employ.
Bowling Alleys--Four spaces for each alley.
Guest House--0ne space for each sleeping room.
Medical or Dental Center or Professional Of f ices- -Four spaces for 800 square
feet of floor area plus one space for each two employees.
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other l)ses--all other types of coniiiierciai and Industrial uses not specifically
mentioned shall have at least one space for each three employees plus one space
for each 150 square feet gross floor area. One space shall be provided for each
300 square feet on other than ground floor.
Egress--Not more than one entrance and one exit shall be permitted onto a street
from any parking area per 200 feet of frontage or fraction thereof in a
commercial district and 300 feet of frontage or fraction thereof, in otlier
districts. Each entrance and exit may not be more than 30 feet in width.
3 . 5 . 1 . 1 . Handicap p ed parkin g : parking spaces for the exclusive use of
handicapped individuals shall he provided in accordance with tlie most recent
rules and regulations of the A rcli L tocl ural Barriers Board, specifically Section
7 thereof.
3 . 5 . 1 . 2 . Parking Space Size; each parking space shall measure at least 9 feet in
width and 18 feet in length.
3 . 5 . 1 . 3 . Landscaping: for all parking lots requirir\g 10 or more spaces,
landscaped areas shall be provided for every ten (10) spaces or fraction
thereof. Such trees shall be located within the parking area and shall be at
least two (2) inches in truck diameter. In addition, two (2) shrubs shall be
provided for every parking space. Such shrubs shall be located within tlie
parking area and shall be at least one and a half (1.5) feet in height and, two
(2) of growth, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the town wili vote to amend the Zoning By-Law, Chapter
111, Section A, definitions, by inserting tlie following:
Building rear line of --The line of that face of the building for the
farthest from the front line of the lot. This face includes sun parlors and
covered porches whether enclosed or unenclosed but does not include steps, or do
or act in any mant\er relative thereto.
ARTICLE 18: To see if tlie Town will vote to establish the position of Director
of Municipal Services and Buildings, appointed by and reporting to the Board of
Selectmen, and to raise and appropriate monies to fund such position, or do or
act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town wili vote to raise and appropriate tlie sum of
$6,000. to fund a Feasibility Study under the direction of the Permanent
Building Committee, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from availabie funds the sum of $20,000.00 for the Reserve Fund to
provide for the extra ordinary unforeseen expenses as authorixed by Section 6,
Chapter AO of the Massachusetts General Laws, or do or act in any manner
thereto
.
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town wili vote to raise
transfer from available funds the sum of $50,000.00
roads, such sums to be expended under the direction
Superintendent, or do or act in any manner relative
and appropriate or to
to improve and upgrade Town
of the Highway
thereto
.
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ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds in the treasury the sum of $500.00 for the normal
repairs and maintenance of Town-owned building known as the Scout House on
Spring Street, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds in the sum of $10,000.00 for Town Funds to be used
in conjunction with and in addition to any funds allotted by the Commonwealth
and/or County for the construction, reconstruction and improvement of Town
roads, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 2A: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $30,000.00 for the purchase of Police
Cruisers and related equipment, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $25,000.00 to fund the lease for the
purchase of a Data Processing System for the Town, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $10,000.00 for the purpose of improving
drainage, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Highway
Superintendent, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $1,639.00 for Plainville's share of
support for South Norfolk County Association for Retarded Citizens, Inc.
(SNCARC), or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to enter into a contractual agreement with the Southeastern Regional Planning
and Economic Development District for participation in a shared planner program
to assist the Planning Board, Board of Selectmen, Board of Health, Conservation
Commission and other committees and officials, to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $20,000.00 as the Town's share of said program to be
expended under the supervision of the Planning Board, and to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for and accept on behalf of the Town any federal or state
funds which may become available to pay in part for said planner's services, or
do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $20,000.00 for the purpose of funding
the lease for the Tanker/Pumper in the Fire Department, such sum to be expended
under the direction of the Fire Chief, or do or act in any manner relative
thereto
.
ARTICLE 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or tt)
transfer from available funds the sum of $500.00 to fund repairs and maintenance
to the Bliss Chapel on Taunton Street, or do or act in any manner relative
thereto
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer funds the sum of $28,700.00 to fund vocational education as provided
for in Chapter 74 of the General Laws of Massachusetts, such sum to be expended
under the direction of the Local School Committee, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
ARTICLE 32: To see if the Town will vote to accept an Equal Educational
Opportunity Grant for Fiscal Year 1989 in the amount of $19,435.00 under the
provisions of General Laws, Chapter 70A, Section 5, as inserted by Chapter 188
of the Acts of 1985. Said grant shall be expended by the School Committee for
direct service expenditures with funds provided solely by the Commonwealth, or
do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote to accept the Fiscal Year 1989
Professional Development Grants for Plainville Public School Teachers pursuant
to Chapter 188, Section 13, of the Acts of 1985. Said Professional Development
Grants will only be offered provided funding is distributed solely by the
Commonwealth for that purpose, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $7,500.00 to fund the Town's share of
Medicare Hospital Insurance as required by Federal Law, or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 35: To see if the Town will vote the following: We the undersigned
registered voters of the Town of Plainville hereby petition the Board of
Selectmen to insert in the Annual Town Meeting, a warrant article which would
provide that the town pay 90% of the cost of group medical insurance premiums
for all covered employees, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
(A Petitioned Article)
ARTICLE 36: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $25,000.00 to fund future Unfunded
Pension Liabilities of the Town according to Chapter 40, Section 50 of the
Massachusetts General Laws, or do or act in any manner thereto.
ARTICLE 37: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $22,000. For the purpose of a 1-Ton
Pick-up and related equipment, such sum to be expended under the direction of
the Fire Chief, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 38: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $20,000 for the purchase of a Fire
Chief's Car and related equipment, such sum to be expended under the direction
of the Fire Chief, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 39: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum $5,500. for the purchase of 1-3/4 and 3
hose, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Fire Chief, or do or
act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 40; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $5,000. for the purchase of
Radio/Repeaters and related equipment, such sum to be expended under the
direction of the Fire Chief, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $15,000. for the purchase of a pick-up
truck for the highway department, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 42: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $35,000. for the purchase of a dump
truck for the highway department, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 43: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $15,000. to improve the traffic lights
at the intersection of routes 106 & 152. This sum to be expended under the
direction of the highway superintendent, or do or act in any manner relative
thereto
.
ARTICLE 44: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $10,000. to improve and construct town
sidewalks, such sum to be expended under the direction of the highway
superintendent, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 45: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $15,000. to fund a Water Systems Leak
Detection Study, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Water
Commissioner, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 46: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $800,000. to fund the design and
construction of a new well of George Street and to determine how such
appropriation shall be raised, either by taxation, transfers from available
funds, borrowing, or otherwise, and further, to authorize the Water Commissioner
to make applications for any State and Federal Grants and reimbursements as may
be available, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 47; To*see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $1,350,000 to fund the design and
construction of a Water Treatment system for Wells //I, ill, and any future George
Street Municipal Water wells and to determine how such appropriation shall be
raised, either by taxation, transfers from available funds, borrowing, or
otherwise, and further, to authorize the Water Commissioner to make applications
for any State and Federal Grants and reimbursements as may be available, or do
or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 48: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to petition the Great and General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
allow for the recall of any holder of an elective office or take any other
action relative thereto. (A petitioned article)
ARTICLE A9; To see if the Town will vote to amend Article III the Sewer Use
By-Law, as follows; Section 17: License for Drain Layers. All Drain Layers shall
obtain a license from the Board prior to performing any work in the Town. All
licenses shall be issued for a one year period with renewal required on January
1 of each year. In applying for a license, the Drain Layer shall provide all
information required by the Board including a statement that the license will
supervise and be responsible for all work performed under the license, (the
remainder of Section 17 will not change). Section 18: Licensee not to allow use
of name by another. No person duly licensed to construct Building and other
private Sewers and make connections with Public Sewers shall allow his name to
be used by any other person, either for the purpose of obtaining permits or
doing any work under his license. All Building Sewer installation work shall be
performed by Drain Layers licensed by the Board.
NOTE: the purpose of the change to Section 17 to remove the requirements that
Drain Layers also be "licensed to perform blasting in the Commonwealth," and the
change to Section 18 is to remove the requirements "applicants for permits must
be Drain Layers licensed in Plainville."
ARTICLE 50: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer available funds the sum of $700,000 to fund the design and constructing
of Vyredox water treatment system at Well //3 and to determine how such
appropriation shall be raised, either by taxation, transfers from available
funds, borrowing, or otherwise, and further, to authorize the Water Commissioner
to make applications for any State and Federal Grants and reimbursements as may
be available, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 51: To see if the Town will vote to amend the wording of article (13)
establishing a Permanent Building Committee to read:
The Committee to be comprised of seven members, four of which will be
appointed by the Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee, one from the
Board of Selectmen, one from the Finance Committee, one from the Local School
Committee, one from either the Planning Board, Zoning Board, or the Building
Inspector, and three members to be appointed jointly by the Selectmen and the
Finance Committee from the registered voters in the Town, the*terms of which
will be staggered as four for a one year term, one for a two year term, and
two for a three year term, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 52: To see if the Town will vote to amend Section 1 . 1C of Chapter I of
the Town By-Laws to read as follows:
I.IC. A Finance Committee consisting of seven members elected for terms of
three (3) years. The Chairman of the Board of Selectmen and the Town
Treasurer shall also serve as members of the Finance Committee. The
Committee shall have the power to fill any vacancy in its membership,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 53: To see if the Town will vote to amend Section 3. A of Chapter I of
the Town By-Laws to read as follows:
3.4 For the purpose of transacting its business, a quorum shall consist of
four (4) members of the Committee, exclusive of the Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer. The Chairman of the Board
of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer shall be non-voting members of this
Committee, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 54: To see if the Town will vote the following: We the undersigned
registered voters of the Town of Plainville hereby petition the Board of
Selectmen to insert in the Annual Town Meeting, a warrant article which would
provide that the Town adequately fund the Police Special Duty Payroll Account,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto. (A Petitioned Article)
ARTICLE 55: To see if the Town will vote to permit the King Philip Regional
School District to accept an Equal Educational Opportunity Grant for fiscal year
1989, in the amount of $6,534, under the provisions of Massachusetts General
Laws, Chapter 70A, Section 5, as inserted by Chapter 188 of the Acts of 1985.
Said Grant shall be expended by the King Philip Regional School District
Committee for direct service expenditures with funds provided solely by the
Commonwealth, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 56: To see if the Town will vote to compensate members of the King
Philip Regional School District Committee for their services to the regional
school district, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 57: To see if the Town will vote to set the compensation to be paid to
the members of the King Philip Regional School District Committee according to
the following fiscal year compensation schedule: $1200 Chairman, $1000
Vice-Chairman, $850 for each other member. Such compensation to be included in
the annual budget of the regional school district and to commence in Fiscal Year
1989 or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 58: To see if the Town will vote to transfer from funds received under
the escrow agreement with Laidlaw Waste Systems the sum of $45,000 to be
expended by the Board of Health for the following purposes:
$25,000 to perform testing, monitoring, and inspection
requirements
.
$20,000 to fund part of the cost of inspection services,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 59: To see if the Town will vote to transfer from funds received under
the escrow agreement with Laidlaw Waste Systems, the sum of $325,620.26 to
establish a Landfill Closure Fund, to be expended by the Landfill Executive
Committee, to assure the proper maintenance of the landfill after its closure,
and said fund to include any interest received from investments of monies in the
fund, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 60; To see if the Town will vote to transfer from funds received under
the escrow agreement with Laidlaw Waste Systems, the sum of $25,000., to be
expended by the Landfill Executive Committee, to provide other Boards and
Committees with technical assistance and expertise in the areas of conservation,
planning, water quality, zoning, and other matters relating or pertaining to
environmental quality, or do or act in any manner thereto.
ARTICLE 61: To see if the Town will vote to amend Chapter I of the Town
By-Laws to establish October 1 as the annual date of submission of budgets by
the Departments to the Board of Selectmen, or do or act in any manner relative
thereto
.
ARTICLE 62: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $2,000.00 for Plainville's share of
support for Self Help Inc., or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 63: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $5,000.00 for the Conservation
Commission for conservation purposes, including the purchase of land, or do or
act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 6A: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or to
transfer from available funds the sum of $200,000.00 for the Stabilization Fund,
as authorized by Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 40, or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
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And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting copies thereof in six
(6) public places, in said Town, Fourteen (14) days at least before the time of
holding said meeting.
Hereof, fail not, and make due return of the Warrant with your doing
thereon, to the Town Clerk at or before the time and place of said meeting as
foresaid
.
Given under our hand this 29th day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and eight eight.
A true copy Attest:
1988
Robert E. Hartnett
Ray P. Felix
Deborah Card
Constable
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
APRIL 4, 1988
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant for the annual town election was held in the
Beatrice Wood Elementary School, South Street, Plainville, Massachusetts, Norfolk County.
The warrant was read by Moderator
,
Kathleen A. Parker at 8:00 A.M. and polls were
officially opened.
The following election officials were sworn into faithful performance of their
duties by the Town Clerk, Kathleen M. Sandland::
REPRESENTING THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
CLERK: EVELYN SOULE PRECINCT TWO
CLERK: JOAN FLATLEY PRECINCT ONE
INSPECTORS: WILLIAM McConnell PRECINCT ONE
DORIS ROSS (INDEP.) PRECINCT ONE
MARIE SOPER (INDEP.) PRECINCT ONE
JEAN MATHEWS PRECINCT TWO
WINIFRED MASINO PRECINCT TWO
HELEN SIMPSON PRECINCT TWO
I
REPRESENTING THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
WARDEN EUGENE GUCWA PRECINCT ONE
DEPUTY WARDEN REGINALD KEYES PRECINCT ONE
INSPECTORS: NAOMI BECKMAN PRECINCT ONE
LAWRENCE CARPENTER PRECINCT TWO
IRENE TREMBLAY PRECINCT ONE
BARBARA FINK PRECINCT TWO
MARJORIE G. MITCHELL PRECINCT TWO
ALLIE McALPINE (INDEP) PRECINCT ONE
The Board of Registrars were present throughout the day to answer questions on
the voting list. The ballot box was inspected by the warden and clerk in each
precinct and was found to be empty. The count on precinct one ballot box was410 and
the count on precinct two ballot box was 427 which was the result of the Presidential
Primary that was held March 8, 1988. The ballot box keys were turned over to the
Police Officers
.
The polls were officially closed by Warden Eugene Gucwa . All inspectors
were dismissed at 8:30 P.m. The remaining officials stayed until 10:30 P.M. to tally
the write in ballots and to complete paperwork. The final tally for precinct one
was 297 and the final tally for precinct 407.
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ELECTION RESULTS:
MODERATOR for three years PRECINCT ONE PRECINCT Tl
GAYLE MASON (WRITE-IN VOTES) 48 93
UAVIU ANDERSON 3 5
STANLEY WIDAK JR. - 19
STANLEY NACEWICZ 4 15
DAVID LOMASNEY 3 5
FRED STRONG I -
ROBERT LOEW I -
WILLIAM CLARKE - 1
PAUL HANRAHAN - 1
MARY ELENA POLLOCK - 1
RICHARD SILVEIRA - 1
BLANKS
SELECTMAN for three years
I
ROBERT HARTNETT 213 274
DAVID WIKLUND (WRITE-IN VOTES) - 3
KEITH GRANT 2 1
WILBUR BURT III - 1
BLANKS
ASSESSOR for three years
82 128
WILLIAM CLARKE 219 297
BLANKS
BOARD OF HEALTH(for three years)
78 110
WILBUR BURT III 208 250
STANLEY WIDAK JR. 69 134
BLANKS
LIBRARY TRUSTEE (for three years)
20 23
LENA CHOMA 220 287
BLANKS
LIBRARY TRUSTEE (for One Year)
77 120
BARBARA LEE 219 295
BLANKS
LOCAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE (for three
78
years
)
112
ALAN LOVELY
( two candidates) 193 282
KATHLEEN ROACH 197 263
BLANKS 204 269
40
KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT COMMITTEE (3 Years
)
PRECINCT ONE PRECINCT TWO
MARY ANNE GALLIMORE 212 294
BLANKS 85 113
BARBARA MEYER
PARK C0MMISSI0NER(F0R THREE YEARS)
205 244
BLANKS 92 163
CHERYL FOLLETT
PARK-COMMISSIONER (FOR TWO YEARS)
205 274
BLANKS 92 133
DONALD MC ALPINE
PARK COMMISSIONER (FOR ONE YEAr)
217 291
BLANKS 80 116
PATRICIA BARNEY
WATER COMMISSIONER (FOR THREE YEARS)
219 303
BLANKS 78 104
PATRICIA BARNEY
SEWER COMMISSIONER (FOR THREE YEARS)
201 273
BLANKS 96 134
ROBERT H. FENNESSY JR
CONSTABLE ( FOR THREE YEARS)
162 224
WILLIAM E JILLSON 91 123
BLANKS 44 60
MICHAEL J. LEE
FINANCE COMMITTEE ( FOR THREE YEARS)
(THREE CANDIDATES)
267
FRANK DEL VECCHIO 174 229
PATRICK FRANCOMANO 170 231
BLANKS 352 494
NO CANDIDATES FILED
GAYLE MASON
FINANCE COMMITTEE ( FOR TWO YEARS)
(TWO CANDIDATES )
WRITE-IN CANDIDATES I
RICHARD SILVEIRA - I
PAUL HANRAHAN - 1
WILLIAM CLARKE - 1
LAWRENCE COCHRANE 1 -
BLANKS 593 810
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ELECTION RESULTS:
{
(
F INANCE COMMITTEE ( FOR ONE YEAR)
NO CANDIDATES FILED
SCOTT BOULET WRITE-IN CANDIDATES
STANLEY NACEWICZ
SUSAN FENNESSY
LAWRENCE COCHRANE
BEVERLY LOEW
BLANKS
(
PRECINCT ONE PRECINCT TV
(
I
1
295
I
I
I
I
(
(
(
404
PLANNING BOARD ( FOR FIVE YEARS)
RICHARD STENFELDT 219
BLANKS 78
HOUSING AUTHORITY ( FOR FOUR YEARS)
NO CANDIDATE FILED
SUSAN FENNESSY WRITE-IN CANDIDATES 20
ROBERT TOROS IAN
DAVID ANDERSON 4
RUBENA COLE I
ROBERT HARTNETT
BLANKS 272
TREE WARDEN ( FOR ONE YEAR)
MICHAEL RENCH WRITE-IN CANDIDATES I
KEVIN DOUCETTE 2
STEVEN WIDAK
PETER HASTINGS
EVERETT W. SKINNER
STANLEY NACEWICZ
RONALD FREDRICKSON
WILLIAM JILLSON
CHESTER ROBERTS
MICHELLE HERLIHY
BLANKS 294
(
261
146
42
2
7
12
1
343
2
2
5
3
1
1
1
1
I
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MINUTES OF APRIL 11, 1988 SESSION OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING (1st Session)
The Annual Town Meeting of the Town of Plainville was held on Monday,
April 11, 1988 in the auditorium of the Beatrice H. Wood School on South
Street, with a total number of 119 registered voters checked in for the
evening
.
Meeting was called to order at 7:40 P.M. by Moderator Gayle Mason.
Counters appointed to the Moderator's right were Paul Spadoni and Patricia
Walls; to the Moderator's left, Robert Bedard and Celine Hassell.
Bounds of the hall for voting purposes were designated as being the chairs
on the floor of the auditorium, with all others to be seated in the
bleachers. One section of the bleachers was designated for those regis-
tered for Special Town Meeting only.
The Moderator stated that all motions and amendments must be in writing,
and all discussion directed through the chair. Ballot Box officers in
case of a ballot vote would be Kathleen Sandland and Joan Clarke.
A salute to the flag was given in lieu of an invocation.
Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Card, that the following
persons be allowed to speak before this Town Meeting: Attorney John Lee,
Attorney Maureen Lee, Robert Brothers, Francis Cinelli, William Costa,
James Johnson, Jim Marshall, Patrick Hughes and William Callahan of Camp
Dress & McKee, and Greg Guimond from SRPEDD. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 2: Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert Hartnett--! move
that Edgar Peavey, Joseph Porter and George Brown be appointed Fence
Viewers and Field Drivers; and that Ronald Fredrickson be appointed
Measurer of Wood, Bark and Lumber for the ensuing year.
UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 3: Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Gard--that
the reports of the Selectmen, and other Town Officers be accepted as
printed, with the exception of any errors and omissions.
UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 4: Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert Hartnett-- that
the surety bonds of the Collector of Taxes, Treasurer, Town Clerk, Secre-
tary of the Water Department, Assessors' Clerks, Clerks of the Selectmen,
Constables, and Police Department Licensing Authority be placed with a
iridelity or Guarantee Company. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTTCLE 5: Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Gard--that the
Town vote to authorize the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen,
to borrow money from time to time in anticipation of the revenue for the
•financial ybar beginning July 1, 1988, in accordance with the provisions
of Gbneral Laws, Chapter 44, Section 4, and to issue a note or notes
therefore, payable v/ithin one year, and to renew any note or notes as may
be given for a period of less than one year in accordance with General
Laws, Chapter 44, Section 17. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICJiF 5: Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert Hartnett-- that the
Town '^cte to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept and enter into
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contracts for the expenditures of an
by the Commonwealth and/or County fo
and improvement of Town Roads.
Motion made by Virginia Silveira, se
the Annual Town Meeting at 8:00 P.M.
Town Meeting.
Annual Town Meeting reconvened at 9:
y funds allotted or to be allotted
r the construction, reconstruction
UNANIMOUS VOTE
conded by Robert Hartnett to adjou
,
until the completion of the Spec
SO VOTED
38 P.M.
rn
ial
Mr. Silveira requested a breakdown from the Finance Committee of the
total amount of monies available, and from what sources various amounts
were available. Moderator asked if someone could supply this informa-
tion. Mr. Lee stated it would take a few minutes to compile this infor-
mation, so Moderator moved to next article, which had no funding in the
wording
.
ARTICLE 7: Motion by George Brown, seconded by John Rocket t-- that the
Town vote to accept the provisions of Section 108L of Chapter 41 of the
General Laws, and provide career incentive salary increases for police
officers
.
There followed considerable discussion as to cost of implementing this
article. Attorney Lee was asked for his opinion and he stated it would
be very costly. Mr. Hartnett also spoke as to the expenses of article,
and urged voters not to support this motion.
Motion by Robert Hartnett,
be tabled.
seconded by Wallace Mathews that this article
SO VOTED
Motion made by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Gard to reconsider
Article 7
.
Considerable discussion
necessary to reconsider
followed, and it was determined that it was
the motion to table, not the article.
Accordingly, Ms. Gard withdrew her second, and Mr. Hartnett withdrew his
motion to reconsider Article 7
.
Motion made by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Gard
the vote to table Article 7. Result of vote: Yes 2
to reconsider
No 6 4
ARTICLE 8: Lost for lack of a motion.
MOTION FAILED
ARTICLE 9: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Virginia S i 1 vei ra-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00, for the purpose of funding employee
physicals, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Board of
Selectmen/Personnel Board, such monies to come from taxation.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 10: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Michael Lee--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00, for the purpose of funding an Audit
ANNUAL T.M. 4/11/88 (1st Session)
of Fiscal 88 financial records, such
tion of the Town Accountant, and the
come from taxation.
sum to be expended under the direc-
Board of Selectmen, such monies to
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 11: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Gene A 1 swor th-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to fix
the salary and compensation of all elected officers of the Town as pro-
vided by Section 108 of Chapter 41, General Laws as amended, as follows:
Moderator
Town Clerk
Town Treasurer
Selectmen, Chairman
Second Member
Third Member
Board of Health, Each Member.
Assessors, Chairman
Second Member
Third Member
Tax Collector
Water Commissioners, Chairman
Second Member
Third Member, Secretary
Sewer Commissioners, Chairman
Second Member
Third Member, Secretary
Constable
Tree Warden
$ 25.00 per meeting
18,382.00
17 . 000
.
00
1
,
200.00
1
,
200.00
1
,
200 .00
500 .00
1 , 500.00
1 , 500.00
1 .500 .00
16.0
00
400.00
300.00
1.300.00
400.00
300.00
1
,
000 .00
3.55 per hour
3.55 per hour
Motion by Kathleen Parker, seconded by Gene Alsworth to amend the motion
on Article 11 to read--Town Clerk. ..FY 1 989 . . . . $ 1 9 , 000 . 00 .
AMENDED MOTION CARRIED
Mr. Hartnett explained that, so the townspeople would know in advance
in order to arrange schedules and baby sitters where necessary, it was
intended, if no objections, to continue Town Meeting to Tuesday, April
I2th, Tuesday, April 19th (Monday being a holiday), Monday, April 25th
and Tuesday, April 26th, with sessions being adjourned between ten and
eleven each night, depending on when an article finished. Since at
this point. Article 11 was completed and Article 12 is quite lengthy,
he would like to adjourn the meeting at this time.
Motion was made by Robert Hartnett, and seconded, to adjourn the Annual
Town Meeting until Tuesday, April 12th at 7:30 P.M.
MOTION CARRIED
Meeting was adjourned at 10:33 P.M.
KMS/
j
Tape recording of these minutes
Respectfully submitted,
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
is on file.
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APRIL 12, 1988 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING, ADJOURNED FROM APRIL llth--2nd SESSION 1
The second session of the Annual Town Meeting was called to order at
7:40 P.M. on Tuesday, April 12, 1988 in the auditorium of the Wood
School on South Street, with a total of eighty four registered voters
checked in for the evening.
Bounds of the hall for voting purposes were to be the chairs on the floor
of the auditorium, all other persons to be seated in the bleachers. All
other rules remained the same as for the previous session, and Ballot Box
Officers, if needed, would again be Mrs. Sandland and Mrs. Clarke.
Counters appointed to the Moderator's left v;ere Keith Grant and Robert
Bedard; to the Moderator's right, Paul Spadoni and Patricia Walls.
Ms. Mason asked if there were any persons needing permission to speak
other than those mentioned at last session, and reply was negative.
ARTICLE 12: Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Card to ac-
cept Article 12 as written, with the following amendjients
:
APPENDIX A
WAGE AND COMPENSATION PLAN - FY 89
Job Classification
A. EXECUTIVE LEVEL
Class Wkly Effective July 1, 1988
Police Chief
Fire Chief
Deputy Fire Chief
Highway Superintendent
Water/Sewer Superintendent
Admin. Asst. /Town Account
Executive Dir. - COA
Head Librarian
45,050
37 , 630
33,920
32,330
30,380
34 , 980
19,297
23,400
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
B. PUBLIC SAFETY - POLICE
C. PUBLIC SAFETY - FIRE
AS PRINTED
't
•i
••
•(
•f
•f
•f
•f
«
'1
4^
Lieutenant F-2 48 28,094 .
Firefighter F-3 48 19,852. 21,051. 22,598. 24,081. 25,598
.
D. PUBLIC WORKS AS PRINTED
E . PUMPING STATION AS PRINTED
F . CLERICAL i
Senior Clerk C-1 35 14,754 . 15,638. 16,575. 17,608. 18,665.
Clerk C-2 35 12,137. 12,746. 13,380. 14,051. 14,894 .
Junior Clerk C-3 35 10,032
.
10,534. 11,062. 11,615. 12,311.
Secretary S-1 35 PRESENTLY UNDER NEGOTIATIONS
Senior Acct/Clrk A-1 35 16,580 17 ,454 . 18,400. 19,419. 20,493 .
G. PUBLIC NEEDS
4
Bus Driver CA-1 35 12,567. 13 , 436 . 14,299. 15,164. 16,027 .*
Di spatcher D-1 40 1 4,739 . 15,765. 16,794. 17,822. 19,679.
Park Supervisor PK-1 40 12,740.
H . SEASONAL AS PRINTED WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
(H
PARK SUPERVISOR WHICH IS DELETED *
(1
Indicates sections later amended.
S.T.M. 4/12/88 2nd Session Page lA
Motion by Pat Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira, to change the
salary of the Executive Director-Council on Aging to read $19,686.35;
and
G. PUBLIC NEEDS--BUS DRIVERto read as follows:
13,051. 13,952. 14,848. 15,747. 16,646.
SECTION SO AMENDED
Motion by Cheryl Follett, seconded by Robert Hartnett-- the Park Com-
mission recommends and I so move an amendment under "SEASONAL" by
inserting. Supervisor X-1 Weekly $245.00
SECTION SO AMENDED
Motion by Kathleen Parker, seconded
to read, under Part-Time Hourly:
Librarian M-10
Ass't Librarian M- 1
1
by Paul Spadoni to amend the motion
$6.05 hourly
$5.10 hourly
SECTION SO AMENDED
ARTICLE 12 PASSED AS AMENDED
Question was raised by Mr. Bona about the classification of "Senior
Acct/Clerk" under Section F-CLERICAL, as to whether it was a new posi-
tion. Mr. Hartnett replied that it was a new classification, but
that there was no one in the position at the present time, and would
not be until after July 1, 1988.
Mrs. Parker asked if this position would be available to other offices
or just the Selectmen's office.
(continued on next page)
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Mr. Hartnett stated that at this time the intent was for the Selectmen's
Of f ice
.
Mr. Clarke asked if there was a job description for this position, and
if so could it be read. Mr. Hartnett read job description, and copy is
attached to these minutes.
ARTICLE 13:
the reading
Motion made by David Lomasney and
of Article 13.
seconded to dispense with
SO VOTED
Motion by Gene Alsworth, seconded by Virginia Silveira--the Finance Com-
mittee recommends and I so move that the Town vote to raise and appro-
priate or transfer from available funds such sums of money as may be
required to defray Town charges for the financial year beginning July 1,
1988, and expressly for the following purposes to wit:
Note: Monies to come from taxation unless otherwise specified, and * de-
notes sections that were amended, as noted at end of motion.
Government
:
Board of Selectmen *
Salaries
Expenses
Finance Commi ttee--Expenses
Personnel Board--Expenses
Assessors
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Treasurer
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Tax Collector
Salaries
Expenses
Town Accountant
Expenses
Equipment
Date P rocessing--Expenses
Town Clerk
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Board of Registrars
Salaries
Expenses
Conservation Commi ssion--Expenses
Planning Board--Expenses
Zoning Board--Expenses
90.775.00
44.725.00
28,557.00
8,055.00
150.00
17,000.00
10, 185.00
350.00
18,500.00
8,300.00
2,700.00
500.00
29,920.00
2 ,490.00
800.00
1 . 500.00
3.950.00
$ 135,500.00
1
,
000.00
300.00
36,762.00
27 , 535.00
26,800.00
3,200.00
9,000.00
33,210.00
5.450.00
3.500.00
4
,
160.00
2 .325.00
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ARTICLE 13 (continued)
Town Office Maintenance *--Expenses
By-Law Review--Expenses
Cable TV--Expenses
Police Department
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Travel
Fire Department
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Travel
Building I nspector--Expenses
Sealer of Weights & Measures--Expenses
Wiring I nspec tor--Expenses
Civil Defense--Expenses
Dog Of f icer--Expenses
of which $ 500.00 is transferred from Dog Tax
and 5,500.00 is to be from taxation
Tree Warden
605,000.00
68
,
000 .00
5
.
000
.
00
2
.
000
.
00
359,906.00
37,300.00
5
,
000 .00
500 .00
Highway Department
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Snow Removal--Expenses
Street Lights--Expenses
194 ,053 . 00
67,250.00
2
,
000 .00
Sewer Department
Salaries 1,700.00
Expenses 63,450.00
such monies to be transferred from Sewer Revenue
Water Department
Salaries 52,490.00
Expenses 102,000.00
Equipment 6,000.00
such monies to be transferred from Water Revenue
Board of Health
Salaries
Expenses
Council on Aging
Salaries
Expenses
Veteran's Benefits
Sal ar ies
Expenses
1 , 500 .00
16,350.00
36.425.00
11.275.00
1 . 250.00
7 .400 .00
27,200.00
100.00
500.00
680,000.00
402,706 .00
400.00
100.00
400.00
400.00
6
,
000 .00
3 , 500 .00
263 , 303 .00
46,000 .00
57 , 200.00
65
,
150 .00
160,490.00
17.850.00
47.700.00
8 ,650 .00
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ARTICLE 13 (continued)
Library
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
of which $ 5,829.00 is to come
10,000.00 is to come
44,944.00 is to come
Park Department*
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
Historical Commiss ion--Expenses
39.498.00
15.675.00
5 , 600.00
from State Aid to Librari
from 1988 Salary Account
from Taxation
17.892.00
12
,
000 .00
.00
60,773.00
es &
&
Maturing Debt * --Expenses
of which $65,000.00 i s to come f rom 1988 Tipping Fees
50,000.00 is to come f rom Water Revenue
20,000.00 is to come f rom Sewer Revenue
Interest on Debt--Expenses
of which 73,000 .00 is to come f rom 1988 Tipping Fees
3,517.00 is to come f rom Water Revenue
5,000.00 i s to come f rom Sewer Revenue
28,483.00 i s to come f rom Taxation
Local School--Expenses
Regional School * --Expenses
Town's share of Norfolk County Retirement
Group Insurance--Expenses
Town Insurance--Expenses
30 3^ 3 ooJ
29,892.00
4
135
,
830.00
,
000.00
110
,
000.00
,912
,
296
167
182
136
,
816.00
,348.00
,
000 . 00
,800.00
,
100.00
For a total Operations Budget of 6,111,950.00
of which 5,800,177.00 is from tax
and 3,111,773.00 is from transfer
Mr. Peasley questioned why there was no appropriation for Memorial Day,
and Mr. Lee replied that it had been overlooked, and therefore the amount
had been included in the Selectmen's budget.
Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert
men's Expense budget to $46,000.
Hartnett to amend the Select-
SECTION SO AMENDED
Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert Hartnett to amend the Build-
ing Maintenance account to read $33,000. for expenses.
MOTION DEFEATED
Moderator questioned vote. Standing vote showed Yes 38 No 22
MOTION DEFEATED
Motion by Wallace Mathews, seconded by Ugo Bona to amend Building Main-
tenance expenses to read $30,000. After some debate, the question was
called by Ugo Bona, seconded by Gene Alsworth.
I
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Vote on calling the question: In favor 77 Opposed 1 MOTION CARRIED
SECTION SO AMENDED
Motion by Donald McAlpine, seconded by Cheryl Follett to amend the
Park Department budget to read:
Salaries $26,342.
Expenses 12,595. for total of $38,937 to come from taxation.
After some debate the question was called by Ms. Follett and seconded
by Mr. McAlpine. Vote on calling question: Yes 58 No 1
SECTION SO AMENDED
Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert Hartnett to amend section
on Maturing Debt by changing source of funding, to read as follows:
$65,000 from taxation (change from tipping fees)
50.000 from Water Revenue
20.000 from Sewer Revenue
Question was called by Keith Grant, seconded by Michael Lee. Vote on
calling question: Yes 56 No 2. QUESTION CALLED
MOTION CARRIED
Vote
vote
was doubted by David Lomasney, and standing
showed 45 in favor and II opposed.
vote was taken,
MOTION DEFEATED
and
Motion by Keith Grant
School Budget to read
seconded by Wallace
$1,303,348.
Mathews to amend the Regional
SECTION SO AMENDED
The Finance Committee calculated the final figures for Article 13, with
the above changes, and the revised total and breakdown was as follows:
Total $6,132,070.00 of which
5,673,584.00
is from taxation
154.329.00 is from miscellaneous transfers
214.007.00 is from Water Revenue
90,150.00
is from Sewer Revenue
ARTICLE 13 PASSED AS AMENDED
Motion was made by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Card to adjourn
the Annual Town Meeting to Tuesday, April 19, 1988 at 7:30 P.M.
SO VOTED
Meeting was adjourned at 11:00 P.M.
Respectfully submitted.
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
KMS/
j
tape recording of these minutes on file
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MINUTES OF APRIL 19, 1988 ANNUAL TOWN MEETINO--3rd SESSION
The third session of the Annual Town Meeting was called to order at
7:48 P.M, on April 19th in the auditorium of the Wood School on South
Street. The total number of voters checked in for the evening was
seventy four.
The same rules of conduct remained in force as for the previous sessions,
and Ballot Box Officers in case of a ballot vote were to be Mrs. Sandland
and Mrs. Clarke.
Counters appointed to the Moderator's left were Keith Grant and Robert
Bedard; to the Moderator's right, Patricia Walls and Paul Spadoni.
The Moderator approved the request of Ms. Card to add Mary Ellen Rochette
of Self Help Inc. to the list of speakers for Town Meeting.
Motion by Andrea Soucy, seconded by William Boyd to consider Article 17
before Articles 15 and 16.
ARTICLE 14: Motion by Andrea Soucy, seconded by William Boyd--the Plan-
ning Board recommends and I so move that the Town vote to amend the Zon-
ing By-Law, Chapter III, Section 2.5, by inserting the following:
2.5. 1.1 Lot Width--The lot width requirement shall be maintained
to the rear building line of each lot. (2/3 vote required)
Result of vote: Yes 53 No 0 MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 17: Motion by Andrea Soucy, seconded by William Boyd--the Plan-
ning Board recommends and I so move that the Town vote to amend the Zon-
ing By-Law, Chapter III, Section 4, definitions, by inserting the fol-
lov>;ing
:
Building rear line of--The line of that face of the building farthest
from the front line of the lot. This face includes sun parlors and
covered porches whether enclosed or unenclosed, but does not include
steps. (2/3 vote required)
Result of vote: Yes 52 No 0 MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 15: Motion by Andrea Soucy, seconded by William Boyd--the Plan
ning Board recommends and I move that the Town vote to amend the Zoning
By-Law, Chapter III, by inserting the following:
2.6 Intensity of Use Schedule
Landscaped open space required
(% of lot area)
e: required front yard
g. 10% required front yard
Result of vote: Yes 57 No 0
ARTICLE 16: Motion by Andrea Soucy,
ing Board recommends and I move that
By-Law, Chapter III, Section 3.5, to
3.5 Parking requirements
Any parcel on which a building is co
CA CB CC lA IB IC
20e 20e 20e 20g 20g 20e
(2/3 vote required)
MOTION CARRIED
seconded by William Boyd--the Plan-
the Town vote to amend the Zoning
read as follows:
structed shall contain off-street
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parking areas of appropriate design to accommodate the number of vehicles
suitable to the permitted use and with proper provision for egress.
All parking areas shall be shown on the site plan indicating the layout
of the parking area including access, location and type of trees and
shrubs, proposed lighting and provisions for stormwater drainage.
3.5.1 Minimum standards:
Stores--Re tail Business--At least one space for each 300 square feet of
gross floor space, plus one space for each three employees or nearest
multiple thereof.
Of f ices--Banks and Similar Bus iness--0ne space for each 150 square feet
of floor area plus one space for each three employees or multiple thereof.
Inns, Auto Courts, Tourist Homes, and Similar Uses--One space for each
two sleeping accommodations plus one space for each three employees.
Theater, Funeral Homes and Places of Assembly--One space for each four
seats
.
Restaurants--Places Serving Food or Beverages--One space for each four
seats plus one space for each three employees or nearest multiple thereof.
Residential Areas--Two spaces for each individual dwelling unit except
in the case of multi-family dwellings where two and a half (2.5) spaces
shall be provided for each family unit.
Industrial, Manufacture and Wholesale Uses--One space for each two em-
ployees based on the maximum number of employees the plant is designed
to employ.
Bowling Alleys--Four spaces for each alley.
Guest House--0ne space for each sleeping room.
Medical or Dental Center or Professional Of f ices--Four spaces for 800
square feet of floor area plus one space for each two employees.
Other Uses--all other types of commercial and industrial uses not speci-
fically mentioned shall have at least one space for each three employees
plus one space for each 150 square feet gross floor area. One space shall
be provided for each 300 square feet on other than ground floor.
Egress--Not more than one entrance and one exit shall be permitted onto
a street from any parking area per 200 feet of frontage or fraction there-
of in a commercial district and 300 feet of frontage or fraction thereof,
in other districts. Each entrance and exit may not be more than 30 feet
in width.
3. 5. 1.1 Handicapped Parking: parking spaces for the exclusive use of
handicapped individuals shall be provided in accordance with the most
recent rules and regulations of the Architectural Barriers Board, speci-
fically Section 7 thereof.
3. 5. 1.2 Parking Space
9 feet in width and 18
Size: each parking space shall measure at least
feet in length.
3. 5. 1.3 Landscaping:
landscaped areas shall
for all parking lots requiring 10 or more spaces,
be provided. Planting beds shall be at least five
(5) feet wide. One tree shall be provided for every ten (10) spaces or
fraction thereof. Such trees shall be located within the parking area
and shall be at least two (2) inches in trunk diameter. In addition, two
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hp 1 o CP ted within th
(1 . 5) f ee t in height
3 . 5 . 1 . 4 The minimum
be 1 to 2 foot candl
tin g El ec t rical Soci
made by th e Planning
(2/ 3 VO te required)
Riirh shrnhft fth;i 1 1
Design adjustments to these standards can be
Result of vote: Yes
ARTICLE 18: Lost for lack of a motion
60 No 0
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 19: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Deborah Gard--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $4,500.00 for the purpose of funding
a feasibility study, such sum to be expended under the direction of the
Permanent Building Committee, such monies to be transferred from 1988
Host Community Fees.
Ms. Card, Chairman of the Permanent Building Committee gave brief explana-
tion ot the need for this study. MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 20: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Virginia Si Iveira-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for the 1989 Reserve Fund, to pro-
vide for the extra ordinary unforseen expenses as authorized by Section
6, Chapter 40 of the Massachusetts General Laws, such monies to come
from taxation. CARRIED
ARTICLE 21: Motion by Frank DelVecchio, seconded by Bruce Howell--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $50,000.00 for the purpose of im-
proving and upgrading Town Roads, such sum to be expended under the
direction of the Highway Superintendent, such monies to be transferred
from 1988 Host Community Fees. MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 22: Motion by Pat Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the normal maintenance and
repairs of the Town-owned building known as the Scout House, on Spring
Street, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Scoutmaster,
and the Board of Selectmen, such monies to come from Taxation.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 23: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Bruce Howell--the Finance
Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $10,000.00 for Town Funds to be used in conjunction with
and in addition to any funds allotted by the Commonwealth and/or County
for the construction, reconstruction and improvement of Town Roads, (Chap-
ter 90 funding)
,
such sum to be expended under the direction of the Board
of Selectmen, such monies to come from taxation. MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 24: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Bruce Howell--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $30,000.00 for the purpose of pur-
chasing Police Cruisers and related equipment, such sum to be expended
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under the direction of the Police Chief, such monies to be transferred
from 1988 Host Community Fees.
Chief Sandland responded to questions as to what was meant by "related
equipment" and also stated that this money would purchase two cruisers.
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 25: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Gene A1 sworth-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for Town to purchase or lease Data
Processing Equipment or Software, such sum to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Computer Study Committee, such monies to come from taxation.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 26: Motion by Frank DelVecchio, seconded by Pat Francomano-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to improve drainage, such sum to be
expended under the direction of the Highway Superintendent, such monies
to come from taxation. SO VOTED
ARTICLE 27: Motion by Pat Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,689.00 for the Town's share of sup-
port for South Norfolk County Association for Retarded Citizens, Inc.
(SNCARC) for FY89, such monies to come from taxation.
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 28: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Bruce Howell--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds, not more than the sum of $20,000.00, and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a contractual agreement
with the Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District
for participation in a shared planner program, to assist the Planning
Board, Board of Health, Conservation Commission, and other committees and
officials, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Planning
Board, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for and accept on
behalf of the Town any Federal or state funds which may become available
to pay in part for said planner's services, such monies to be transferred
from 1988 Host Community Fees.
Mr. Nacewicz questioned why the Board of Selectmen was not listed as one
of the groups to received this assistance, and the Finance Committee ex-
plained that this was an error.
Motion made
Board of Se
by Virginia
lectmen under
Silveira, seconded by Ray Felix to include the
assistance
.
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 28 PASSED AS AMENDED
ARTICLE 29: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Virginia Silveira--the
,
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $20,000.00 for the purpose of fund-
I ing the lease for the Tanker/Pumper in the Fire Department, such sum to
be expended under the direction of the Fire Chief, such monies to be trans-
> ferred from 1988 Host Community Fees.
I
Mr. Bona questioned if this was not a lease/purchase agreement, and it
was determined that this was correct. Motion was made and seconded to
I
correct the typographical error so motion would read "lease/purchase"
CORRECTED MOTION PASSED
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ARTICLE 30: Motion by Pat Francomano,
Finance Committee recommends, and I so
and appropriate the sum of $500.00, fo
pairs of the Town owned building known
such sum to be expended under the dire
such monies to come from taxation.
seconded by Michael Lee--the
move, that the Town vote to raise
r the normal maintenance and re-
as Bliss Chapel, on Taunton Street
ction of the Board of Selectmen,
SO VOTED
/
ARTICLE 31: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that
raise and appropriate the sum of $28,700.00, to fund
cation, as provided for in Chapter 74, of the General
setts, such sum to be expended under the direction of
Committee, such monies to come from taxation.
Pat Francomano--
the Town vote to
the vocational edu-
Laws of Massachu-
the Local School
VOTED
ARTICLE 32: Motion by Michael Lee
if the Town will vote to accept an
for Fiscal Year 1989 in the amount
of General Laws, Chapter 70A, Sect
the Acts of 1985. Said grant shal
for direct service expenditures wi
monweal th
.
,
seconded by Virginia Silveira, to see
Equal Educational Opportunity Grant
of $19,435.00 under the provisions
ion 5, as inserted by Chapter 188 of
1 be expended by the School Committee
th funds provided solely by the Com-
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 33: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Pat Francomano, to
see if the Town will vote to accept the Fiscal Year 1989 Professional
Development Grants for Plainville Public School Teachers pursuant to
Chapter 188, Section 13, of the Acts of 1985. Said Professional Develop-
ment Grants will only be offered provided funding is distributed solely
by the Commonwealth for that purpose.
Superintendent Cinelli explained that funding
widhdrawal of this motion. Ms. Toosley sugges
to vote on the article and vote it down.
is not available and
ted that it would be
MOTION DEFEATED
urqed
easier
ARTICLE 34: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by P
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that
and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00, for the Town
Hospital Insurance, as required by Federal Law, su
under the direction of the Town Treasurer, such mo
taxation
.
at Francomano-- the
the Town vote to raise
's share of Medicare
ch sum to be expended
nies to come from
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 35: Motion by George Brown, seconded by Patricia Walls, to see
if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of Section 7A of Chapter
32B of the Massachusetts General Laws. This article will permit the
Town to pay a subsidiary or additional rate in addition to the payment
of fifty percent of a premium for contributory group life and health
insurance for employees in the service of the town, and vote to pay 90%
of said premium.
Ms. Gard stated that she felt this would set a precedent and that this
should be a bargaining issue.
Motion by
(2/3 vote
Deborah Gard, seconded by Frank DelVecchio to table this motion.
required) Vote on tabling: Yes 43 No 21 Needed 42-2/3
MOTION TO TABLE CARRIED
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Motion made by Deborah Card, seconded by Virginia Silveira to reconsider
the vote to table Article 35.
The Moderator allowed Mr. Brown to correct what he felt was an error, and
he stated that this item had not been negotiated, and they had been told
during negotiations to bring it before Town Meeting. Ms Card asked if
Attorney Lee could give an opinion on this matter. Attorney Lee explained
the situation, and stated that, in his opinion this should be negotiated.
Recess was declared at 9:40 for clarification of several items, and the
meeting reconvened at 9:56.
Vote on motion to reconsider the vote to table Article 35: Yes 27
No 40
MOTION TO RECONSIDER DEFEATED
ARTICLE 36: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Bruce Bowel l--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds, the sum of $10,000.00, for the funding of fu-
ture Unfunded Pension Liabilities of the Town, according to Chapter 40,
Section 50, of the Massachusetts General Laws, such sum to be expended
under the direction of the Town Treasurer, such monies to be transferred
' from 1988 Host Community Fees.
SO VOTED
I ARTICLE 37: Lost for lack of a motion.
I
ARTICLE 38: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 39: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Virginia Silveira--the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,500.00 for the purchase of 1-3/4" and 3"
hose for the Fire Department, such sum to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Fire Chief, such monies to come from taxation.
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 40
ARTICLE 41
I
ARTICLE 42
» ARTICLE 43
Lost for lack of a motion
Lost for lack of a motion.
Lost for lack of a motion.
Motion by Frank DelVecchio, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $15,000.00 for the funding of
Traffic Signal improvements at the intersection of Routes 106 & 152, such
sum to be expended under the direction of the Highway Superintendent, and
to authorize the Highway Superintendent to accept any Federal or State
monies that may be available to defray the cost of said repairs, such
monies to be transferred from 1988 Host Community Fees.
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 44: Motion by Pat Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $7,500.00 to
struct town sidewalks, such sum to be spent under the
Highway Superintendent, such monies to be transferred
Community Fees.
improve and con-
direction of the
from 1988 Host
SO VOTED
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Although the vote had been taken, the Moderator allowed a question by
Mr. Nacewicz as to where the cuts would be made.
Mr. Fredrickson explained where the sidewalks would be and stated that
he had agreed with the Finance Committee that this money would be suf-
ficient for this year.
Question called by Ugo Bona and seconded, and discussion ended.
Motion made and seconded to adjourn meeting at 10:25 P.M. until Monday,
April 25, 1988 at 7:30 P.M.
SO VOTED
Meeting was so adjourned by Moderator.
Respectfully submitted.
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
KMS/j '
L ’/DcO
Tape recording of these minutes is on file
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MINUTES OF APRIL 25, 1988 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING--4th SESSION
The Fourth Session of the Annual Town Meeting was held in the auditorium
of the Beatrice H. Wood School on Monday, April 25, 1988. Meeting was
called to order at 7:50 P.M. by Moderator Gayle Mason, having determined
that a quorum was present. A total number of seventy five voters was
checked in for the evening.
The same bounds and rules of conduct were in force for this meeting as
for previous sessions. Mrs. Sandland and Mrs. Clarke were appointed
Ballot Box Officers in the event of a ballot vote.
Counters appointed to the Moderator's left were Celine Hassell and Robert
Bedard; to the Moderator's right, Paul Spadoni and Patricia Walls.
ARTICLE 45: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Edwin Harrop--the Finance
Committee recommends, and I so move that the Town vote to transfer from
available funds the sum of $15,000.00, to fund a Water Systems Leak De-
tection Study, such sum to be spent under the direction of the Water Com-
missioners, such monies to be transferred from 1989 Water Revenue.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 46: Motion by Pat Francomano, seconded by Michael Lee--the Fin-
ance Committee recommends, and I so move that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $800,000.00, to construct a new well off George
Street, such sum to be spent under the direction of the Water Commis-
sioners, and to authorize the Water Commissioners to make applications
for any State and Federal Grants and reimbursements as may be available,
and to raise this appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval of the
Selectmen, is authorized to borrow the sum of $800,000.00, under and pur-
suant to Chapter 44, Section 7(3) of the General Laws, or any other enab-
ling authority, and to issue bonds or notes for the Town therefore.
Barbara Toosley had several questions which were addressed, and a copy
of these questions is attached to the original minutes.
Following discussion, a standing vote was taken, as a 2/3 vote is re-
quired on a borrowing article. Result of vote: Yes 60 No 1
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 47: Motion by Frank DelVecchio, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,350,000.00, to fund the design and
construction of a Water Treatment system for Wells #1, #2 and any future
George Street Municipal Water Wells, such sum to be spent under the direc-
tion of the Water Commissioners, and to authorize the Water Commissioners
to make applications for any State and Federal Grants and reimbursements
as may be available, and to raise this appropriation, the Treasurer, with
the approval of the Selectmen, is authorized to borrow the sum of
$1,350,000.00, under and pursuant to Chapter 44, Section 7(3), of the
General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to issue bonds or
notes for the Town therefore.
Mrs. Toosley had several questions which were addressed on this article,
and a copy of said questions is attached to the original minutes.
There was considerable discussion on this article, and Patrick Hughes of
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Camp Dresser & McKee responded to various questions on this article,
among which was the question of the dollar impact of the Water Treatment
System on the tax rate. Mr. Hughes stated that it should amount to
$9.52 per thousand dollars valuation.
Motion made by Richard Silveira, seconded by Wallace Mathews to amend
the motion by inserting "that the maturing debt and interest payments
for this bonding be funded from Water Revenue".
Question called, after considerable discussion, by Pat Francomano, and
seconded by Virginia Silveira. Clarification was requested and given
that this amendment would not jeopardize the opportunity for grants.
Vote on calling question: Yes 56 No 0 QUESTION CALLED
AMENDMENT LOST
Vote was questioned. Result of standing vote: Yes 12 No 50
amendment' defeated
Returning to the original motion, Mr. Silveira had a question on the
Section of Mass General Laws, as to whether or not the funding was limi-
ted to Water Department Revenue.
Moderator declared a recess at 8:58 to allow Town Counsel Maureen Lee to
review the section in question. Meeting reconvened at 9:20.
Attorney Lee ruled that money did not have to be limited to Water Depart-
ment Revenue.
Question was called by Frank Grzenda, and seconded. Vote on calling the
question: Yes 54 No 3 QUESTION CALLED
Robert Bedard called for a quorum count. Ms. Mason asked that those who
had abstained from the previous vote please stand. Count showed 10 had
abstained, which added to the vote taken on the previous call brought
total number of voters to 67, so the quorum was maintained.
V'ote on original motion: Yes 54 No MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 48: Motion by Patricia Walls, seconded by Wallace Mathews--!
move that the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to petition
the Great and General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to allow
for the recall of any holder of an elective office, copies of the Recall
Legislation to be accepted as printed and made available.
SO VOTED
(a copy is attached to the minutes of the printed copies that were made
available to the voters.)
ARTICLE 49: Motion by Edwin Harrop, seconded by Joanne Hastings that
Article 49 be accepted as read--to see if the Town will vote to amend
Article III the Sewer Use By-Law, as follows: Section 17: License for
Drain Layers. All Drain Layers shall obtain a license from the Board
prior to performing any work in the Town. All licenses shall be issued
for a one year period with renewal required on January 1 of each year.
In applying for a license, the Drain Layer shall provide all information
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required by the Board including a statement that the licensee will super-
vise and be responsible for all work performed under the license. (the
remainder of Section 17 will not change) . Section 18: Licensee not to
allow use of name by another. No person duly licensed to construct Build-
ing and other private Sewers and make connections with Public Sewers shall
allow his name to be used by any other person, either for the purpose of
obtaining permits or doing any work under his license. All Building Sewer
installation work shall be performed by Drain Layers licensed by the Board.
NOTE: the purpose of the change to Section 17 to remove the requirements
that Drain Layers also be "licensed to perform blasting in the Common-
wealth," and the change to Section 18 is to remove the requirements "ap-
plicants for permits must be Drain Layers licensed in Plainville."
(2/3 vote required) Result of vote: Yes 58 No 0
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 50: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 51: Motion by Deborah Card, seconded by Robert Hartnett--! move
the Town vote to amend the wording of Article 13 of the April 1987 Spe-
cial Town Meeting establishing a Permanent Building Committee to read:
The Committee to be comprised of seven members, four of which
will be appointed by the Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee,
one from the Board of Selectmen, one from the Finance Committee, one
from the Local School Committee, one from either the Planning Board,
Zoning Board or the Building Inspector, and three members to be appoin-
ted jointly by the Board of Selectmen and the Finance Committee from
the registered voters in Town, the terms of which will be staggered as
four for a one year term, one for a two year term and two for a three
year term. MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 52: Motion by Michael Lee,
Finance Committee recommends, and I
cept Article 52 as written.
Result of standing vote: Yes 56
seconded by Virginia S i 1 veira-- the
so move, that the Town vote to ac-
No 0 MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 53: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Gene A 1 sworth-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to ac-
cept Article 53 as written.
Question raised as to what committee the article was referencing, and
it was stated that this section refers to the Finance Committee. How-
ever, in order to make it clear to everyone, an amendment was offered
as follows:
Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Virginia Silveira to amend Section
3.4 of Chapter I of the Town By-Laws to read as follows:
3.4 For the purpose of transacting its business, a quorum of the Finance
Committee shall consist of four (4) members of the Committee, exclu-
sive of the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer.
The Chairman of the Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer shall
be non-voting members of this Committee.
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AN ACT AUIIIORIZING [HE TOWN OF PLAINVILLE TO RECALL ELECTED OFFICIALS.
Section I. Any liolcJer of an elective office in the town of Plainville may be recalled, and
removed therefrom by the qualified voters of said town as herein provided.
Section 2. Any qualified voter of the town of Plainville may file with the town clerk of said
town an affidavit containing the name of the officer sought to be recalled and a
statement of the grounds of recall. Said town clerk shall thereupon deliver to tli'
voter making such affidavit a sufficient number of copies of petition blanks de-
manding such recall, printed forms of which he shall keep on hand. The blanks
shall be issued by the town clerk with his signature and official seal attached
thereto; tliey shall be dated and addressed to the selectman of said town; shall
contain tlie name of tfte person to wliom issued, the number of blanks so issued, the
name of the person sought to be the recalled
,
the grounds of recall stated in
said affidavit, and shall demand the election of a successor to such office. A
copy of the petition stiall be entered in a record book to be kept in the office
of the town clerk. Tlie recall petition shall be returned and filed with said
town clerk on or before the first workday following twenty days after the filing
of the affidavit. Said petition before being returned and filed, shall be signed
by ten per cent of the registered voters in said town and to every signature shall
be added tfie place of residence of the signer, giving the street and number.
The said recall petition shall be submitted, at or before three o'clock post
meridian of the Monday preceding the day on which it must be filed, to the regis-
trar of voters in said town, and the registrars shall forthwith certify thereon th
number of signatures which are the names of voters of said town.
Section 3. If tlie petition shall be found and certified by said town clerk to be sufficient,
he shall submit the same with his certificate to said selectmen without delay and
said selectmen shall forthwith give written notice to officer against wtio recall i
sought of the receipt of said certificate and shall, if the officer does not resig
within five days thereafter, thereupon order an election to be held on a Tuesday
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Section 4.
Section 5.
Section 6.
fixed by them not less than sixty days nor more than ninety days after the date
of the town clerk's certificate that a sufficient petition is filed; provided,
however, that if any other town election is to occur within one hundred days after
ttie date of said certificate, the selectmen may, in their discretion, postpone
the holding of said recall election to the date of such other election. If a va-
cancy occurs in said office after a recall election has been so ordered, the
election shall nevertheless proceed as in this section provided.
Any officer sought to be recalled may e a candidate to succeed himself and, unles:
he requests otherwise in writing, said town clerk shall place his name on the
official ballot without nomination. The nomination of other candidates, the
publication of the warrant for the recall election, and the conduct of the same,
shall be in accordance with the provisions of law relating to elections, unless
otherwise provided in this act.
The incumbent shall continue to perform the duties of his office until the recall
election. If then re-elected, he shall continue in office for the remainder of
his unexpired term, subject to recall as before, except as provided in section
seven. If not re-elected in the recall election, he shall be deemed removed upon
the qualification of his successor, who shall hold office during the unexpirod te-
If the successor fails to qualify within five days after receiving written, certi-
fied notification of his election, the incumbent shall thereupon be deemed re-
moved and the office vacant.
Ballots used in a recall election in said town shall submit the following propo-
sitions in the order indicated:
For the recall of (name of officer)
Against the recall of (name of officer)
Immediately at the right of each proposition there shall be a square
in which the voter, by making a cross mark (X) may vote for either of such propo-
sitions. Under the proposition shall appear the word "Candidates" and the
direction "Vote for one" and beneath this the names of candidates nominated as
hereinbefore provided.
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If a majority of tlie votes cast upon the question of recall is in the
affirmative, the candidate receiving the highest number of votes shall be declared
elected. If a majority of votes on the question is in the negative, the ballots
for candidates need not be counted.
Section 7. No recall petition shall be filed against an officer of said town within three
months after he takes office, nor in the case of an officer subjected to a recall
election and not removed thereby, until at least six months after that election.
Section 8. No person who has been recalled from an office in said town or who has resigned
from office wliile recall proceedings were pending against him, shall be appointed
to any town office within two years after such removal by recall or resignation.
Tills section, however, shall not preclude any person from running for elected
office within said town.
Section 9. This act shall be submitted for acceptance to the voters of the town of Plainville
at its next annual town meeting in the form of the following question which shall
be placed on the official ballot to be used for the election of town officers at
said meeting:
"Shall an act passed by the general court in the year nineteen hundred and
eighty-eight entitled "An Act authorizing the town of Plainville to recall elected
officials be accepted?" If a majority of the votes in answer to said question is
in the affirmative, then this act shall thereupon take full force and effect in
the town of Plainville but not otherwise. At any time except as herein provided
after the expiration of six years from the date on which this act is accepted, and
not less than ninety days before the date of an annual town election, a petition |
signed by not less than fifteen per cent of the registered voters of the town may t
be filed with the selectmen, requesting that the question of revoking the acceptan
I
of this act be submitted to the voters. Thereupon the selectmen shall cause to be li
printed on the official ballot to be used for the election of town officers at the
annual town election next following the filing of such a petition the following
question: "Shall the acceptance by the town of Plainville of an act passed by the
general court in the year nineteen hundred and eighty-eight entitled "An Act 4
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Result of standing vote: Yes 51 No 0 MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 54: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Michael Lee--t}ie
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $1,500.00, for the funding of the
Police Special Duty Payroll Account, such sum to be expended under the
direction of the Police Chief, such monies to be transferred from Free
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 55: Motion by Patricia Walls, seconded by Catherine Green to
accept Article 55 as written. CARRIED
ARTICLE 56: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 57: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 58: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Robert Hartnett-- tlie
Executive Committee recommends and I so move that Article 58 be accepted
as printed, total expenditure of $45,000.00.
Question raised as to whether or not the scales were being monitored for
accuracy, and just what is being tested.
It was also questioned whether the money could be used for the old land-
fill, and the reply was yes, it was not restricted.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 59: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Virginia Silveira--to
see if the Town will vote to transfer from funds received under the es-
crow agreement with Laidlaw Waste Systems, the sum of $302,620.26 to
establish a Landfill Closure Fund, to be expended by the Landfill Execu-
tive Committee for the following purposes:
$102,62.26 for Laidlaw Closure Fund
200,000.00 to establish a watershed conservation and
preservation area.
Mr. Silveira questioned the right to establish anything other than the
closure fund as stated in the article, and Moderator stated that Mr.
Silveira was correct.
Mr. Lee offered to withdraw his motion, and second. Vote on motion to
withdraw: Yes 56 No 0 MOTION WITHDRAWN
Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Robert Hartnett-- the Executive Com-
mittee recommends and I so move that the Town vote to transfer from funds
received under the Escrow Agreement with Laidlaw Waste Systems Inc. the
sum of $302,620.26. to be expended under the direction of the Executive
Committee for the Landfill Closure Fund.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 60: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Robert Hartnett-- the
Executive Committee recommends and I so move that Article 60 be accepted
as printed--in the amount of $25,000.00.
MOTION CARRIED
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ARTICLE 61: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 62: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Pat Francomano--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $2,000.00 for the funding of
the Town's share of support to Self Help Inc., such sum to be expended
under the direction of the Town Treasurer, such monies to be transferred
from 1988 Inf low/Inf i 1 tra tion Study.
Barbara Toosley questioned what Self Help is, and explanation of this or-
ganization was given by Mr. Fawcett and Mr. Hartnett.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 63: Motion by Pat Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $5,000.00, for the funding of
Conservation purposes, including the purchase of land, such sum to be
expended under the direction of the Conservation Commission, such monies
to be transferred from 1988 Host Community Fees.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 64: Lost for lack of a motion.
Mr. Hartnett thanked all the voters for their attendance and perser-
verance in returning for all sessions so Town Meeting could be completed.
The Finance Committee compiled the total figures and gave the report.
Total expenditures ...$8,955,129.26 funded as follows:
Leaving a balance of
500.00
5.829.00
10
,
000 .00
2
,
000.00
1 . 500.00
300,000.00
90, 150.00
229,007.00
2, 150,000.00
372,620 .26
5,793,523.00
from Dog Tax
from State Aid to Libraries
from Library Salary Account
from Inflow Infiltration Study
from Free Cash
from Host Community Fees
from Sewer Revenue
from Water Revenue
from Bonding
from Laidlaw Closure Fund
to come from Taxation
All business having been completed the final session of the Annual Town
Meeting was adjourned at 10:25 P.M.
Respectfully submitted.
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
A tape recording of these minutes is on file.
* copy of Permanent Building Committee 1988 Recommendations is attached
to Town Clerk's minutes.
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PERMANENT BUILDING COMMITTEE
1988 RECOMMENDATIONS
This report summarizes the items the Permanent Building Committee
considered over the past eight months, as well as provides perspective on
tlie rationale for tlie Articles submitted on the Annual Town Warrant for
1988.
The Committee obtained extensive information, primarily through
surveys of the Town Department Heads and the Town Hall staff, which
included the condition of the building(s), storage, need for expansion and
new facilities, to name a few.
The Permanent Building Committee has interpreted their primary
responsibilities, as outlined in Uie Town Meeting Article, to investigate the
space requirements of the various town departments, evaluate these needs
and prioritize these needs. In view of the scope of the undertaking of the
Committee, we believe tliat continuing the Committee in the present format
with elected officials is important to maintain the continuity of pursuing
the goals of the Committee.
The Committee members recommend, in accordance with Massachusetts
regulations and recommendations contained in Desig ning and Constructing
Municipal Facilities: Legal Requirements, Recommended Practices, Sources
of Assistance, published by the Office of the Inspector's General, the Town
vote to appropriate $6,000.00 to be used to conduct a feasibility study of
the Town buildings and their need for renovation or replacement.
A majority of the surveys pointed to storage as a major problem.
Although a formal recommendation is not presented on the Warrant for this
fiscal year, the Committee has determined that an innovative solution must
be reached. The Committee will review microfilming, present space
allocation and leased space for storage over the next year to address this
issue.
In addition, it's been our experience in attempting to obtain
information, there is a need to create a focal point for the gathering of
information and the coordinating of the town departments as related to such
matters as growth, building maintenance and repair, short and long term
physicial plant needs and tlie daily coordination of muncipal services. We,
therefore, recommned that this position be created to gather and analyze
data and provide to the Board of Selectmen impact statements and
recom mendations
.
dig
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JAMES M. SHANNON
ATTORNEY general
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL I OVnT CLERK
JOHN W McCORMACK STATE OFFICE BUILDING
ONE ASHBURTON PLACE. BOSTON 02108-1698
PLALTVILLE
RECEIVED
n88 JULIS A II: 21^
July 15, 1988
Kathleen M. Sandland
Town Clerk
142 South Street
Plainville, MA 02762
Dear Ms. Sandland:
I enclose the amendments to the general by-laws adopted
under articles 49, 52 and 53, and the amendments to the zoning
by-laws adopted under articles 14, 15, 16 and 17 of the warrant
for tlie Plainville Annual Town Meeting that convened April 11,
1988, with the approval of the Attorney General endorsed
thereon
.
Very truly yours.
Anthony E. Penski
Assistant Attorney General
(617) 727-2200 Ext. 2078
AEP : mf
m
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July 15, 1988
Boston, Massachusetts
llie foregoing amendments to the zoning by-laws adopted under
articles 14, 15, 16 and 17 of the warrant for the Plainville
Annual Town Meeting that convened April 11, 1988, are hereby
approved
.
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
WARRANT
FOR THE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
MONDAY, APRIL 11, 19 88
at 0:00 P.M.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Norfolk, ss
To Either of the Constables of Plainville:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are
hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the
Town of Plainville qualified to vote in town affairs, to
meet in the Beatrice H. Wood Elementary School Auditorium,
South Street, in said Plainville, on
MONDAY, APRIL 11, 1988
at eight o'clock in the evening, then and there to act on the
following articles, viz:
ARTICLE 1;
To see if the town will raise and appropriate or appropriate by
transfer the sum of $20000 to fund additional costs of Snow Removal
during FY88, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 2:
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate or appropriate by
transfer the sum of $500. to fund additional costs of the Dog Officer
account during FY88, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 3:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate or transfer
from the sum of $1500 to fund the cost of an audit of Federal and State
funds to meet the requirements of the Department of Education, or do or
act in any manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE A: To see if tr.<» Tov/n will vote to raise and appropriate
or appropriate by transfer f.ie snm of $5,000. to fund repair to Fire
Department ladder truck and to the boiler at the Police/Fire Station,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 5
;
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or appropriate by transfer $25,000. to fund additional cost of Group
Medical Insurance during FY88, or do or act in any manner relative
thereto
.
ARTICLE 6; To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000. to fund cost of roof repair at the Town Office
Building, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 7
;
To see if tlie Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or appropriate by transfer the sum of $2,500. to fund the cost of
replacing an engine in a Water Department vehicle, or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 8; To see if tlie Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 for the Police Department Expense Account for FY88,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 9
;
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000 for the Treasurer's Expense Account for FY88, or do
or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 10; To see if the Tcvm will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000 for the Council on Aging Expense Account for FY88, or
do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 1 1
;
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100,000. to locate and repair leaks presently existing in
the Everett W. Skinner Swimming Pool, or do or act in any manner
relative thereto.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting copies
thereof in six (6) public places, in said Town, fourteen (14) days at
least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof, fail not, and make due return of the Warrant with your
doing thereon, to the Town Clerk at or before the time and place of
said meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hand this 29th day of February in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eighty eight.
A true copy. Attest:
19
Robert E. Hartnett
Ray P. Felix
Deborah Gard
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MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, TUESDAY, APRIL 11, 1988
The Special Town Meeting of the Town of Plainville was called to order
at 8:00 P.M. in the auditorium of the Wood School on South Street.
The bounds of the hall, counters and rules remained the same as for the
Annual Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 1: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Virginia S i 1 veira-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $7,000.00, for the purpose of fund-
ing the additional cost of Snow Removal during FY88, such sum to be ex-
pended under the direction of the Highway Superintendent, such monies to
be transferred from Free Cash. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 2: Motion
Finance Committee
fer from available
the additional cos
be expended under
transferred from F
by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Bruce Howell--the
recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
funds the sum of $500.00 for the purpose of funding
t of the Dog Officer account during FY88, such sum to
the direction of the Dog Officer, such monies to be
ree Cash. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 3: Motion by Robert Hartnett, seconded by Deborah Gard--I move
that the Town vote to transfer the amount of $1,500. from the FY88 Nor-
folk County Retirement account to fund the cost of an audit of Federal
and State funds to meet the requirements of the Department of Education.
Mr. Francomano asked if this is an annual audit, and was it unexpected?
Mr. Hartnett replied it was not an annual, and it was unexpected.
MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 4: Motion by Frank DelVecchio, seconded by Patrick Francomano,
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $4,200.00 for the purpose of
funding the cost of repairs to the Ladder Truck for FY88, such sum to be
expended under the direction of the Fire Chief, such monies to be trans-
ferred from Free Cash. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 5: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Virginia S i 1 vei ra-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to trans-
fer from available funds the sum of $22,500.00 for the purpose of funding
the additional cost of Group Medical Insurance during FY88, such sum to
be expended under the direction of the Board of Selectmen, $15,515.00 to
be transferred from 1988 Norfolk County Retirement Account, and $6,985.00
to be transferred from Free Cash. UNANIMOUS VOTE
(see correction to this article after Article 9)
ARTICLE 6: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 7: Lost for lack of a motion.
ARTICLE 8: Motion by Patrick Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira--
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $5,000.00 for the purpose of fund-
ing the additional cost of Police Department expenses during FY88, such
sum to be expended under the direction of the Chief of Police, such monies 4
to be transferred from the 1988 Sewer Inflow and Infiltration Study Account
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Question was raised about taking money away from funding for the Study,
but it was explained that the money was over what was required, and it
did not jeopardize the grant in any way. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 9: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Bruce Howell--that
the Town vote to transfer from available funds the sum of $4,000.00, for
the purpose of funding the additional cost of the Town Treasurer Expenses
during FY88, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Town
Treasurer, such monies to be transferred from the 1988 Sewer Inflow and
Infiltration Study Account. UNANIMOUS VOTE
Michael Lee requested that we refer back to Article 8, because the amount
in this article was read incorrectly by the Moderator.
Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Virginia
amount in Article from $22,500. as read, to
all other wording to remain the same.
Silveira, to change the
the correct amount of $23,500.,
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 10: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by Gene A 1 swor th-- the Finance
Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to transfer from
available funds the sum of $500.00 for the purpose of funding the addi-
tional cost of Council on Aging Expenses during FY88, such sum to be ex-
pended under the direction of the Council on Aging, such monies to be
transferred from Free Cash. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 11: Motion by Barbara Toosley, seconded by Cheryl Follett--the
Park Commission recommends and I so move to see if the Town will vote
the sum of $40,000.00 to locate leaks presently existing in the Everett
W. Skinner Pool, repair cracks in the pool and put a finish on the pool,
such funds to come from the 1988 Tipping Fee.
Considerable discussion followed, with some voters feeling the pool should
be repaired, while others felt monies should not be spent until the pro-
blem had really been located.
Question was called by Donald McAlpine, and seconded. Vote on calling
question: Yes 49 No 35. (2/3 vote required) Debate continued.
Motion by William Clarke, seconded by Wallace Mathews--! move that the
Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000. to locate and
estimate the cost to repair the existing leaks in the Everett W. Skinner
Swimming Pool. Mr. Clarke stated verbally that the money was to come
from tipping fees.
Park Commissioners stated that they were in favor of this motion.
Question called and seconded. Vote: Yes 93 No 3.
Moderator called for vote on the amendment, but it was determined that
language needed to be clarified, so a recess was declared at 9:18 for
this purpose. Meeting reconvened at 9:28.
Motion by William Clarke, seconded by Paul Spadoni--to amend the motion
by substituting "the Town vote the sum of $10,000. for an engineering
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study to locate the leaks in the Everett W. Skinner Pool and provide suf-
ficient drawings and specifications to allow the Park Commission to soli-
cit bids for these repairs, funds to come from 1988 Host Community fee
and to be spent under the direction of the Park Commissioners".
Point of order was called, in that there was a motion already on the
floor. Mr. Clarke agreed to rescind his earlier motion. Vote on re-
scinding this motion was 85 in favor, none opposed.
SECOND AMENDMENT PASSED
VOTE ON MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED
A1 1
was
business
made and
of the Special Town Meeting having
seconded to adjourn the meeting.
been completed,
SO VOTED
motion
Special Town Meeting was adjourned at 9:37 P.M.
Respectfully submitted.
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
KMS/
j
Tape recording of these minutes on file.
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
WARRANT
FOR THE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
MONDAY, JUNE 13, 1988
at 7:30 P.M.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Norfolk, ss
To Either of the Constables of Plainville:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are
hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the
Town of Plainville qualified to vote in town affairs, to
meet in the Beatrice H. Wood Elementary School Auditorium,
South Street, in said Plainville, on
MONDAY, JUNE 13, 1988
at seven thirty in the evening, then and there to act on the
following articles, viz:
ARTICLE 1 1 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate or transfer from available funds the sum of $5,000,00
in order to provide members of the police & fire departments
on a volulntary basis with innoculation for Hepatitis-B, said
funds to be expended under the -direction of the Board of
Selectmen, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 2 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate or transfer from available funds the sum of $3,000.00
to fund the insurance account, said funds to be expended under
the direction of the Board of Selectmen, or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
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ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or transfer from available funds the sum of $5000.00 for the purchase
of self contained breathing apparatus to be installed in all marked
patrol units, such sura to be expended under the direction of the chief
of police, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or transfer from available funds the sum of $1500.00 to fund the
employee physical account said sura to be expended under the direction
of the Board of Selectmen, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to transfer $201,553.69
from previous acts of Town meeting for the purpose of redesigning and
constructing a new well located off West Bacon Street presently known
as Well 112
,
or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sura of $100,000.00 for the purpose of conducting an updated study
of the existing Cargill Pond test well site as originally conceived in
the Report by Camp Dresser & McKee dated February 1978, or do or act in
any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 7
:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sura of $3,000.00 to fund the school year portion of the recreation
program. Such funds to come from the FY1988 Host Community Fund and to
be expended under the direction of the park commission, or do or act in
any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 8; To see if the Tovm will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,250.00 for the purchase of office fixtures as follows:
Table and chairs, carpet and floor tile. The sum to come from the
FY1988 Host Community Fund, such sum to be expended under the direction
of the Park Commission, or do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or to transfer from available funds the sum of $3,700.00 to fund a
Clerk's position in the Treasurer's office beginning July 1, 1988., or
do or act in any manner relative thereto.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or transfer from available funds the sum of $300,000.00 to fund the
construction and furnishing of the new library, or do or act in any
manner relative thereto.
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And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting copies
tiieraof in six (6) public places, in said Town, fourteen (14) days at
least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof, fail not, and make due return of the Warrant with your
doing thereon, to the Town Clerk at or before the time and place of
said meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hand this 23rd day of May in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighty eight.
A true copy. Attest:
19
Robert E. Hartnett
Ray P. Felix Selectmen of Plainville
Deborah Card
Constable
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MINUTES OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING- -MONDAY
,
JUNE 13, 1988
A Special Town Meeting for the Tov/n of Plainville was held in the audi-
torium of the Beatrice H. Wood School on Monday, June 13, 1988. A total
number of seventy four voters was checked in for the evening.
In the absence of the Moderator, who had a conflict in schedule, the
meeting was called to order at 7:40 P.M. by Town Clerk Kathleen Sandland,
who asked for nominations from the floor for a temporary moderator.
Motion made by Patricia Stewart, seconded by Paul
Kathleen Parker as Temporary Moderator.
Spadoni to nominate
SO VOTED
Mrs. Parker stated rules of the meeting as follows: only voters regis-
tered by June 3rd were eligible to vote at this town meeting, and all
registered voters should be seated in the chairs on the floor of the
auditorium, all others taking seats in the bleachers. Counters appointed
to the Moderator's left were Geraldine Perry and Kenneth Cox; to the
Moderator's right, Patricia Walls and Joanne Hastings. Ballot Box Of-
ficers in the event of a ballot vote were to be Mrs. Sandland and Mrs.
Clarke. All discussion should be directed through the Chair, and all
motions and amendments must be in writing. Mrs. Parker read the warrant.
Motion by Ray Felix, seconded by Virginia Silveira, to allow Richard
Schoenhardt, Architect, to speak at this Town Meeting.
Having determined that there were other persons wanting to speak, this
motion and second were withdrawn.
Motion by Ray Felix, seconded by Virginia Silveira
Schoenhardt, Attorney Maureen Lee, Patrick Hughes
and Bill Fasulo to speak at this Town Meeting.
to allow Richard
of CDM, James Marshall
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 1: Motion by Frank DelVecchio, seconded by Virginia Silveira,
the Finance Committee recommends and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $5,000.00 for the purpose of
funding the cost of Hepatitis-B shots for the Police & Fire Depart-
ments, such sum to be expended under the direction of the Board of Se-
lectmen, $3,000.00 to be transferred from 1988 Inflow and Infiltration
Study, and $2,000.00 to be transferred from the 1986 Highway Communica-
tion Wire Account.
Paul Spadoni questioned why article had not been supported at Annual
Town Meeting, and was being supported now. Ms. Gard explained that
at the time of the Annual, not enough information was available as to
the effectiveness of the vacine, and additional information has now
become available. MOTION CARRIED
ARTICLE 2: Motion by Bruce Howell, seconded by Michael Lee, the Finance
Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to transfer from
available funds the sum of $3,000.00, for the purpose of funding the
cost of 1988 Insurance Account, such sum to be expended under the direc-
tion of the Board of Selectmen, $3,000.00 to be transferred from the
1988 Inflow and Infiltration Study. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 3 LOST FOR LACK OF A MOTION.
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ARTICLE 4: LOST FOR LACK OF A MOTION.
ARTICLE 5: Motion by Patrick Francomano, seconded by Virginia Silveira,
the Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to
transfer from available funds the sum of $150,000.00 for the purpose of
funding the cost of redesigning and constructing a new well, located
off West Bacon Street, presently known as Well #3, such sum to be ex-
pended under the direction of the Water Commissioners; $25,000.00 to be
transferred from Article 50, passed April 28, 1986 at the Fourth Ses-
sion of the Annual Town Meeting; and $125,000.00 to be transferred from
Article 15, passed April 13, 1987, at the Special Town Meeting, before
the Annual Town Meeting. UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 6: Motion by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Edwin Harrop, the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $100,000.00 for the purpose of conducting an
updated study of the existing Cargill Pond Test Well Site as originally
conceived in the report by Camp Dresser & McKee dated February 1978, such
sum to be spent under the direction of the Water Commissioners, and
to authorize the Water Commissioners to make applications for any State
and Federal Grants and reimbursements as may be available, and to raise
this appropriation, the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen,
is authorized to borrow the sum of $100,000.00, under and pursuant to
Chapter 44, Section 8(5) of the General Laws, or any other enabling
authority, and to issue bonds or notes for the Town therefore.
Mr. Clarke questioned monies for updating study vs. designing new well in
the previous article.
Attorney Lee stated that Section of General Law should be changed to
8 (3A)
.
Motion made by Virginia Silveira, seconded by Robert Hartnett to amend
Article 6 by substituting Section 8 (3A) for Section 8(5).
AMENDMENT PASSED
There followed considerable discussion on several questions on article,
with comments by Frank Grzenda, Paul Spadoni, Joseph Grzenda, Tom Wat-
kins, Barbara Toosley and others.
Motion by Russell Babbitt, seconded by Patricia Walls--I move to amend
the motion on the floor to include the words "and or sites".
Following a discussion of clarification of the wording of the amend-
ment, the amendment and second were withdrawn.
Motion by Russell Babbitt, seconded by Robert Hartnett--! move to amend
the motion on the floor to add the words "and/or other new sites".
(2/3 vote required) Count: 65 in favor 0 opposed
AMENDED MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY
ARTICLE 7: Motion by Barbara Toosley, seconded by Donald McAlpine--!
move that the Town vote, in lieu of appropriating the funds requested
under this article for the funding of the school year portion of the
recreation program, to accept the provisions of Chapter 44, Section 53D
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of the General Laws, in order
ing fund in the Town Treasury
in connection with the conduc
services of the Town and the
out further appropriation.
to permit the establishment of a revolv-
for the deposit of the receipts received
t of self-supporting recreation and park
subsequent expenditure of said funds with-
SO VOTED
ARTICLE 8: Motion by Donald McAlpine, seconded by Eugene Alsworth, the
Park Commission recommends that the sum of $700. for the purchase of
office fixtures, tables, chairs, floor tiles & carpets, be transferred
from the 1986 Highway Communications Wire Account, such sum to be expen-
ded under the direction of the Park Commissioners.
ARTICLE 9: LOST FOR LACK OF A MOTION.
UNANIMOUS VOTE
ARTICLE 10: Motion by Michael Lee, seconded by David Lomasney-- the
Finance Committee recommends, and I so move, that the Town vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $300,000.00, to additionally fund the con-
struction and furnishing of the new Library, and to authorize the Library
Building Committee to make applications for any State and Federal Grants
and reimbursements as may be available, and to raise this appropriation,
the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, is authorized to bor-
row the sum of $300,000.00, under and pursuant to Chapter 44, Section
7(3) of the General Laws, or any other enabling authority, and to issue
bonds or notes for the Town therefore.
Motion by Robert Loew, seconded by Barbara Lee, I move to amend Article
10 to read that the Town vote to transfer from available funds, FY1989
Host Community Fees, received or to be received, the sum of $250,000.00
to fund the construction and furnishing of the new library, said funds
to be expended under the direction of the Library Building Committee.
Considerable discussion followed relative to spending of host fees not
yet received. Question raised as to cost of borrowing, and whether or
not monies should be spent on a building that could perhaps not be used
for a year or more, depending on the water situation.
Question called to stop debate on the amendment. In favor of calling
the question 56, opposed 1... Question called.
AMENDMENT PASSED
ARTICLE 10 PASSED AS AMENDED
Motion made and seconded to adjourn meeting. SO VOTED
Mr. Hartnett thanked voters for coming out on such a hot night.
Mrs. Parker declared the Special Town Meeting adjourned at 9:43 P.M.
Respectfully submitted.
KMS/
j
KATHLEEN M. SANDLAND
Town Clerk
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Town Clerk's Annual Report
Expenditures
Fiscal Year - 1988
Appropriation July 1, 1987
Salary 24,705.00
Expenses 2,515.00
Expended Salaries;
Salary 24,192.88
Balance Salary June 30, 1988
Expended Expenses;
Office Supplies, Misc. Exp 633.83
Dues, Meetings, and Sub 258.19
Vital Statistics 207.00
Contracts, Equipment 166.75
Postage 413.30
Telephone 293.16
Book Binding 172.47
Expended Expenses:
Expense 2,144.70
Balance Expenses June 30, 1988
$27,220.00
$ 512.12
$ 370.30
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Town Clerk's Annual Report
Dog Licenses Issue
Fiscal - 1988
Type Fee Licenses Sold
Male $ 3 . 00 287
Female $ 6 . 00 50
Spayed Female $ 3 . 00 289
Kennel License $ 10.00 (up to 4 dogs) 0
Kennel License $ 25.00 (up to 10 dogs) 1
Kennel License $ 50 . 00 (more than 10 dogs) 0
Total Licenses Sold 627
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Aimual Report
of the
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
For The Year Ending June 30
1988
REPORT OF THE TOWN ACCOUNTANT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I hereby submit my report as Town Accountant of the Town of
Plainville for the Fiscal Period from July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988.
This report reflects all financial transactions during the period
and is supported by the following schedules:
Schedule of Appropriation Accounts, including Revenue Sharing
accounts
.
Estimated Receipts - State
Estimated Receipts - Local
Cash Receipts and Cash Payments
Balance Sheet as of June 30, 1988
Appropriation, July 1, 1987 $3350.00
Expenditures $3050 . 16
Balance June 30, 1988 $ 522.84
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ACCOUNTANT FISCAL SUMMARY
FISCAL YEAR 1988
DEPARTMENT
APPROP
BALANCE
REFUNDS TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS OUT
BALANCE PAID OUT ENCUMBERED TRANSFER TU
SURPLUS
SELECTMEN
Salaries 67808.00 331.55 67A76.A5 0.00 331.55
Expenses A2A00.00 2000.00 1033.75 A3366.25 1033.75
FINANCES f-
Expenses 1000.00 621. A6 378. 5A 621. A6
TOWN ACCOUNTANT
Expenses 3350.00 225.00 2.00 522. 8A 3050.16 522. 8A
ASSESSORS
Salaries 27023.00 1500.00 5.78 28517.22 0.00 5.78
Expenses 7250.00 A573.58 2676. A2 A573.58
TREASURER
Salaries 1A696.00 0.00 1A696.00 0.00
Expenses 7950.00 AOOO.OO 129A.A5 10655.55 129A.A5
Equipment 200.00 92.10 92.10 200.00 92.10
TAX COLLECTOR
Salaries 16053.00 1002.00 0.00 17055.00 0.00
Expenses 73A0.00 1022. A6 6317. 5A 1022. A6
PERSONNEL BOARD A
Expenses 350.00 197.00 153.00 197.00 V*
DATA PROCESSING
Expenses 5000.00 500.00 581.28 A918.72 581.28
TAX TITLE
Collector 500.00 165.25 33A.75 165.25
Treasurer 3000.00 2506.00 A9A.00 2506.00
TOWN CLERK A,
Salaries 2A705.00 511.12 2A193.88 511.12^
Expenses 2515.00 728.37 1786.63 728.37 $m
Equipment 0.00 0.00
BOARD OF REGISTRARS
Salaries 1575.00 0.00 1575.00 0.00
Expenses AA50.00 607.58 38A2.A2 607.58
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
Expenses 1500.00 1053.80 AA6.20 1053.80
PLANNING BOARD
Expenses 2660.00 538.71 2121.29 538.71
ZONING BOARD
Expenses 2500.00 677.05 1822.95 677.05
T^T
“t
I
- APPROP REFUNDS TRANSFERS BALANCE PAID OUT ENCUMBERED
||PARTMENT BALANCE TRANSFERS OUT
i
IjWN OFFICE MAINT
^Expenses 29200.00 4895.37 24304.63 4895.37
INSURANCE
^jExpenses 136100.00 15584.49 26170.14 125514.35 26170.14
^-LAW REVIEW
^Expenses 100.00 1.13 78.99 22.14 78.99
%LE TV
^jExpenses 450.00 54.35 395.65 54.35
£LICE DEPARTMENT
^Salaries
MpExpenses
^Capital
IpjOut of State
555000.00
62065.00
5000.00
2000.00
5370.24
6013.43
5205.25
1173.71
212.34
548986.57
62229.99
3826.29
1787.66
5205.25
1173.71
212.34
ARE DEPARTMENT
'*^SaIaries
gExpenses
iCapital
IpOut of State
333235.00
34800.00
5000.00
500.00
85.70
2040.00
11734.37
6199.68
1675.05
0.00
321586.33
30640.32
3324.95
500.00
11734.37
6199.68
1675.05
gllLDING INSPECTOR
^Expenses 500.00 0.00 500.00 0.00
9
I^LER OF WGTS & MSR
^Expenses 100.00 41.45 58.55 41.45
J(ring inspector
1
Expenses 400.00 0.00 400.00 0.00
Tvil defense
^Expenses 400.00 247.00 153.00 247.00
^G OFFICER
i
Expenses 5000.00 500.00 660.00 4840.00 660.00
w
JjlEE WARDEN
9 Expenses 3500.00 1964.61 1535.39 1964.61
^^GHWAY DEPARTMENT
^
Salaries
9 Expenses
180900.00
64750.00 139.44
7133.63
1195.98
173766.37
63693.46 1195.98
^llOW REMOVAL
^ Expenses 40000.00 7000.00 1343.96 45656.04 1343.964
I
TRANSFER TO
SURPLUS
6013.43
7133.63
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DEPARTMENT
APPROP
BALANCE
REFUNDS
TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS
OUT
BALANCE PAID OUT ENCUMBERED
STREET LIGHTS
Expenses 52000.00 8262.02 43737.98 8262.02
SEWER DEPARTMENT
Salaries
Expenses
1700.00
63250.00
0.00
61241.56
1700.00
2008.44 61241.56
WATER DEPARTMENT
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
46075.00
100000.00
6000.00
844.08
3572.09
8084.01
6000.00
42502.91
92760.07
0.00
8084.01
6000.00
BOARD OF HEALTH
Salaries
Expenses
1500.00
16350.00
0.00
1395.77
1500.00
14954.23 1395.77
COUNCIL ON AGING
Salaries
Expenses
33560.00
10900.00 1000.00
335.02
817.06
33224.98
11082.94 817.06
VETERANS AGENT
Salaries
Expenses
1250.00
7550.00
0.00
4977.40
1250.00
2572.60 4977.40
LIBRARY
Salaries
Expenses
Equipment
25689.00
15025.00
10000.00 3845.00
6889.62
0.00
11844.00
8135.38
0.00
6889.62
PARK DEPARTMENT
Salaries
Expenses
17040.00
11995.00
2300.87
765.77
14739.13
11229.23 765.77
HISTORICAL COMM.
Expenses 3110.00 278.96 2831.04 278.96
MEMORIAL DAY
Expenses 900.00 0.00 900.00 0.00
MATURING DEBT
Expenses 135000.00 0.00 135000.00 0.00
INTEREST ON DEBT
Expenses 66839.00 13100.00 131.97 79807.03 131.97
NRFLK COUNTY RETIREMNT
Expenses 122500.00 17015.00 1000.00 104485.00 1000.00
SURPLUS
GROUP INSURANCE
Expenses
3572.0
335.02
3845.00
2300.81*
a
ii
.1
139400.00 22500.00 5646.30 156253.70 5646.30
99
9
9
APPROP REFUNDS TRANSFERS BALANCE PAID OUT ENCUMBERED TRANSFER TO
PARTMENT BALANCE TRANSFERS OUT SURPLUS
CAL SCHOOLS
Expenses 1556647.00 7629.10 56715.18 1507560.92 56715.18
jGIONAL SCHOOLS
Expenses 1295911.00 0.00 1295911.00 0.00
TAL 01 ACCOUNT 5433016.00 85113.28 27017.00 265322.04
265322.04
5225790.24 241181.45 24140.59
9
9
»
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ASSESSORS COMP. EXP.
AUDIT DEPT OF EDUCATION
BUILDING COMMITTEE
CELEBRATION COMMITTEE
CELL RENOVATIONS
CHEM FEED UPGRADE RT 106
COA DUPLICATING MACHINE
COMPUTER LEASE
CONSERVATION PURPOSES
COONEU AVE/DOM EMINENT
DEPT. FUEL FUND
DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENT
FJIPLOYEE PHYSICALS
ENGINEERING TOWN POOL
FIRE DEPT-SKID TANK
FIRE TRUCK REPAIR
FIRE RADIO BASE STATION
FUEL ASSISTANCE
GRANT FUNDS
HANDICAPPED BOOTH
HANDICAPPED WOOD SCHOOL
HEALTH AGENT BOH TESTS
HEPATITIS B SHOTS F/P
HIGHWAY COMM. WIRE
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
HIGHWAY WELDER
INFLOW/ INFILTRATION
KING PHILIP TENNIS
KP TRACK AND TENNIS
LADDER TRUCK REPAIR
LIBRARY ADDITIONS
LIBRARY ARCHITECT
LIBRARY CONSULTANT
LNDFL EXEC COMM FNDS
LOGGING RECORDER
MAINTAIN BLISS CHAPEL
MEDICARE TAX
MICRO-FILM Sc EQUIP
MUTUAL DISPATCHING
PAPER SHREDDER/ PURCH
PARK BUILDING
PARK FENCE
PARK OFFICE FIXTURES
POLICE CRUISERS
POLICE PLUMBING
PORTABLE TANK PUMP
PRIOR YEARS WRK COMP
PUMP STAT UPGRADING
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
ACCOUNTS CARRIED FORWARD FY 1988
AS OF JUNE 30, 1988
REFUNDS Sc TRANSFERS PAID 1988 BAL
TRANSFERS OUT FORWARD
1987 BAL
FORWARD
208.27
1500.00
6210.47
504.01
45000.00
5000.00
5000.00
3173.73
10283.87
3077.50
10000.00
25.00
4200.00
5000.00
7130.64
5000.00
400.00
3000.00
25000.00
2700.00
127533.87
2600.00
60000.00
18161.00
26000.00
250000.00
1192.81
2600.00
15000.00
2700.00
3500.00
6500.00
5000.00
197.93
600.00
26000.00
1000.00
700.00
30000.00
2.35
1232.14
2342.00
5000.00
1500.00
5000.00
2500.00
5000.00
16290.00
210.00
2926.35
2700.00
17000.00
18161.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
471.64
0.00
2491.00
15737.72
0.00
0.00
1066.51
9833.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4928.00
97.00
1499.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
883.18
2599.00
0.00
0.00
16290.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1695.40
0.00
0.00
2145.00
6500.00
788.12
0.00
600.00
26199.99
1000.00
0.00
14016.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
208.27
1500.00
1500.00
6210.47
32.37
5000.00
9.00
29262.28
5000.00
5000.00
2107.22
450.67
3077.50
10000.00
25.00
1273.65
72.00
7033.64
3500.13
400.00
3000.00
25000.00
5000.00
0.00
126650.69
1.00
43000.00
0.00
0.00
26000.00
250000.00
1192.81
904.60
15000.00
2700.00
1355.00
0.00
4211.88
197.93
0.00
10.01
0.00
700.00
15983.29
2.35
1232.14
2342.00
5000.00
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
ACCOUNTS CARRIED FORWARD FY 1988
1987 BAL
FORWARD
AS OF JUNE
REFUNDS &
TRANSFERS
30, 1988
TRANSFERS
OUT
PAID 1988 BAL
FORWARD
REBUILD WATER WELLS 231063.99 150000.00 81063.99 0.00
REPAIR HGWY GENERATOR 2500.00 0.00 2500.00
REPAIR ROOF POLICE/FIRE 35000.00 5000.00 27213.00 2787.00
REPRINT BY-LAWS 5025.95 701.00 4324.95
RESERVE FUND 10000.00 7040.00 0.00 2960.00
REVALUATION 55258.00 55258.00 0.00
ROAD IMPROVEMENT 43121.89 37693.71 5428.18
SCOUT HOUSE 500.00 500.00 0.00
SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENT 9128.98 8210.77 918.21
SNCARC 1639.00 1639.00 0.00
SNOW PLOW/HIGHWAY 5000.00 2515.00 2485.00
SRPEDD PLAN ASST. 25000.00 18628.35 6371.65
TANKER PUMPER 20000.00 18869.10 1130.90
TAX TITLE 3090.34 0.00 3090.34
TOWN AUDIT 2500.00 2500.00 0.00
TOWN OFFICE REPAIR 14000.00 0.00 14000.00
T/0 BOILER REPAIR 9638.00 9638.00 0.00
UNEMPLOYMENT FUND 6317.85 1.31 6316.54
UPDATE PROP. VALUES 105.95 0.00 105.95
VENTILATION SYS /POLICE 1500.00 0.00 1500.00
VETERANS PENSION 149.19 0.00 149.19
VETS. MEMORIAL SIGN 100.00 0.00 100.00
VOGATIONAL EDUCATION 27304.00 19035.00 8269.00
VOTER REDISTRICTING 3586.71 0.00 3586.71
WATER EXPLORATION 88 20000.00 0.00 20000.00
WATER CONNECTION FOXBORO 60000.00 0.00 60000.00
W. BACON ST WELL #3 150000.00 0.00 150000.00
WGT SCALES/ POLICE DEPT 7000.00 0.00 7000.00
TOTALS 1398805.44 110500.00 202827.35 392308.57 914169.52
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
ENCUMBERED BALANCE FY 1988
AS OF JUNE 30, 1988
1987 BAL
FORWARD
REFUNDS 5c
TRANSFERS
TRANSFERS
OUT
PAID
SELECTMEN 2279.60 557.86 1721.74
TOWN ACCOUNTANT 497.26 267.39 229.87
ASSESSORS 234.64 106.31 128.33
TREASURER 878.86 102.16 776.70
TAX COLLECTOR 105.85 20.51 85.34
DATA PROCESSING 1257.90 48.25 1209.65
TOWN CLERK
BOARD OF REGISTRARS
299.68 145.10 154.58
SALARIES 750.00 0.00 750.00
EXPENSES 337.58 224.51 113.07
GONSERVATION GOMMITTEE 385.17 179.97 205.20
PLANNING BOARD 930.70 15.66 915.04
ZONING BOARD 699.39 208.23 491.16
BUILDING MAINTENANGE 2568.48 387.49 2180.99
TOWN INSURANGE 3362.60 3362.60 0.00
BY-LAW 959.80 959.80 0.00
CABLE TV
POLICE DEPARTMENT
92.41 11.02 81.39
SALARIES 500.00 500.00 0.00
EXPENSES
FIRE DEPARTMENT
3714.11 116.31 3597.80
SALARIES 9222.41 0.00 9222.41
EXPENSES 6997.52 0.00 6997.52
EQUIPMENT 3509.65 23.65 3486.00
TRAVEL 350.00 50.63 299.37
CIVIL DEFENSE 393.25 128.66 264.59
DOG OFFICER 864.00 0.00 864.00
TREE WARDEN 2520.72 0.00 2520.72
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 5503.14 69.76 5433.38
STREET LIGHTS 3601.44 0.00 3601.44
SEWER DEPARTMENT 40160.63 25699.63 14461.00
WATER DEPARTMENT 11799.01 16.29 11782.72
BOARD OF HEALTH 1970.21 422.71 1547.50
COUNCIL ON AGING 1665.43 888.02 777.41
LIBRARY 2498.55 1211.79 1286.76
PARK DEPARTMENT 409.61 90.50 319.11
MEMORIAL DAY 519.00 0.00 519.00
LOCAL SCHOOLS 43810.33 0.00 43810.33
RESERVE FUND 2049.59 2049.59 0.00
TOTALS 157698.52 37864.40 119834.12
1988 BAL
FORWARD
100
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
REVENUE SHARING
APPROPRIATION SCHEDULE FY 1988
1987 BAL APPROPRIATIONS PAID 1988 BAL
FORWARD & REFUNDS FORWARD
ROAD IMPROVEMENTS 5A6.20 0.00 546.20
WATER WELL SITE TESTS 2085.82 0.00 2085.82
WATER STUDY 3625.79 0.00 3625.79
DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENT 75.49 0.00 75.49
LIBRARY SURVEY 500.00 295.00 205.00
REVALUATION 1968.35 0.00 1968.35
POLICE CITATION BOOKS 700.00 0.00 700.00
COUNTY RETIREMENT 27500.00 27500.00 0.00
TOTALS 9501.65 27500.00 27795.00 9206.65
101
STATE RECEIPTS
FISCAL YEAR 1988
LOSS OF TAXES -ELDERLY 11840.00
LOSS OF TAXES -VETERANS 2222.37
LIBRARY STATE AID 5925.15
TUITION STATE AID 4603.00
SCH. AID CH. 70 940654.00
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION 32841.00
ADD'L AID TO LIBRARIES 1772.00
HIGHWAY RECOND. & MAINT 36213.00
ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 40605.00
LOTTERY AID 189871.00
HIGHWAY FUND CH. 81 38904.00
TOTAL STATE RECEIPTS 1305450.52
LOCAL RECEIPTS
FISCAL YEAR 1988
SPECIAL PAYROLL FEES
LIBRARY FINES
INTEREST ON TAXES
MUNICIPAL LIENS
TAX TITLE FEES
COURT FINES
PARK FEES
FIRE DEPARTMENT PERMITS
LIQUOR LICENSES
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES
INTEREST INCOME
CABLE TV FEES
GATRA
PISTOL PERMITS, FIDS, ETC.
TAX TITLE INTEREST
BOARD OF HEALTH FEES
ZONING BOARD FEES
CONSERVATION COMMISSION FEE
PLANNING BOARD FEES
TOWN CLERK RECEIPTS
FUEL STORAGE PERMITS
COA BUS FEES
MOTEL ROOM TAX
PHOTOCOPIES
MOBILE HOMES FEES
BY-LAW. MAPS, ETC
5075.00
223. AO
26761.10
6595.00
20.00
32415.50
2847.75
1692.00
18100.00
2087.50
52417.69
684.50
20275.81
1203.00
3862.86
2641.00
1260.00
475.00
1763.00
420.00
475.00
1416.20
6377.00
115.70
38412.00
745.65
TOTAL LOCAL RECEIPTS 228361.66
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
CASH RECEIPTS
FISCAL YEAR 1988
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:
TAX LEVY
198A-1987 183980.07
1988 3123656.78 3307636.85
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
1983-1987 182800.63
1988 183602.24 366402.87
WATER RATES 285440.61
WATER LIENS 21439.84
WATER CONNECTIONS & INTEREST 3605.41
AMBULANCE 24823.25
SEWER RATES 106543.63
SEWER LIENS 3140.47
SEWER CONNECTIONS & INTEREST 495.00
TAX TITLE 35459.61
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS- -LOCAL 228361.66
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS- -STATE 1305450.52
FEDERAL & STATE PROGRAMS
PT/SLAP FEDERAL 28355.00
TITLE 1-TLC SCHOOL 25633.00
CHAPTER 2 EC I
A
1711.00
EEOC GRANT 19435.00
PROF. DEVELOP GRANT 6881.00
HORACE MANN GRANT 3892.00
EARLY CHILDHOOD 4000.00
SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT GRANT 7520.00
SUICIDE PREVENTION GRANT 98.55
EAI GRANT 6300.00
LIBRARY EQUAL GRANT 6580.00
GOVERNER HIGHWAY BUREAU
CHAPTER 637
1499.87
TRANSPORTATION BOND 5055.39
GOVERNOR ALLIANCE AGAINST DRUGS 1264.00
EDUCATIONAL TECHNICAL GRANT 1771.00
FEDERAL DISASTER FUND 5615.00 125610.81
REVENUE SHARING 4670.26
SCHOOL LUNCH 62881.74
DOG TAX DUE COUNTY 1386.75
SCHOOL RENTAL (TRUSTEE) 3443.99
SPECIAL DUTY PAYROLL 105118.67
POLLING HOURS 209.40
DEPOSITS HELD 50.00
PHOTOCOPY RECEIPTS 980.50
SEALER WEIGHTS & MEASURES 455.00
PLUMBING INSPECTOR 2618.00
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WIRING INSPECTOR 13642.00
GAS INSPECTOR 1255.00
SANITARY INSPECTOR 12290.00
TOWN CLERK FEES 2818.00
BUILDING INSPECTOR 12063.12
CONSTABLES /DEPUTY COLLECTOR 187.00
WATER DEMANDS 1448.00
PENSION RESERVE 2191.96
TAX COLLECTOR DEMANDS 7847.25
ARTS LOTTERY 3050.00
SEWER PHASE II PROJECT 573022.00
COA ELDER SERVICES GRANT 2073.00
LOANS Sc INVESTMENTS 900000.00
YOUNG BOND 468.74
VOLPICELLI ROAD BOND 700.19
SURPLUS REVENUE 1299.61
WITHHOLDINGS 980743.17
STABILIZATION FUND 13861.98
CONSERVATION FUND 1751.95
LANDFILL 847016.85
REFUND TAX COLLECTOR 18.75
REFUNDS
:
DEPARTMENTAL REFUNDS 22926.83
GROUP INSURANCE PREMIUMS 93217.18
CASH 7/1/87 1802233.62
TOTAL RECEIPTS 11292351.04
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
CASH PAYMENTS
SCHOOL LUNCH
DOG TAXES DUE COUNTY
SPECIAL DUTY PAYROLL
57741.91
1386.75
105118.67
STATE & COUNTY ASSESSMENTS:
COUNTY TAX 91140.74
RENTAL OF SCHOOL PROPERTY
PHOTOCOPY EXPENSE ACCOUNT
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
WIRING INSPECTOR
GAS INSPECTOR
SANITARY INSPECTOR
TOWN CLERK FEES
BUILDING INSPECTOR
CONSTABLES /DEPUTY FEES
WATER DEMANDS
SEALER WEIGHTS & MEASURES
TRANSFER TO COLLECTOR
TAX COLLECTOR DEMANDS
ARTS LOTTERY
HISTORICAL COMMISSION
REV. ANTICIPATION LOANS
WITHHOLDINGS
GROUP INSURANCE WITHHOLDINGS
FLETCHER ST DRAINAGE GIFT
COA GRANT
AMBULANCE RESERVE
LAND TAKING DUE FROM COUNTY
1733.81
1726.05
2986.00
13572.00
1275.00
11300.00
2817.50
12358.80
158.00
2014.00
455.00
18.75
7214.25
2860.00
50.00
900000.00
968418.74
85854.03
420.16
880.00
645.30
7678.00
FEDERAL & STATE GRANTS:
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY GRANT
TITLE 1 SCHOOL
P/T SLAP FEDERAL
EAI SCHOOL GRANT
EEOG GRANT
BLOCK GRANT
EARLY CHILDHOOD
PROF. DEVELOP GRANT
GOVERNORS ALLIANCE AGAINST DRUGS
NEW LIBRARY VENTURES
HORACE MANN GRANT
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT GRANT
LIBRARY BUILDING FUND
EMERGENCY FOOD & SHELTER
1771.00
25783.00
30019.35
3450.00
17828.70
4561.00
4778.98
6881.00
900.00
1942.71
3892.00
5005.00
101.85
500.00
LIBRARY EXPENDITURES 5925.15
SEWER PROJECT 820669.45
VOLPICELLI ROAD BOAD 31303.16
LIBRARY BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 97031.19
SURPLUS REVENUE 75.00
TRANSFER TO SURPLUS 46.54
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TRANSPORTATION BOND CH 637
COUNTY ROAD FUND
REFUNDS
:
TAX LEVY
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
WATER RATES
WATER LIENS
ARTICLES CARRIED FORWARD
ENCUMBERED BALANCES
APPROPRIATION SCHEDULE
REVENUE SHARING SCHEDULE
REVENUE (EST. REC)
CASH 6/30/88
TOTAL PAYMENTS
33289.82
33A5.35
10616.09
3543.02
1130.41
827.17 16116.69
392440.57
119834.12
5225790.24
27795.00
5.00
2131445.71
11292351.04
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30,1988
ASSETS
CASH
PETTY CASH ADVANCES
2131A45.70
50.00
ACCOUNT RECEIVABLE;
REAL ESTATE 1985-1987
REAL ESTATE 1988
13273.66
306854.03 320127.69
PERSONAL PROPERTY 1983-1987
PERSONAL PROPERTY 1988
17307.06
8508.92 25815.98
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
LEVY OF 1982-1987
LEVY OF 1988
TAX TITLES
TAX POSSESSIONS
AMBULANCE RECEIVABLES:
BILLINGS 1985-1987
BILLINGS 1988
BILLINGS 1987
39631.65
131853.53 171485.18
27843.43
1576.02
23424.87
9855.31
33280.18
DUE FROM REV. SHARING
DUE FROM FEDERAL DISASTER FUNDS
DUE FROM CTY LANDTAKINGS
DOG TAXES DUE COUNTY
INSURANCE PAYABLE
LIBRARY DUPLICATOR
FEDERAL PROJECTS:
TLC TITLE 1
ESEA TITLE 4
FEDERAL PROJECT
EARLY CHILDHOOD
EEO GRANT
BLOCK GRANT
EAI SCHOOL GRANT
42000.00
23203.90
1076.84
72.49
5925.15
12043.69
108.91
1555.84
956.87
154.93
1411.00
3450.00 19681.24
STATE & CTY AID TO HIGHWAY
WATER DEMAND DUE
WATER RATES
WATER LIENS
SEWER RATES
SEWER LIENS
PHASE I SEWER
PHASE II SEWER
LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION
BONDS AUTHORIZED
BONDS OUTSTANDING
189096.20
210.79
24610.79
11706.99
18697.99
7588.09
31557.80
364521.74
97031.19
7158296.00
845000.00
TOTAL ASSETS 11551901.38
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 1988
LIABILITIES
TAILINGS 406.27
RESERVE FOR PETTY CASH 50.00
PAYROLL WITHHOLDINGS 18625.78
SPECIAL FUNDS:
HISTORICAL COMMISSION 138.77
COA EMERGENCY FUND 1052.95
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 300.00
COA GRANT 1A02.23
ARTS LOTTERY 433.00
HIST. COM. ARTS LOTTERY 244.31
COA ELDER AFFAIRS GRANT 0.34
RIGHT TO KNOW LAW 712.00
LANDFILL HOST COMM FEE 133988.14
LANDFILL 464049.37
LANDFILL CLOSURE 53985.87 656306.98
STATE AND FEDERAL GRANTS
CHAPTER 2 ECIA 1711.00
HEAD START 0.93
TITLE 3 2008.20
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT GRANT 730.33
NATIONAL HEALTH GRANT 2790.00
ENERGY AUDIT 243.00
ANGLE TREE STONE 188.49
TITLE 1 9265.00
SUICIDE PREVENTION 1261.18
LIBRARY INCENTIVE 5878.99
JAWS OF LIFE 600.00
LIBRARY BUILDING FUND 51.51
PENSION RESERVE 3384.00
TITLE 6B 1875.00
NEW LIBRARY VENTURES 4637.29
GOVERNORS ALLIANCE AGAINST DRUGS 364.00
FEDERAL DISASTER FUNDS 3213.00 38201.92
SCHOOL RENTAL 503.06
POLICE PHOTOCOPY ACCT. 118.95
SPECIAL POLICE DETAIL 12193.70
SCHOOL LUNCH 11067.45
VOLPICELLI ROAD BOND 3809.07
YOUNG REALTY BOND 2426.83
HIGHWAY COMPRESSOR 639.00
HIGHWAY TRUCK 1145.93
CHAPTER 335 565.89
CHAPTER 637 78804.29
FLETCHER STREET DRAINAGE 3378.08
FEES DUE TO INSPECTORS 14420.79
FENCE ACCOUNT 98.22
GRAVEL PACKED WELL 3932.04
1 08
AMBULANCE RESERVE 5A599.52
DEPOSITS HELD 50.00
OVERLAYS
:
ALLOWANCE FOR ABATEMENTS 1983-1987 121120.55
ALLOWANCE FOR ABATEMENTS 1988 89A6.88 130067. A3
DEFERRED REVENUE:
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE 171A85. 18
REAL ESTATE & PERS . PROP. TAX 329202. A2
TAX LIENS 29A19.A5
AMBULANCE 33280.18
SEWER CHARGES 18697.99
SEWER LIENS 6310.09
SEWER CONNECTIONS 1278.00
WATER CHARGES 2A610.79
WATER LIENS 11706.99 625991.09
RESERVED FOR EXPENDITURES-FY89 13500.00
SEWER ENCUMBRANCES 33315. A8
F/B RESERVE CONT. APPRORIATIONS 90A988.87
CONTINUED ARTICLES -WATER 2A5181.A5
OVERLAY SURPLUS 96737.23
SURPLUS REVENUE 86562.28
UNRESERVED-UNDESIGNATED
STABILIZATION FUND 23731A.20
CONSERVATION FUND 26772. OA
FUND BALANCE RESV. FUND 727.30
26A813.5A
BONDS PAYABLE
WATER TANK 2A000.00
WATER PLANNING STUDY 6000.00
WATER DISTRIBUTION STUDY 10000.00
SEWER PHASE I 550000.00
WATER SERVICES 30000.00
SEWER PHASE I-SECOND ISSUE 225000.00 8A5000.00
FUND BALANCE BONDS AUTHORIZED &
UNISSUED 7158296.00
DEFERRED REVENUE COUNTY 189096.20
REV. SHARING ARTICLES CONT. 9206.65
REV. SHARING DUE GENERAL FUND A2000.00
UNDESIGNATED REV. SHARING 5801.39
TOTAL LIABILITIES 11551901.38
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Annual Report
of the
TREASURER
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
For The Year Ending June 30
1988
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
During Fiscal Year 1988 the Treasurer's Office received and
accounted for $ 9,479,679.23 in Regular Cash Receipts and
$ 134,125.93 in Special Cash Receipts. In addition, we paid
out treasury warrants in the amount of $ 9,445,486.81 in
Regular Cash and $ 27,795.00 in Revenue Sharing Funds. We
processed Special Duty Payroll reguests in the amount of
$ 110,193.67, of which $ 5,075.00 were fees paid by the con-
tractors of the special duty details to the town.
The two most significant changes in the Town's cash position
resulted from monies collected from Laidlaw Waste Systems,
Inc. First, the company turned over the " Host Community
Fees " on a monthly basis, paying the town $1.59 per ton
for each ton of refuse it received at the landfill. For the
fiscal year, these fees amounted to $ 393,988.14 and became
part of our general fund cash flow. In addition, the town
received from Laidlaw' s Escrow agent all monies paid by the
company and all accrued interest from the company's mortgage
on the Belcher Street property acguired from the town at the
June 19, 1984 Special Town Meeting. This money is set aside
in a high-yielding mutual fund account which is part of a
mutual fund pool started by the State Treasurer and adminis-
tered by Fidelity Service Co. Laidlav/ continues to make
guarterly payments directly to the town on this mortgage.
We issued short-term debt in the amount of $ 900,000.00 during
fiscal year 1988. On October 1, 1987 we borrowed $ 500,000.00
in Tax-Anticipation Notes at a rate of 4.78% from State Street
Bank and Trust. These notes were paid off on January 15, 1988.
Also, we borrowed $ 400,000.00 in State-Aid Anticipation Notes
at a rate of 5.45% from BayBank,S.E. These notes were antici-
pating state receipts from the Sewer project grants and were
paid off on May 19, 1988. We also retired $ 135,000.00 in
long-term debt obligations.
We instituted a new payroll system which we have worked with
for one full calendar year. While it is more costly than the
previous system, both the School Department secretary, Margaret
Smith, and. I feel it is much more efficient and the service we
receive is top rate.
This report includes a breakdown of the Treasurer's appropria-
tions; a reconciliation of Treasurer's Cash by bank at June 30,
1988; a listing of Fund Balances at June 30, 1988; an itemized
list of all cash receipts processed during the fiscal year; and
as itemized list of the town's Maturing Debt Schedule.
Respectfully submitted.
/Kathleen A Parker, Town Treasurer
/
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Reconciliation of Treasurer's Cash
June 30, 1988
Bank of New England - Money Market $ 95,035.65
N . 0 . W
.
6,093.08
N.O.W.- Designated 19,799. 19
N.O.W.- Designated 4,643.43
Money Market - Designated 4,030.44
Money Market - Designated 1 , 488 . 22
BayBank , S . E . - N . 0 . W . 47,922.42
N.O.W. 69.15
Money Market 28,037.85
Dur f ee-At t leboro Bank- N.O.W. - Designated 2 , 053.61
Money Market 12,333.94
Money Market - Designated 78 , 583 . 1
8
State Street Bank - Money Market 27,002.44
Money Market - Designated 237,314.20
Shawmut Bank - Money Market 54,233 .21
M . M . D . T . - General Fund 158,026.47
Revenue Sharing 57,008.24
Conservation Fund 26,772.04
Landfill Escrow 552,035.24
Boston Safe Deposit - Money Market 606,576.91
Attleboro Savings Bank - Young Realty Bond 2 , 205.46
School Fund 727 . 30
TOTAL $2,021,991.67
Fund Balances - June 30, 1988
Revenue Sharing
Conservation Fund
Stabilization Fund
Special Duty Payroll Fund
Young Realty Bond
School Fund
General Fund
$ 57,008.24
26,772.04
237,314. 20
4,581 .63
2,205.46
727 . 30
1,693,382.80
TOTAL $ 2,021,991.67
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Fiscal Year 1988 Cash Receipts
Special Cash
Revenue Sharing
Stabilization Fund
Conservation Fund
Special Duty Payroll Fund
$ 4,670.26
13 , 861 . 98
1,751.95
113,841 .74
TOTAL $ 134 , 125-93
Regular Cash
Departmental Receipts:
Real Estate Taxes 1988
1987
1986
Motor Vehicle Excise 1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
Mobile Home Excise
Personal Property 1988
1987
1986
1985
VJater Liens 1988
1987
Sewer Liens 1988
1987
Water Lien Interest
Water Lien Demands
Tax Collector Demands
Tax Collector Interest
Municipal Liens
Water Rates 1988
1987
1986
Sewer Rates 1988
1987
1986
Sewer Permits
Water Demands
Ambulance 1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
School Lunch Account
CL. 41-A Real Estate
$ 3,080,443.53
151 , 876. 19
7 , 556 . 64
183 , 602 . 24
170,687.46
1 1 , 848 . 50
252 . 07
9.48
3.12
38,412.00
25,415.12
21 . 079 .03
12 , 148 . 31
523 . 23
20, 310.06
853 . 78
3 , 068 . 04
72.43
1 . 910 . 00
781 . 00
7,842.25
23 , 868 . 93
6.595.00
270,680.64
12 . 968 .03
1 , 791 . 94
99,396. 10
6,991 . 53
156.00
295 . 00
1 , 347 . 00
6 , 536.59
17,496.91
639 . 75
75 . 00
75 . 00
62,881. 74
9,525.09
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Local Estimated Receipts:
Laidlav Host Community Fees
Bank Interest - General Fund
Court Fines
Library Fines
Various Licenses & Permits
Board of Health Fees
Zoning Board Fees
Planning Board Fees
Conservation Comm. Fees
Park Department Fees
Fire Department Fees
Pistol Permits
Fire Arms Permits
Maps, By-laws, etc.
Assessors Copies
Fuel Storage Permits
Tax Title Fees
Special Duty Payroll Fees
G.A.T.R.A. Reimbursement
C.O.A. Bus Fees
Cable TV Fees
Dog Finos
$ 393,988.14
52,417.69
32.415.50
223.40
20.162.50
3.591 . 00
1 , 260.00
1 . 763 . 00
475
. 00
2,847.75
1 .692.00
1.141.00
62 . 00
745
. 65
115.70
525 . 00
20.00
5 . 075 . 00
20,275.81
1 ,416.20
684 . 50
420 . 00
State Estimated Receipts:
CH.70 - School Aid
Local Aid - Additional Assistance
- Lottery, Beano
- Highway CH . 497
Highv/ay Reconstruction & Maintenance
Motel Room Tax
Aid to Libraries
Library Grants
C.O.A. Grants
Loss of Taxes - Elderly Abatements
Arts Lottery
Polling Hours Extension Reimbursement
Veterans Benefits
Civil Defense Flood Grant
Hurricane Gloria Grant
Governor's Highway Safety
School Projects - Pupil Transportation
Title One
PT/SLAP
Horace Mann Grant
School Improvement
CH. 2 E .C . I .A.
Professional Development Grant
Tuition for State Wards
E . E . 0 .G
.
Early Childhood Grant
Educational Assistance Initiative
Educational Technology Grant
Governor's Alliance Against Drugs
940.654.00
40.605.00
189.871 .00
38 . 904 . 00
36.213.00
6.377 . 00
1 . 772 . 00
12 , 505 . 15
2.073.00
11 . 840.00
3 . 050 . 00
209.40
2 , 222 . 37
9.846.00
5.615.00
1 ,499.87
32.841.00
28.783.00
28 . 355 . 00
3.892.00
7.520.00
1.711.00
6.881 .00
4 . 603 . 00
19.435.00
4,000.00
3.150.00
1.771.00
1 . 264 . 00
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Other Receipts:
Payroll Withholdings $ 980,743.17
Employee Contributions - Health Insurance 80,382. 85
Life Insurance 450.00
Retiree Contributions - Group Insurance Plans 12,101.41
Teachers Union Dues 4,807.00
Tax Title 35,033.61
Tax Title Interest 3 , 862 . 86
County Dog Taxes 1 ,386.75
Building Inspector Fees 12,063. 12
Wiring Inspector Fees 13,642.00
Plumbing Inspector Fees 2,618.00
Gas Inspector Fees 1 , 255 . 00
Sanitary Inspector Fees 11,315.00
Sealer Weights + Measures 455 . 00
Tov/n Clerk Fees 2,818.00
Deputy Tax Collector Fees 28 . 00
Constable Fees 84 . 00
Registry Fees 75 . 00
School Trustee Account 3,443 . 99
School Fund Interest 32 . 94
Special Duty Payroll Reimbursement 105, 118.67
Police Copy Account 980 . 50
CH . 637 Interest 5,055.39
Suicide Prevention Grant Interest 98 . 55
Michael -Angela Realty Interest 921.56
Young Realty Interest 247 . 37
Pension Reserve Fund 2,191.96
Landfill Escrow Account 453 ,028.71
S.B.L.I. Dividend 35 . 92
Sale of Surplus Property 25 . 00
Water Surplus 247 . 00
Sewer Surplus 200.00
Water Service Applications 700 . 00
Water Department Refunds 1 , 0 ]. 7 . 4 1
Tax Collector - Unidentified 147.00
Miscellaneous 5.00
Credits: 1987 School Expense 20 . 00
1987 Police Expense 997 .83
1988 Police Expense 370.24
1988 Data Processing 500.00
1988 Town Insurance 12,584.49
1988 School Expense 2 , 789 . 16
1988 Water Expense 844 . 08
1988 Highway Expense 139.44
1988 Town Accountant Expense 225 . 00
1988 Fire Salary 85 . 70
1988 Treasurer Capitol 92.10
1988 R.E. Tax Refunds 206 . 58
1988 By-law Reviev/ Expense 1.13
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other Receipts:
Treasurer Receipt to Tax Collector
CH . 61-A Tax & Fees
Park Damage Account
Park Building Account
State Aid Anticipation Notes
Revenue Anticipation Notes
Sewer Project II Reimbursement
Surplus Revenue
TOTAL
18., 75
1
,
, 961 .. 88
50.,00
210 . 00
400,,000.,00
500,,000,.00
573,, 022 . 00
148 . 75
479,,679..23
Treasurer '
s
Fiscal
Appropriation
Year 1988
Town Meeting Appropriation $
Expend i tures
:
Salary
Expenses
Office Supplies $ 244 . 32
Envelopes & Postage 1 ,451 .71
Telephone 280 . 75
Dues, Meetings 92 . 00
Equipment Maintenance 242 . 18
Note Expenses 100.00
Payroll Expenses 3,900.20
Treasury Warrants 407 . 75
Bank Service Charges 3,654. 13
Checks 1,161.30
W-2 Charges 62 .75
Medicare Tax Payment 231 . 74
Office Equipment 107.90
$ 14,696.00
11 ,936.73
26,846.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
RETURNED TO TOWN TREASURY
$ 26,632.73
213.27
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MATURING DEBT SCHEDULES
$1,000,000 SEWER BONDS 5-7/»%
PAYABLE TO SHAWMUT BANK OF BOSTON
MATUItITY SCHEDULE
Due Dale OiilRlanding Principal IiilcresI I'olal
1 0/1/87 600,000 50,000 17,624.40 67,624.40
4/1/88 550,000 16,156.80 16,156.80
10/1/88 550,000 50,000 16,155 70 66.155.70
4/1/89 500,000 14,688.00 14,688.00
10/1/89 500,000 50,000 14,687.00 64,687.00
4/1/90 450,000 13,219.20 13,219.20
10/1/90 450,000 50,000 13,218.30 63,218.30
4/1/91 400,000 1 1,750.40 1 1,750.40
10/1/91 400,000 50,000 1 1,749.60 61,749.60
4/1/92 350,000 10,281.60 10,281.60
10/1/92 350,000 50,000 10,280.90 60,280.90
4/1/93 300,000 8,812.80 8,812.80
10/1/93 300,000 50,000 8,812.20 58,812.20
4/1/94 250,000 7,344.00 7,344.00
10/1/94 250,000 50,000 7,343.50 57,343.50
4/1/95 200,000 5,875.20 5,875.20
10/1/95 200,000 50,000 5,874.80 55,874.80
4/1/96 150,000 4,406.40 4,406.40
10/1/96 150,000 50,000 4,406.10 54,406.10
4/1/97 100,000 2,937.60 2,937.60
10/1/97 100,000 50,000 2,937.40 52,937.40
4/1/98 50,000 1,468.80 1,468.80
10/1/98 50,000 50,000 1,468.70 51,468.70
$300,000 WATER LOAN NOTES 6.25%
PAYABLE TO BANK OF NEW ENGLAND - HANCOCK
MATURITY SCHEDULE
Due Dale Oiilstaiuliiig Principal Inlercst
10/1/87 30,000 1,875.00
4/1/88 30,000 937.50
10/1/88 30,000 937.50
n 7
$65,000 00 WATER TANK REHABILITATION o 6o%
Dale of Issue: 12-15 84
PayaMe to owners as registered in Treasurer’s Office
Principal
Declining Principal
Dale Italanc.c Payment
12-15-87 24,000 12,000
6-15-88 24,000
12-15-88 12,000 12,000
6-15-89 12,000
12-15-89 0 12,000
65,000
Premium $ 100
Dollar Premium $0
Interest at 1% $1 ,860
Net Borrowing Cost $15,996
Net Interest Cost (NIC) .... 8.6000
Bond Years 186,000
Average Life 2.86
True Interest Cost (TIC) .... 8.6000 i .00005%
Fiscal Fiscal Year
Y car Dcl)t Service
1985 2,795
1986 20,902
1987 16,655
1988 14,580
1989 13,548
1990 12,516
1991 0
80,996
Total
Rate Interest Prill. & Int.
8.600 1,548.00 13,548.00
8.600 1,032.00 1,032.00
8.600 1,032.00 13,032.00
8.600 516.00 516.00
8.600 516.00 12,516. )0
15,996
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$26,000 00 WATER DISTRIBUTION STUDY n.(m
Date of Issue: 12-15-U4
Payable to owners as registered in Treasurer’s Office
Princi|>al
Declining Principal Total
Dale Balance Payment Rate Interest Prill. lilt.
12-15-87 10,000 5,000
6-15-88 10,000
12-15-88 5,000 5,000
6-15-89 5,000
12-15-89 0 5,000
26,000
Prcmiuin $100
Dollar Premium $0
Interest at 1% $760
Net Borrowing Cost $6,536
Net Interest Cost (NIC) .... 8.6000
Bond Years 76,000
Average Life 2.92
True Interest Cost (TIC) 8.6000 ± .00005%
8.600 645.00 5,645.00
8.600 430.00 430,00
8.600 430 00 5,430.00
8.600 215.00 215.00
8.600 215.00 5,215.00
6,536
Fiscal Fiscal Year
Year Debt Service
1985 1,1 18
1986 7,978
1987 6,505
1988 6,075
1,989 5,645
1990 5,215
1991 0
32,536
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$23,()()().()() WATER PLANNING STUr3Y 8.60%
Dale of Issue: 12-15-8M
I’ayaMe lo owners as regislercd in Treasurer’s Office
Dale
I’ritiripal
I )e('linin[;
Kalaiice
I’rincipal
Payniciil Hale Inlercsl
Tolal
Prill. & Ini.
12-15-87 6,000 3,000
6-15-88 6,000
12-15-88 3,000 3,000
6-15-89 3,000
12-15-89 0 3,000
23,000
8.600 387.00 3,387.00
8.600 258.00 258.00
8.600 258.00 3,258.00
8.600 129.00 129.00
8.600 129.00 3,129.00
4,902
Premium
Dollar Premium
Interest at 1%
Net Borrowing Cost
Net Interest Cost (NIC) . . . .
Bond Years
Average Life
I rue Interest Cost (1 IC) . . .
$100
$0
$570
$4,902
8.6000
57,000
2.47
8.600 ± .00005%
riscal Fiscal Year
Y ear Dclit Service
1985 989
1986 8,677
1987 8,075
1988 3,645
1 989 3,387
1 ^90 3,129
1991 0
27.902
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$.3.3I,0()().()0 SI^WEIl PROJECT — PHASE 1 0.60%
Date of iHsiie: 12-1.5 01
PayaMo to owners as registered in Treasurer’s Office
I )ale
PriiH'ipal
Derlining Principal
Balance Payment Rale Interest
Tot .al
Prill. S/ Inl.
12-15-87 225,000 35,000
6-15-88 225.000
12-15-88 190,000 35,000
6-15-89 190,000
12-15-89 155,000 35,000
6-15-90 155,000
12-15-90 120,000 35,000
6-15-91 120,000
12-15-91 85,000 35,000
6-15-92 85,000
12-15-92 50,000 35,000
6-15-93 50.000
12-15-93 25.000 25,000
6-15-94 25,000
12-15-94 0 25,000
331,000
I’reniiuin $100
Dollar Premium . . . $0
Interest at 1% $17,360
Net Borrowing Cost $149,296
Net Interest Cost (NIC) .... 8.6000
Bond Years 1,736,000
Average Life 5.24
1 rue Interest Cost (TIC) 8.6000 ± .00005%
8.600 11, 180.00 46,180 00
8.600 9,675.00 9,675.00
8.600 9,675.00 44,675.00
8 600 8,170.00 8,170 00
8.600 8,170 00 43,17000
8.600 6,665.00 6,665.00
8.600 6,665.00 41,665.00
8.600 5,160.00 5,160.00
8.600 5,160.00 40,160.00
8.600 3,655.00 3,65 5.00
8.600 3,655.00 38,655.00
8.600 2,150.00 2,150.00
8.600 2,150.00 27,150.00
8.600 1,075.00 1,075.00
8.600 1,075.00 26,075.00
149,296
Fiscal Fiscal Year
Y ear Dclit Service
1985 14,233
1986 62,918
1987 58,865
1988 55,855
1989 52,845
1990 49,835
1991 46,825
1992 43,815
1993 40,805
1994 28,225
1995 26,075
1996 0
480,296
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
The results of the annual elections in April saw Mrs. Kathleen Roach and
Mr. Alan Lovely re-elected to new three-year terms. At the annual
reorganization meeting, Mr. Neil Loew was elected Chairman, Mr. Alan Lovely
was elected Vice Chairman, and Mrs. Patrice O'Neil was elected Local
Representative to the King Philip Regional School District.
The Committee would like to acknowledge the retirements of Mrs.
Jeannette Pray, after twenty-nine years of service as School Nurse, and Mrs.
Barbara Fluck, after twenty years of service as a teacher. The Committee, in
addition, accepted resignations from Mr. Thomas Fallon, Coordinator of Special
Education/School Psychologist; Mrs. Karen Saucier, grade three teacher; and
Mrs. Cathryn Harvey, Vocal Music teacher. All of the above served the
Plainville School Department with years of outstanding service. We thank you
for your past service and wish you all the best in the future.
The Committee made many important decisions during the 1987/88 school
year. Some will have a longstanding effect and impact on the Town of
Plainville. The following are some of those decisions:
1) The Committee would like to thank the Library Trustees
for the construction of such a lovely edifice as our
new municipal library. The Wood School children and
faculty await in great anticipation the date of its
grand opening. We thank you for a job well done and
feel honored to have played a small part in this
accomp 1 ishment
.
2) The Committee approved a new Language Arts curriculum
produced by McDougal Littell & Co. as well as a new
Spelling curriculum by Scribner Laidlaw, Inc. The
Committee also approved a new Handwriting program by
Zaner-Bloser
,
Inc. These adoptions complete the first
total revisions, system-wide, of our curriculums. As
of this date no curriculum in the school system is
over five years in age.
3) While discussing curriculum, it should be noted that
the Committee approved the School Improvement Councils
recommendation to purchase a new comprehensive health
education program. This new K-6 program entitled
Health: Focus on You by Charles Merrill, Inc. of
Columbus, Ohio is in place and operating. The entire
program was financed through state grant funds.
Another curriculum addition adopted by the Committee
was financed by the P.T.O. This was a nutrition
education curriculum complete with individual
classroom kits. This program was sponsored by the New
England Dairy and Food Council. Thank you P.T.O.
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The 1987/88 year was one of negotiations. The
Committee, after many meetings and hours of collective
bargaining is happy to report that three-year
contracts have been agreed upon with the Plainville
Education Association, the Custodial and Maintenance
Union, and the Superintendent of schools. These
contracts run through August of 1991 and insure a
smooth delivery of educational services without
1 abor /management disputes.
While on the topic of negotiations and collective
bargaining, it should be noted that the Committee and
Plainville Education Association were able to
successfully negotiate the Horace Mann Grant monies.
This resulted in two very successful programs.
a) A teacher /parent cooperative
planning program in grades one
and two by Mrs. Marilyn Cady,
Mrs. Margaret Deeney, and Mrs.
Alice Edwards
.
b) A monthly reading activities
resource package for teachers
and students by Mrs. Margaret
Hoagland
.
Hopefully, there will be other Horace Mann Grants
awarded for the 1989/90 school year.
In order to keep the cafeteria self-supporting, the
Committee found it necessary to increase the cost of
all lunches and milk prices. Student lunch increased
from .65 to .80 and milk from .20 to .25.
The Committee received its new policy manual in
February. This document produced by the Massachusetts
Association of School Committees was eighteen to
twenty months in the making and will be updated
annually by M.A.S.C. A copy of said document is
available at each school.
The Committee adopted a new policy concerning Early
Retirement Incentive. This policy is restricted to
teachers with twenty years accumulated teaching time
in the Plainville school system. It offers a monetary
stipend and a percentage of unused accumulated sick
leave to be joined together in a lump sum package for
the qualified retiree. This policy expires in three
years
.
In April the Committee was notified by the
Administration of a tremendous influx of kindergarten
students for September. The current kindergarten was
in the high sixties and the new census was showing one
hundred and eleven potential kindergartners. This
information caused the Committee to increase
kindergarten classes by one and decrease grade one
classes by one.
With no available room remaining in the school system,
the Committee has partitioned the Permanent Municipal
Building Committee to begin the process for more
classroom space by additions or a new school building.
If needed classrooms are not a reality by September of
1990, the Committee and Administration believe that
overcrowding will necessitate portable classrooms, or
possible classroom rentals, if available, or double
sessions, or extremely high student/teacher ratios.
Any of the above could become a reality. The
Committee needs help and needs it now.
The above are considered major decisions, accomplishments, and concerns
during the 1987/88 school year. The Committee would like to thank the
residents of Plainville for their moral and financial support of their
elementary school system.
We extend our appreciation to the Administration, Staff, and Parent
Volunteers for another outstanding year. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank my fellow Committee members for their dedication and hard
work
.
Respectfully submitted,
Neil T. Loew
Chairman
Plainville School Committee
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The 1988/89 school year started with a new Language Arts, Spelling, and
Handwriting programs. After considerable research and study, your
Superintendent and Curriculum Revision Committee recommended the HcDougal
Littell Language Arts program, the Laidlaw Spelling program, and the Zaner-
Bloser Handwriting program. The Curriculum Revision Committee, headed by Mrs.
Natalie Flaherty, spent numerous hours in research, workshops, conferences,
etc. to come up with what we considered the best programs for the children of
Plainvi 1 le.
Using E.E.O.G. (Equal Educational Opportunity Grant) monies, the School
System was able to replace the dishwasher at the Jackson School, increase
substitute teacher pay, supplement the Coordinator of Special Education/School
Psychologist's salary, and provide a secretary at the Jackson School.
E.E.O.G. monies may no longer be available to Plainville in the future, since
we now exceed the 85*/. of the State average in per pupil expenditures.
However, we should continue to receive Horace Mann Grants, School Improvement
Council Grants, and Governor's Alliance Against Drugs Grants.
With growing enrollments, the number of classes in grade four, five, and
six had to be increased. This along with retirements and resignations has
changed our faculty considerably. The new fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
positions were filled by Mary Beth Holmes, Patricia Levesque, and Catherine
Slobogan. The new School Nurse is Kathleen Ouimet, replacing twenty-nine year
veteran Jeannette Pray (retired). Ms. Cheryl Mazzeo replaces twenty year
veteran Ms. Barbara Pluck (retired). Dr. Richard Cashman, returning from
leave of absence, becomes our new Remedial Education instructor. Ms. Anne
Dissinger joins the Special Education staff as Wood School 502.3/502.9
Resource Room teacher. Mr. David Kayata replaces Mr. Kenneth Moore (on leave
of absence) as Wood School Physical Education teacher, while Ms. Barbara
Murphy fills the new position of Physical Education teacher at the Jackson
Schoo 1
.
Administratively, Mrs. Mary Sullivan Kelley was appointed the new
Coordinator of Special Education/School Psychologist replacing Mr. Thomas
Fallon who accepted a position with the State Department of Education,
Southeast Regional Center, Ms. Kelley joins the Plainville staff from the
Watertown Public Schools. She has outstanding credentials and varied Special
Education experiences.
The Plainville Public Schools continues to improve service delivery by
belonging to four co 1 1 aborat i ves in the area. These co 1 1 abor at i ves are:
a) The BICO Special Needs Collaborative - running twenty
programs for fifteen communities in the area of low
incident special needs.
b) The Project SPOKE Collaborative - running low incident
special needs programs and purchasing collaborative
for bulk buying (bidding) which serves general
supplies, art supplies, custodial supplies, audio-
visual supplies, gasoline, heating oil, and diesel
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fuels. The savings from the bidding collaborative
alone results in many thousands of dollars.
c) The SouthwDod Hospital Consortium on Alcohol and
Substance Abuse - runs programs for teacher training
in alcohol and substance abuse. Many of our teachers
have taken the CASPAR Alcohol Training Program. Our
new comprehensive health curriculum was influenced by
this Consortium.
d) The Minnesota Computer Curriculum Consortium - has
helped us to build an inventory of computer programs
that can be duplicated by individual teachers. We now
have an inventory of useable, quality computer
programs for everyday use.
As much as co 1 laborat i ves and consortiums aid us in various ways, the
Plainville P.T.O. can only be described as invaluable. Year in and year out,
they provide our school system with cultural programs, needed equipment,
library books and programs, computer programs, and other financial and moral
support. In my seven years as your Superintendent, I would estimate the
dollar value of, services and goods provided by the Plainville P.T.O. to be
approaching one hundred thousand dollars. When discussing the Plainville
P.T.O. a simple "Thank you" seems so inadequate when counting the rewards
harvested by our school system due to this organization.
The School Committee adopted a new policy recommended by the School
Improvement Councils regarding the number of times student progress is
reported to parents. Starting September 1988, student progress in all grades
will be reported four times yearly with report cards. Mid-way through the
second and third marking periods, parents will receive Progress Reports.
Parent conferences will be held around the fiftieth and hundreth day mark of
the school year calendar.
The new state-wide Basic Skills and Assessment Testing took place on
schedule. Only one student failed the basic skills test that wasn't receiving
remedial or special education services previously. The Assessment Test scores
equaled or surpassed the state average in every category.
Two of Plainville's finest, Mrs. Alice Edwards and Mrs. Margaret
Hoagland, were involved in scoring the State writing sample. This area is
covered in the Basic Skills portion of the testing.
During the 1987/88 school year, the Plainville Police Department and
Plainville Education Association joined together to sponsor a Bicycle Safety
Program. It took place on Saturdays and involved bicycle inspections and
safety tips to all riders. Classroom instruction materials were made
available to all classroom teachers.
The Wood School students were exposed to a new program sponsored by
Sturdy Memorial Hospital called "Healthy Choices". The program promoted good
eating habits, proper exercise, taking vital signs, and what to expect in good
hospital care.
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The King Philip Regional High School started a new Peer Leadership
Program using high school students on the elementary level (grade -6) to
provide guidance by role playing. These peer leaders covered areas of peer
pressure, alcohol abuse, substance abuse, and sex. The sixth grade teachers
had nothing but positive remarks for the program.
This coming year, the school system will be studing potential changes in
report cards as well as upgrading our reading program.
The following cultural, extra-curricular, academic-related, and
business-related programs occurred during 1987/88 school year and are planned
for continuance during the 1988/89 school year.
Web of Life Outdoor Education Program at Sandwich,
Massachusetts - a one-week, boarding-in program for
sixth graders
Whale Watch - a one-day ocean trip out of Plymouth,
Massachusetts for sixth graders
Field Days - for all students in both schools
Kindergarten Talent Show
A Time For Sharing - Thanksgiving project
Christmas Musical Production - at Wood School
Ronald McDonald Safety Show
Latchkey Program - sponsored by the Hocomock Y.M.C.A.
All Col laboratives and Consortiums
Articulation with all parties involved in the King
Philip Regional District
In closing I would like to thank the Plainville School Committee, all
school personnel, parents, and taxpayers for their support of the Public
Schools during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Francis J. Cinelli
Superintendent of Schools
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SCHOOL OFFICIALS
MRS. MARGARET McGRATH
Telephone: 695-5851
MR. ALAN LOVELY
Telephone: 695-0670
MRS. KATHLEEN ROACH
Telephone: 695-2053
MRS. PATRICE O’NEIL
Telephone: 699-2962
MR. NEIL LOEW
Telephone: 695-1858
Term expires 1990
Term expires 1991
Term expires 1991
Term expires 1989
Term expires 1989
Meeting of the School Committee is held in the
Jackson Elementary School
on the fourth Monday of each month
Superintendent of Schools, Plainville
FRANCIS J. CINELLI
Residence - Telephone: 339-8432
Supt.'s Office, Jackson School - Telephone 695-3939, 695-7750
Principal's Office, Wood School - Telephone 695-6571, 695-5796
Authorized to Issue Work Certificates
Francis J. Cinelli, Superintendent
Margaret M. Smith, Secretary
School Physician
DR. JOHN MacDONALD
Telephone: 543-6371
School Nurse
MRS. JEANNETTE PRAY
Telephone: 699-2149
Attendance Officer
MRS. JEANNETTE PRAY
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SCHOOL CALENDAR -- 1987/88
WOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
First term opens September 9, 1987
First term closes November 13, 1987
Second term opens November 16, 1987
Second term closes January 29, 1988
Third term opens February 1, 1988
Third term closes April 8, 1988
Fourth term opens April 11, 1988
Fourth term closes June 21, 1988
JACKSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
First term opens September 9, 1987
First term closes December 11, 1987
Second term opens December 1“^, 1987
Second term closes March 18, 1988
Third term opens March 21, 1988
Third term closes June 21, 1988
HOLIDAYS
Columbus Day - October 12, 1987
NCTA Convention - October 23, 1987
Veteran's Day - November 11, 1987
Thanksgiving - November 26, 27, 1987
M.L. King Day - January 18, 1988
Memorial Day - May 30, 1988
SCHOOL SESSIONS
Kindergarten (Morning Session) 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Kindergarten (Afternoon Session) 12:30 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Grades 1 thru 6 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
NO SCHOOL news will be given over Radio Station: WARA - 1320
WBZ - 1030
WPRD - 63 AM or 93.2 FM
Normally, if King Philip Regional High School has no school because of
weather, the Plainville Elementary Schools will not be in session.
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SCHOOL BUDGET FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR
1000
SOOO
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
9000
Budget Approved L Budget Approved
Appropriated Appropriated
7/1/87 - 6/30/88 7/1/88 - 6/30/89
ADMINISTRATION
Regular Education $ 51,689 $ 80,940
Chapter 766 -0- -0-
INSTRUCTION
Regular Education 914,291 1 ,073,505
Chapter 766 180,428 216,975
OTHER SCHOOL SERVICES
Regular Education 90,633 95,626
Chapter 766 24,907 60,998
OPERATION 6 MAINTENANCE OF PLANT
Regular Education 190,442 205,606
Chapter 766 -0- -0-
FIXED CHARGES
Regular Education -0- -0-
Chapter 766 -0- -0-
COMMUNITY SERVICES
Regular Education -0- -0-
Chapter 766 -0- -0-
ACQUISITION OF FIXED ASSETS
Regular Education 6,643 13,209
Chapter 766 -0- -0-
PAYMENTS TO OTHER DISTRICTS
Regular Education -0- 15,000
Chapter 766 97,522 155,457
$1,556,647 $1 ,917,316
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TOWN RECEIVED ON ACCOUNT OF SCHOOLS
Chapter 70 State Aid
For School Bus Transportation
Receipts from Outside Sources
1986 1987 1988
$512,398
31,885
$548
31
$544,283 $580
,820 $940,654
J.691 __35j.682
,511 $976,336
ADDITIONAL RECEIPTS
1 . Incidentials
2. Interest
3. Chapter 188, Acts of 1985
a. E.E.O. Grant $19,435
b. Governor's Alliance Against Drugs 1,264
c. Horace Mann Grant 3,892
d. School Improvement 7,520
e. Educational Technology Grant 1,771
f. Educational Assistance Initiative 6,300
4
.
Chapter I, ESEA
5. Chapter II, Block Grant
6. Chapter VI-B, PL 94-142
$ 3,443.99
21.96
40.182.00
25.983.00
1 ,71 1.00
32.355.00
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STATISTICS
EXTRACTS FROM THE SCHOOL CENSUS
October 1987
AGES AGES
^-7 8-13
Boys iii i56
GIRLS 97 1A5
TOTAL 214 301
WORK CERTIFICATES
Number of full time education certificates issued 2
Number of part time education certificates issued XO
Number of part time employment permits issued X 3
Number of full time employment permits issued 0
Average number of days elementary schools were in session 180
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MEMBERSHIP BY AGE AND GRADE
BOYS
ACES 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 TOTAL
Kindergarten 33 7 40
Grade 1 1 42 5 48
Grade 2 1 28 10 39
Grade 3 27 5 32
Grade 4 33 6 39
Grade 5 1 28 10 39
Grade 6 1 26 9 36
TOTAL 34 50 33 37 39 35 36 9 273
GIRLS
AGES 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 TOTAL
Kindergarten 26 26
Grade 1 34 3 37
Grade 2 1 32 3 1 37
Grade 3 1 40 4 45
Grade 4 5 28 5 38
Grade 5 4 29 33
Grade 6 3 19 4 26
TOTAL 26 35 36 48 37 37 19 4 242
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ATTENDANCE FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 1988
Aggregate
Attendance
Average
Daily
Attendance
Aggregate
Membership
Average
Daily
Membership
Percent
of
Attendance
Grade 6 11,063 61.46 11,538 64.10 95.887o
Grade 5 12,487 69.37 13,011 72.28 95.977o
Grade 4 13,902 77.23 14,526 80.70 95.707c.
Grade 3 13,123 72.91 13,716 76.20 95.687o
Grade 2 12,954 71.97 13,499 74.99 95.967o
Grade 1 14,616 81.20 15,390 85.50 94.977o
Kindergarten 11,350 63.06 12,163 67.57 93.327o
TOTALS 89,485 497.19 93,843 521.35 95.377o
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ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Grade 6
Grade 6
Grade 6
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade ^
Grade ^
Grade A
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 2
NAME
Patricia Brodka
Dorothea Donnelly
Margaret Hoagland
Caroline Cooper
William Fasulo
Cheryl Rowe
Donna Dion
Natal le Flaherty
Susan Geary
Nancy Bellavance
Janet Hale
Nancy Peters
Catherine Slobogan
Jo-Ann Bourgeois
LIST OF TEACHERS
June 30, 1987
YEAR
WHERE EDUCATED APPOINTED
Westfield State College
B.S.E., Bridgewater,
M.Ed 1967
Framingham Teachers'
College B.S. in Ed 1958
Boston State College, B.S.
in Ed Bridgewater State,
M.Ed in Reading 1978
Framingham State, B.S. 1968
Suffolk University, B.A.
History, Boston College,
M.Ed 1974
Bridgewater State College,
B.S. in Ed, M. Ed 1970
College of Our Lady of Elms,
Univ. of Hartford, Bridge-
water State College, B.A. 1970
Univ. of Rhode Island, B.A.
Elem. Ed 1977
Boston College, B.A. 1970
Bridgewater State College,
B.S., Plymouth State
College, N.H., M.Ed. 1971
Rhode Island College, B.S.
in Elem. Ed. &< Learning
Disorders, M. Ed. 1975
Wilson College, B.S., Boston
State, M. Ed. 1964
Bridgewater State College,
B.S. in Elem. Education 1987
Bridgewater State College,
B.S. in Ed.
,
M. Ed. 1968
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Grade 2 Alice Edwards Radcliffe College, A.B. 1979
Grade 2 Betty Ippolito Framingham State, B.S. in
Ed. 1970
Grade 2 Barbara Pluck Simmons College, B.S. 1968
Grade 1 Margaret Deeney Worcester State College, B.S.
in E 1 em . Ed
. ,
M
. Ed
.
1978
Grade 1 Kathleen Healey Boston State College, B.A.,
M. Ed. 1977
Grade 1 Judith Neilson Southern Connecticut State
Un 1 V
. ,
B.S. 1985
Grade 1 Anne Sullivan Boston State, B.S., M. Ed. 1971
Kindergarten Anna Cronin Boston College, B.S. 1987
Kindergarten Martha Roche Framingham State College,
B.S. in Elem. Ed
.
1986
Remedial Betty George Fitchburg State College,
B.S. Bridgewater State
College, M. Ed. 1969
Ar t Judith King Univ. of Massachusetts,
B.S. Bridgewater State
College, M. Ed. 1969
Music Cathryn Harvey Indiana U. of PA., B.S.
Music Ed. University of
Virginia, M. Ed
.
1985
Music Claire Harrison Pembroke College, B.A. 1988
Music Jeanne Bonneau Stonehill College, B.A.,
Bridgewater, M. Ed. 1976
Phys. Ed. Kenneth Moore Graceland College, Spring-
field College, Worcester
State Teachers' College,
M. Ed. 1967
Chapter I
Class Marilyn Cady Lesley College, Framingham
State College, B.A. 1966
Spec. Needs
Resource Laurie Castro Salve Regina, B.A. in
Special Education 1985
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/Spec. Needs
Resource Cheryl Nazzeo Annhurst College, Conn.,
B.A., Lesley College, M.A.
in Special Education 1982
Spec. Needs
Resource Patricia Walls Bridgewater State College,
B.S. in Special Education,
M. Ed. 1973
Speech
Disorders Mary Beth Daugherty Western Michigan Univ., B.S.
(Speech), Central Michigan
Univ., M.A. (Speech) 1986
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KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Keith Grant, Chairman
John Barrett Jr
David Brown
Martha Donovan
Marilyn Eden
Mary Ann Gallimore
Robert Latham
Suzanne Neske
Patrice O’Neil
*Appointed by the local school committee
Expires 1990
Expires 1990
Expires 1991
Expires 1989*
Expires 1991
. Term Expires 1991
Expires 1990
Expires 1989*
Expires 1989*
ORGANIZATION
Keith, Grant, Chairman
John Barrett, Jr., Vice-Chairman
James A. Johnson, Treasurer
Barbara Fink, Secretary
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
William J. Costa
SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE
Mrs. Shirley Maduskuie Ms. Joyce Verna
Ms. April Stelzmann Mr. James Johnson
Regular meetings of the School District Committee are held
every first and third Monday of the month at the King Philip
Regional High School at 7 p.m.
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King Philip Regional School District Conunittee
At the annual reorganization meeting in June, Keith Grant was elected Chairman and
John Barrett, Jr. was elected Vice-Chairman and major subcommittee assignments were made
as follows:
Budget Maintenance
David Brown, Wrentham
Martha Donovan, Norfolk
Keith Grant, Plainville
Policy\Student Involvement
John Barrett, Jr.
,
Wrentham
Marilyn Eden, Norfolk
Mary Ann Gallimore, Plainville
Labor Management
Patrice Giovanoni, Plainville
Robert Latham, Norfolk
Suzanne Neske
,
Wrentham
Collective Bargaining (Teachers)
Keith Grant
Robert Latham
Suzanne Neske
Collective Bargaining (All Other Employees)
John Barrett, Jr.
Marilyn Eden
Partice Giovanoni
David Killian (Class of 1988) joined the Committee in September as a non-voting
member, the first student representative to do so under newly enacted legislation.
Mrs. Shirley Larsen, Secretary to the School Committee, resigned due to a relocation.
She served the District in an exemplary manner for fourteen years. She was replaced
effective December 1, 1987 by Mrs. Barbara Fink.
District enrollment in fiscal 1988 totaled 1,484 compared to 1,546 in fiscal 1987.
This marks the twelfth year in a row that enrollment has declined since reaching a high of
2,188 in 1975. Projections indicate a continuing decline in total District enrollment
through 1991 and will occur at the Senior High as the Junior High enrollment has
stabilized.
The Class of 1988 achieved a combined SAT score of 898 which was slightly below the
state average of 906 and the national average of 904. A total of 144 students sat for
the test in 1988 compared to 175 students in 1987. The 1988 score was 15 points lower
than in 1987 and is quite significant in light of the smaller number of students who sat
for the examination. Generally there is an increase in the average score as the number of
students taking the examination decreases. A comparison of SAT scores for the past eleven
years is as follows:
Year Score Year Score Year Score
1988 898 1984 910 1980 874
1987 913 1983 907 1979 872
1986 874 1982 891 1978 907
1985 913 1981 876
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The Class of 1988 had 67% of its academic student go on to higher education. With
respect to the vocational graduates, 64% entered the workforce and 25% continued their
education.
Two additional statistics which demonstrate the value of the comprehensive programs
offered at King Philip are the attendance and dropout rate. King Philip continued to ran
among the top schools in the state with a daily attendance of 94% at the High School and
93% at the Junior High and a dropout rate of 2%.
The implementation of the Massachusetts Public School Improvement Act (Chapter 188 o
the Act of 1985) began in fiscal 1986. During 1988, the major sections of this act
affecting King Philip are summarized hereunder:
Formula Grants
A. School Improvement Grants to provide for non-budgeted assistance were funded at
$15 per student for a total of $24,055. Funding by the State of this grant will
continue in 1989 but may be decreased to $10 per student.
B. The District became eligible during fiscal 1988 for an Equal Educational Opportunity
Grant amounting to $5,602 and payable in fiscal 1989. These grants are used to
encourage and assist schools in increasing their per pupil expenditures.
Qualification for such a grant indicates that local support is below 85% of the
average spent by comparable school systems.
Testing
A. Curriculum Assessment; testing of reading, mathematics, science and social studies
at the grade 8 and 12 levels. These tests were first given in 1986 and will continue
with testing biennially. The results of this second curriculum assessment testing
were as follows and are compared with the State average and with similar kinds of
communities (KOC) as defined by the State:
Grade 8 KP KOC State
Reading 1,340 1,393 1,300
Mathematics 1,350 1,402 1,300
Science 1,350 1,394 1,300
Social Studies 1,360 1,392 1,300
Grade 12 - Academic
Reading 1,340 1,383 1,300
Mathematics 1,360 1,397 1,300
Science 1,340 1,400 1,300
Social Studies 1,360 1,391 1,300
Grade 12 - Vocational
Reading 1,250 1,164 1,300
Mathematics 1,240 1,174 1,300
Science 1,200 1,188 1,300
Social Studies 1,250 1,159 1,300
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B. Basic Skills; testing of ninth grade students in reading, mathematics and
writing skills. The purpose of this annual test is to identify students
who have not mastered the basic skills. Students who fail this test are given
remedial assistance. King Philip mandates acquiring these skills as a
graduation requirement. The following test results compare King Philip with the
State and with similar kinds of communities (as defined by the State) in terms
of the percentage of students passing:
Reading Mathematics Writine
KP - academic 96% 96% 98%
- KOC 96 96 97
KP - vocational 86 92 78
- KOC 69 76 77
KP - District 94 95 94
- State 84 86 87
Members of the King Philip Sports Club and the King Philip Music Association are to
be congratulated for their continued support. The music and sports programs receive
considerable financial assistance through the efforts of these fine groups.
The Committee expresses gratitude to the residents of Plainville, Wrentham and
Norfolk who supported the special town meeting articles to fund the cost of the running
track and tennis courts. A special thanks is extended to the Lorusso Corporation and
Bella Construction Corporation for their considerable contribution of "manpower, material
and machinery"
.
The excess and deficiency account amounted to $24,749 as of June 30, 1988. As a
result, there is little margin for error in the budget process. Concerted efforts have
been made by District Administration and the Committee to prepare realistic budgets that
include the actual costs of providing education. Because education is labor intensive
(comprising 70% of the gross operating budget), salary increases, alone, will exceed a
"desired 2 l/2%" net assessment funding level. As a result, every effort is made to
encourage members of the Finance and Advisory Boards of the regional towns to participate
in the school budget process.
The five-year plan adopted in 1985 continues to provide a valuable tool for budgeting
expenditures for textbooks, student supplies, equipment and repairs and maintenance.
Funding of the latter item is crucial because of the aging physical plant. During the
past four years, serious efforts have been made to restore funds (cut during the initial
years of Proposition 2 1/2) in order to carry out preventive maintenance and make ongoing
repairs
.
On behalf of the Committee, I wish to thank the residents of Norfolk, Plainville and
Wrentham for your support of the King Philip Regional School District. The Committee
welcomes your suggestions and encourages you to attend their meetings.
Respectfully submitted.
Keith Grant, Chairman
King Philip Regional District Committee
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KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Report of the Superintendent
I hereby submit to the citizens of the District, my annual report as Superintendent
of the King Philip Regional School District.
Although the economy of Massachusetts is strong and the legislature is mandating
greater services to the young people of our growing regional communities, the
state government seems to lack, the willingness or political courage necessary
to deal effectively with the reality of the fiscal plight of the cities and
towns and, most particularly, those that are members of regional school districts.
It has become a serious educational problem because state aid to regional dis
tricts is the one significant off-set that reduces assessments to the member towns.
Obviously that has an effect upon the pattern of expenditures at the town meetings
which in turn affects the services offered through the school and the other town
departments. Irrespective of the actions of our legislature there has never been
a time when there was a greater need for highly qualified teachers, state of the
art equipment, materials and supplies. Our vital needs, if not met, have serious
consequences for your children. I am therefore very concerned over the impact of
level funded or reduced aid to the District and towns. Although genuine financial
concerns exist, we prioritize our expenditures and use them to maximize educational
progress being made in a broad range of areas.
Testing in Basic Skills (individual achievement - grade 9) and Curriculum Assess-
ment (subject matter area achievement - grades 8 and 12) have progressed extremely
well and we exceed the state standards in all areas. We are dissatisfied with
the results of the Class of 1988* s Scholastic Aptitude Tests ( College Boards )
.
Although the results were at state and national norms we shall introduce changes
that should yield improved results over time. Some changes are organizational,
others deal with curriculum, course selections and course sequences.
State regulations and their interpretations for special needs students become
more stringent and costs considerably greater each year. " Out-of-District place-
ments"is an area of uncontrolled costs that should be reimbursed at a higher level
or paid directly by the Commonwealth. The volatility of numbers and costs make
budget projections, a year in advance, guesses of doubtful validity.
Our five year plan addresses the needs of an aging physical plant and equipment.
If we can maintain the present annual level of maintenance funding, adjusted for
increases in inflation and the construction cost index, we should be able to meet
most of our needs. However, the high school is over thirty years old and the jun-
ior high school is over twenty. At these ages, inspite of progressive maintenance
and repair, it is conceivable that there could be engineering or physical plant
casualties beyond our financial capacity to rectify. They cannot be predicted, but
certainly can occur. Similarly, the roof of the senior high school will be a pro-
blem at some point. The roof of the original building has never been replaced.
The roof of the building addition is about fifteen years old. There have been on-
going repairs and there is no indication that replacement of either is imminent.
However, when roofs exceed or approach the statistical end of their functional lives
one cannot comfortably anticipate a longer existence.
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Factory Mutual Insurance estimates the cost of replacing a building constructed
in 1957 (SHS) is about 5.4 times the original cost. For the junior high school
built in 1966 the multiplier is about 4.3. For the new addition to the senior
high school the multiplier is about 2.8. Our facilities are very valuable there-
fore very expensive to replace. It is in the best interests of the District to
continue the committee’s policy of maintenance, repair and renovation.
The recent legislation addressing creating and maintaining a healthier working/
learning environment is being implemented:
1. All asbestos tests required by AHERA have been completed and remedial
activities begun. Our asbestos is confined principally to the boiler
rooms and is encapsulated.
2. Lead-in-water tests will be undertaken shortly.
3. Radon testing units have been purchased.
4. Smoking and non-smoking areas have been designated as noted in the
Clean Indoor Air Act.
5. Hazardous waste removal is being compiled with as specified by
OSHA/EPA standards for oil, batteries, tires, metals, etc.
6. Staff ”Right-to-Know" and asbestos hazards training is on-going.
7. Gym equipment is inspected annually by an outside testing firm to
determine if it meets safety standards.
All of this represents new budgetary costs, but are legally required and cer-
tainly very important.
Another significant but necessary cost is that associated with staying current
with the latest technology in the shops, classrooms and media centers. We are
very much involved with specialized computers, VCR's, laser disc information
systems, office automation, etc. We must prepare students for the technology
to be met in colleges and industry.
Preparations are being made for the 1992-1993 evaluation (ten year) of the high
school's programs by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges and
the 1991-1992 evaluation of the vocational division by the Division of Occupa-
tional Education. Both of these require tremendous amounts of staff time and
the acquisition of data that is very useful in determining curricula directions
and the content of our five year plans.
The program and building administrators will discuss, in the following para-
graphs, data specifically relevant to their school situations.
Senior High School - Academic Division
King Philip Regional High School is accredited by the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges until 1992 when another evaluation for accreditation
will be completed.
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Three major accomplishments of our students, of which we are very proud, are
a continuation of: one of the highest daily attendance rates in the state,
a very low dropout rate and a high percentage of our graduates prepared to
further their education or enter the world of work.
The main office has continued with the utilization of the IBM AT computer for
student information profiles, computerization of all high school attendance
reports and grade reporting for all grades. Additional information has been
computerized such as the program of studies booklet and individual course
outlines
.
The Flexible scheduling process has allowed continuation of student involve-
ment in the Dean Junior College Program, Southeastern Massachusette University
"Spotlight" Program, and exchange time with other colleges and universities.
During the summer of 1988 a number of enrichment and remedial courses were
offered during a five-week program.
The School Improvement Council (1987-1988) established by the state legisla-
ture in 1985 approved expenditures in the following areas: innovative aca-
demic programs, expanded services to students, purchase of instructional equip-
ment, peer leadership training, cultural education programs and business and
education partnership programs.
The high school welcomed two foreign exchange students in September of 1988 from
the Netherlands and Spain. The foreign exchange policy allows three students to
attend each year hosted by a family in the district.
The Peer Leadership program has one hundred and eighty students trained to work
with other students and to present programs on substance abuse, peer pressure,
smoking and school related concerns at the Junior High and district elementary
school - "Kids Helping Kids".
The Language Arts Department continued with the writing skills and reading labs
to assist students who were unsuccessful in the Basic Skills Competency Test,
continued with the advanced placement course in the junior and senior year,
development of the importance of reading courses, and the development of team
teaching on the term paper with the Social Studies Department.
The Mathematics Department continues to meet the students' needs of the computer
era and the development of a two-year Algebra I course for students who have
difficulty with abstract mathematics. The development of a computer lab to be
used by all departments in their teaching curriculum has been very successful.
The Math Club and computer team had continued success.
The Social Studies Department has been quite involved this year with the national
and state elections as well as the Hugh O'Brian Youth Leadership Seminars, State
Government Day, and class elections. Students continued to be involved with field
trips to the Wrentham Courthouse, Miller's Court, Law Day and the Hockomock League
Senate
.
The Science Department continues to offer a sound curriculum with restructured
courses in Advanced Chemistry, Advanced Physics and Advanced Placement in Biology.
The Foreign Language Department continued to offer the opportunity to students to
take one or two of the languages offered: French, Spanish, German, and Latin.
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Advanced Placement courses are offered in French and Spanish. There has been
continued interest in Latin and German. The fifth year French and Spanish
students continue with their tutorial program in the Wrentham and Norfolk Elemen-
tary Schools.
The Fine and Performing Arts Department continues to expand course offerings
accompanying a greater student interest. Students have participated very success-
fully in the New England Scholastic Band Association competitions. Globe Scholastic
Art Contest, and other local and state contests. The 1988 Marching Band was the
New England Scholastic Band Association Division II champions.
The Physical Education Department continued with the development of carry-over
activities and the development of the new adventure wall climbing course and the
health course "Skills for Living" for all freshmen and sophomores. The Physical
Education Internship has met the needs of students furthering their education in
the health/physical education field.
High school athletics, intramurals, school clubs, and activities continue with
an increase in student participation. Expansion has taken place with additional
clubs such as UNICEF Club and Pre-Medical Club.
Junior High School
The activities and programs which follow are those which made a positive contri-
bution to the educational development of our students, staff and parents during
the 1987-' 88 school year:
A very successful school opening was followed by a very well-attended Open House.
The early October activity affords parents the opportunity to follow their young-
sters' schedules to meet teachers and become familiar with course content, class-
room organization and homework policy.
Special thanks to the King Philip Regional Vocational School staff for their
outstanding vocational trades display.
Our second School Improvement Council recommended the following proposals to be
implemented in our school:
1. Skeleton for science program
2. Funding for a Drama Club
3. Electric water-coolers for the corridors
4. Disk drives to add to the computer equipment
5. Microphone equipment for the auditorium
6. Additions to the wall-climbing course
a. Burma Bridge
b. Blocks
c. Ropes
7. Musical Instruments for the band program
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8. Two theatrical performances by the Cumberland Theatre Company
Special thanks is extended to our School Improvement Council members.
Honor Roll Students Tutors - a student tutorial program was created by Mr. Gary
Lombard, King Philip Regional School - North guidance counselor, using honor roll
students to assist their peers during study blocks.
After extensive review of current materials, the Social Studies Department selected
a new textbook to be used in the American History program for eighth grade students
Two Nutrition Workshops were conducted by the New England Dairy Council for science
and physical education teachers. Nutrition education activities will be conducted
for both seventh and eighth graders during the 1988-' 89 school year.
A parent group was established during the fall of 1988. The support group will be
meeting on a monthly basis to address educational questions and concerns within the
King Philip Regional School District.
Five Year Plan Development - Mr. William Costa, Superintendent of Schools ,' held
numerous department meetings at King Philip Regional School - North to establish
educational goals and objectives to be implemented over the next five years.
With the purchase of some basic weather measuring instruments, we have begun to
develop a weather analysis and forecasting station in our science department.
Special thanks to Miss Joscelyn Varieur, Mr. Algot Runeman and our student "editors
for developing the first Junior High School yearbook. Their first efforts were a
tremendous success and we look forward to the next edition.
Thanks to the fine efforts of Mrs. Kathleen Calkins, reading teacher, our school
has received funding from the Massachusetts State Arts Lottery. In addition to
attending a theatre performance, our students will be involved with "backstage"
professionals while we create our own dramatic production.
We would like to extend our sincere appreciation and gratitude to the regional
Lions Club organizations for their continued financial support of our "Lions/
Quest Skills for Adolescence" program. The parents are also to be congratulated
for their active participation in our evening parent seminars.
Congratulations to the outstanding achievement of those students who received
recognition at our annual Academic Awards ceremony in June.
Our students wish to thank the many parents and friends who participated in our
annual fund raiser. You are a tremendous help in supporting our Student Activities
Fund
.
District Special Needs and Guidance
This past year was very stable for Pupil Services. There were no major changes,
but progress continued to be made.
With regard to staffing, two aides in the Special Needs Department were replaced
with a full time teacher. This allowed for a greater distribution of the High
School case load at no additional cost to the District. The services of an
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Occupational Therapist were secured for one day per week filling a void that
many school systems cannot fill because of the shortage of therapists in Mass-
achusetts.
In other areas, the Senior High School Guidance Department completed work on a
comprehensive handbook which will be printed and ready for distribution to all
Senior High School students before the end of the first semester. This will be
put on a computer disc allowing for annual updates with a minimum of time in-
volved. The ARROW newsletter to all juniors, seniors and staff continues to be
an important communications device between community and school. The ARROW, which
is published bi-monthly, addresses such issues as college boards, open houses,
scholarships, study habits, calendar or upcoming deadlines, especially tor seniors,
we well as other items of interest that are appropriate as we go through the year.
For the second year in a row we have run the college mini-fair program in conjunc-
tion with two other school systems. This program offers the students a better
opportunity to meet with representatives of many more colleges than if they tried
to set individual appointments. In fact, more schools are willing to come to
King Philip using this format. We will continue to do this and also encourage
parents to attend these fairs and meet the college representatives with their
sons and daughters.
Two new computers were added to the Junior High School special needs program
and are being used with enthusiasm and effectively supplement the core curric-
ulum for these students. Further plans include recommendations to also expand
the use of computers in the Senior High School special needs program.
During the Spring of 1988, the District Special Needs Program went through its
required three year in-house program re-evaluation and received high praise for
the quality of staff, "strong structure and the teach effort" in the support of
our students. It was also noted that leadership is the "single most important
factor of influence on the educational environment" and that this program has
been given a clear sense of mission and the leadership necessary to effectively
prepare our students with disabilities to be productive participating members
of society. A copy of this evaluation is available at the Senior High School.
In the development of the School District Five Year Plan (1990-1995) it is
imperative that we continue to grow and adjust to the changing times. Current
indications are that we need more clerical staff and space. This is a need to-
day and should be addressed immediately. In addition, the expanded state require-
ments and program needs require us to consider a full time coordinator of special
services and another guidance counselor at the high school all before 1995. In
that same time frame we will also have to consider the addition of one special
needs aide to the program. All of these recommendations do not need to be im-
plemented immediately, but should be phased in over five years beginning with
the need for more clerical staff in July of 1989 and then adding other staff
annually one at a time over the next several years.
It has been a fruitful and rewarding year. The support of the community, school
committee, staff and parents has contributed, beyond measure, to the success and,
therefore, high reputation we have in the area. Your continued support and enthu-
siasm for all of the educational programs we offer is absolutely necessary if our
young people are to have the training they need and deserve.
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Senior High School - Vocational Division
A primary function of secondary schools is to prepare students for their immedi-
ate post-graduation career goals. There are two fundamental goals: entering an
institution of higher learning and entering the job market. For those students
for whom further academic education is not the option they desire to select, then
vocational education is the viable career direction. Statistically, about twenty-
three per cent of the senior high school students select an occupational education.
There are strong data indicating exercising that option can offer young people,
immediately entering the work force, satisfying, secure and economically successful
lives. Vocational education prepares students for 26 of the 37 occupations the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts will account for the largest number of new
jobs by 1995. Eighty percent of all U.S. jobs don'-t require a college diploma,
but they do demand skills provided by vocational education. Eighteen of the twenty
fastest growing occupations within the next decade, as reported by the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, require vocational education preparation.
To achieve the objective of providing entry level skills in trade and industrial
occupations it has become increasingly important that the King Philip Regional
Vocational High School staff maintains close contact with emerging technologies,
continually revises curriculum and has an on-going program of equipment updating.
There is a long range equipment replacement project that is conducted in conjunc-
tion with our five year plan to replace a major piece of equipment in at least
two shops each year to maintain state of the art training on equipment in use in
industry
.
Each member of the staff participates in one of ten task groups designed to
improve the quality of curricular offerings. This year the task groups are work-
ing in the following areas:
Vocational Orientation - continue to improve orientation between grade eight and
the vocational high school, between the academic and vocational high schools, and
between parents and the vocational high school.
Devise a broad strong program that effectively and efficiently describes the voca-
tional programs available at the King Philip Regional Vocational High School for
dissemination to students, parents and general public.
Describe what is offered at the KPRVHS in relation to actual and projected job
opportunities in the local, state and national economies.
Construct and implement a time plan for the introduction of junior and senior
high school students to vocational education.
The plan should implement programs in four areas:
Junior High School Parents' Open House
Junior High School Students' "Shadow Program"
Vocational Sunday Brunch and Open House
Vocational Education Week Activities
Marketing Education -
Create and operate a school store at King Philip-North. Prepare a one period
marketing education course as an academic high school elective in marketing,
merchandising or an allied area.
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Implement a computer program with appropriate software for the area.
Newsletter and Student Recognition -
Prepare two newsletters that depict the activities and success of King Philip
Vocational High School students. All shops, marketing education and business
education will be represented within the two issues.
Photographs will be taken and printed to illustrate events. Continue the student
recognition program and recommend improvements.
King Philip Regional Vocational High School Booklet -
Create and publish a descriptive handbook for the King Philip Regional Vocational
High School.
Vocational Scholarships -
Solicit tradesmen to establish tool/book scholarships for the outstanding gradu-
ating seniors in all trade areas.
The committee shall also establish a target amount for each scholarship and cri-
teria for the awards.
Data Processing -
Develop a data processing vocational program for implementation.
Survey: Projected job opportunities
Student interest in data processing as vocational program area
Staff and students to estimate other students’ interest in data processing
as an occupational elective
Determine space and equipment needs as well as total costs (initial and operating)
of a data processing program including any offsetting costs.
Delta Programming -
A unique program created to introduce selected academic students to three area
sequences designed to unify what is taught in the three areas and provide valuable
hands on skills for potential engineering and art majors.
Delta One - Machine Shop, Computer Assisted Drafting, Electrical Shop
Delta Two - Art, Computer Assisted Drafting, Graphic Arts
Create suitable methods of disseminating program participation criteria and
sequence descriptions for direct advertising among students and for the pro-
gram of studies.
Prepare an appropriate course sequence completion certificate, monitor the
DELTA Program and recommend improvements.
Prepare a manual that will insure standard uniform policies and procedures for
DELTA.
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Cable TV
Extend the cable wiring of the academic division's classrooms and work on an
interschool telecommunications network.
Desktop Publishing -
Design all phases of desktop publishing installation for implementation.
Safety, Hazardous Waste Disposal -
Organize a procedure for reporting and correcting safety violations and unsafe
working conditions or equipment.
Recommend and prioritize projects for barrier removal, hazardous waste removal,
asbestos abatement and institute safety procedures/equipment.
Recommend a procedure for the training of personnel in safe practices and hazard
awareness
.
Five Year Plan/Evaluation Preparation -
Work on a successor five year plan and prepare for the Division of Occupational
Education's evaluation of the vocational division's programs.
The vocational division has experienced an exceptionally busy year. In addition
to the previously noted activities the following projects and area improvements
were also accomplished:
Business Education Department has updated its' word processing program with
new computers and printers. They have also replaced a classroom with new
electronic typewriters.
The Drafting Department has added additional CAD stations and a high speed graphics
printer
.
The Graphic Arts department has received a new computerized typesetter. The
three towns in the district have utilized the graphic arts program extensively
for printing required booklets, forms and reports.
The Carpentry Department completed many school repairs and constructed an over-
sized two bay gambrel roof garage and storage building. It was an excellent ex-
perience for the students and provided much needed storage space for the District's
Maintenance Department.
The Automotive Department received a new computerized engine analyzer that plugs
into cars' onboard modules and, through the utilization of appropriate software,
indicates engine performance and pinpoints defects.
The Electrical Department continues to be involved in extensive wiring projects,
repairing the schools' computer systems and maintaining the District's telephone
system.
The Culinary Arts Department became involved with the District's senior citizens
programs and has served many breakfasts and lunches for those programs. All of
the schools' sports banquets and local clubs, such as the Boy Scouts, have banquets
here at the school catered by our culinary program.
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The Vocational Department, in the past year, has become highly involved in setting
up a program for the disposal of hazardous waste materials to meet the new state
and federal regulations.
The Machine Shop rebuilt and repaired machine parts for school maintenance and shop
areas
.
The Adult Education Program continued to grow. It offers traditional skill areas
(automotive, carpentry, etc.) and technologically advanced programs (word processing,
computer operations, computer assisted drafting, etc.)
Conclusion -
The School Committee has actively participated and supported us in our many
endeavors. Its leadership and cooperation remain active and vital. I also
sincerely appreciate the efforts of our students, their parents, teachers,
guidance counselors, nurses, custodians, office personnel, cafeteria workers,
and administrators in all our schools.
The success of the schools is dependent upon the interaction of all who teach,
learn, serve and support the schools in the Regional District.
Respectfully submitted.
William J. Costa
Superintendent of Schools
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KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
October 1, 1987 Enrollment
NORFOLK PLAINVILLE WRENTHAM BOYS GIRLS TOTAL
BOYS GIRLS TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL BOYS GIRLS TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
TOC
PG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 11 8 19 15 6 21 17 9 26 43 23 66
11 7 6 13 15 4 19 13 9 22 35 19 54
10 14 0 14 10 1 11 18 2 20 42 3 45
9 8 1 9 13 5 18 17 4 21 38 10 48
40 15 55 53 16 69 65 24 89 158 55 213
ACAD
PG 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
12 36 40 76 28 26 54 32 38 70 96 104 200
11 35 36 71 33 20 53 41 41 82 109 97 206
10 35 28 63 18 22 40 29 34 63 82 84 166
9 35 36 71 17 28 45 32 37 69 84 101 185
141 140 281 96 97 193 134 150 284 371 387 758
JHS
8 52 30 82 36 33 69 53 49 102 141 112 253
7 49 49 98 36 27 63 50 49 99 135 125 260
101 79 180 72 60 132 103 98 201 276 237 513
"TP
(282) (234) (516) (221) (173) (394) (302) (272) (574) (805) (679) (1484)
34.77:S 26.55% 38.68% 100%
King Philip Regional School District
Tuition Students
Foreign Students
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1484
3 (2 voc/1 acad)
4
1491
KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
YEAR END REPORT
Reconstruction of Excess & Deficiency Account
June 30, 1988
Balance 6/30/88 $15,519.75
Less:
Net balance in operating accounts
See year end expenditure statement (73,006.05 )
SUB TOTAL ($57,486.30)
Plus:
Net underestimated balance in revenue
accounts-see year end receipts statement 82,235.16
Balance 6/30/88 $ 24,748.86
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KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Estimated vs. Actual Receipts
June 30, 1988
Estimated
Budgeted Actual
+ Over
Balance (-) Under
Transportation $ 297,593.00 $ 286,936.00 $(-10,657.00)
Chapter 70 1,316,318.00 1,316,318.00 -0-
Regional School Aid 1,294,169.00 1,310,940.00 +16,771.00
State Wards 10,000.00 8,254.00 o0•1
Spec. Ed. Trans. 22,000.00 15,189.00 ( 6,811.00)
Misc. Receipts 50,000.00 137,953.08 +87,953.08
School Bldg. Asst. 284,484.00 281,209.08 (- 3,274.92)
$ 3,274,564.00 $ 3,356,799.16 $ +82,235.16
Mlsc. Local Revenue
01140 Facility Rentals
Interest on Investments
Misc. Other Local Revenue
Tailings
$ 2,756.50
109,238.86
25,557.72
400.00
$ 137,953.08
Town Assessment Revenue $ 4,638,192.00
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KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Assets
Cash
In Banks
Petty Cash
Supt's Office
H.S. Principal's Off
J.H.S. "
School Cafeteria
Vocational Office
Liabilities
Outstanding FY87
Vouchers Due
Payroll Ded.
Reserved Appropriations
Petty Cash
Blue Cross/B. Shield
Tennis Courts & Track
Federal Grant Balances
Revolving Accounts
Cafeteria
Automotive
Carpentry
Sm. Engines
Cul. Arts
Bakery
Sheet Metal
Machine Shop
DECA
Electrical
Music Dept.
Graphic Arts
Summer School
Ath. Fees Sr. /Jr.
Plainville Lot
Adult Ed. Eve. School
Athletic Concession
Excess and Deficiency
Balance Sheet - June 30, 1988
$ A52,728.71
$50.00
50.00
50.00
150.00
50.00
102,303.13
84,706.49
350.00
$ 453,078.71
$ 187,009.62
350.00
155,037.56
21,520.10 $ 176,907.66
25,390.85
1,599.41
4,358.98
1,628.44
1,189.89
1,486.59
1,368.96
(7.22)
($10,233.68)
14,266.93
150.37
(361.26)
2,555.73
6.810.59
1,342.20
825.00
6.056.60
5,984.19 $ 74,646.25
$ 24 , 748.86
$ 453 , 078.71
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KING PHILIP REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Year End Report 1988-1989
Debt Accounts
June 30, 1988
Net Fixed Debts $ 1,550,000.00
Serial Loans R.H.S. Add. $ 1,550,000.00
Scholarship Trust Funds
in Treas. Custody $ 18,168.53
Scholarship fund-Mrs. Leanna Johnson $ 129. A3
Scholarship fund-Mr. John Warren 1A8.9A
Scholarship fund-Mr. Peter LaPierre 158.06
Scholarship fund-Mr . Lawrence Perkins 2,030.85
Scholarship fund-Mrs. Lillian Audrey 1,6A6.60
Scholarship fund-Mrs. Louise Spier 1,117.51
Scholarship fund-Geof f rey B. Swan Memorial 11,644.89
Scholarship fund-Class of 1987 1,292.25
Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Claims Trust Fund $ 50,000.00
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TOWN OF PLAINVILLE, MASSACIIUSET'rS
For The Year Ending June 30
1988
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SELECTMEN'S CURRENT AND INCIDENTTAL EXPENSES
July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
Appropiatlon July 1, 1987 110,208.00
Refunds & Transfers 4,050 .00
Expended
:
Salaries 67 , 476 . 00
Oftice Supplies 1 ,618.00
Telephone 2,591.00
Printing & Postage 595.00
Meetings & Travel 2 , 886 . 00
Advert is ina 93 . 00
SRPEDD & MLCT 879.00
Town Reports 5 , 225 . 00
Town Meetings & Electioins 11,285.00
Leaal Expenses 13,440.00
Purchase Labor 6,053.00
Office Machines & Contracts 856 . 00
Mi see 1 1 anous 279.00
114,258.00
113 ,
2
9 4 .00
Balance, June 30, 1988 976.00
TOWN OFFICE MAINTENANCE
July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
Appropiated, July 1, 1987
Expended
Town office Electricity
Police & Fire Electricity
Police & Fire Gas Heat
Town Office Fuel
Building Supplies
Building Repairs
CustodiaL Services
Mi see 1 1 aneous
Balance, June 30, 1988
1.627.00
8 .864 .00
4 .857 . 00
2 . 486.00
581.00
3.474.00
2 . 289 .00
1 . 070.00
29 , 200 .00
25,248.0 0
3,952.00
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TOWN INSURANCE
July 1, 19 87 1-.0 June 30, 1988
Appropriated, July I, 1987
Refunds & Transfers
Expended
:
136, 100 .00
15,58 4. 00
"^ovvn Schedule
Accident, Police & Fire
Bonds
School T. lability
All Other Insurance
Miscellaneous Adjustments
Advert is ing
Balance, June 30, 1988
112
,
221.00
3 . 162 . 00
917 .00
1.455.00
3 .493 . 00
4 . 509 . 00
32.00
151,684 . 00
125,789 . 00
25,895.00
GROUP INSURANCE
July 1, 1987 to July 30, 1988
Approniated, July 1, 1987
Refunds & Transfers
Expended :
Group Insurance
Medex
l.lfe Insurance
Ad\^ertis ing
Balance, June 30, 1988
139 , 400.00
22 , 500 .00 161,190.00
146,510.00
7 , 970.00
993.00
71.00 1. 5 5 , 5 4 4 . 0 0
5 , 646 . 00
STREET LIGHTS
JULY 1, 1987 to June 1, 1988
Appropriated, July 1, 1987
Expended
:
Municipal Lights
Traffic lights 106 & 152
Traffic Lights 106 & lA
Flood Lights
Spot Lights
School Signals
Balance, June 30, 1988
44,564.00
758.00
1,129 .00
1245.00
232.00
270.00
52 , 000.00
48, 198.00
3,802.00
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Telephone 605-6231
ASSESSORS OFFICE
Plainville, Massachusetts 02762
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS
July 01, 1987 to June 30, 1988
During FY1988 a full revaluation was completed. This revaluation
must be done every three years as mandated by the Commonv/ealth of
Massachusetts. The work was begun January 1, 198? by Appraisal
Consultants of New England. There was an increase in the total
assessed value of $203,11^7,625.00. All pi'operties were assessed
at full and fair cash value. We v/ere able to maintain one tax rate
of $9.52.
The Board of Assessors meet every Monday from 7:00P.M. to 9:00P.M.
When there is a Monday holiday, the meeting will be held on Tuesday
evening.
Respectfully Submitted,
Plainville Board of Assessors
David Lomasney, Chairman
Robert MeAlice
V/illiara Clarke
VALUE OF ASSESSED PROPERTY
FY 1988
Personal Property
Real Estate Residential
Open Space
Commercial
Industrial
Total
$5, 700.00
268.422.619.00
676,300.00
47.222.581 .00
42.943.300.00
359.264.800.00
364.712.500.00Total Value of Assessed Property
Tax Rate FY 1988 - $9.52
Telephone 695-6231
ASSESSORS OFFICE
Plainville, Massachusetts 02762
ITETIS ASSESSED
Residential 1,352
Condoiniaiuins 85
Residential - Double Dwelling 115
Residential - Triple Dwelling 12
Residential - Four Dwelling or more 35
Apartments 3
Residential - Commercial 35
Commei'cial 105
Industrial 57
Agricultural/Horticultural Land 13
Vacant Land 392
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE FY 1968
to 6/30/88
Calendar
Year
No. of Cars
assessed
Excise on Cars
assessed Valuation
1986 132 0
,
550.53 750,850.00
1987 2833 164
,
245,90 10,315,500.00
1988 5651f 325,902.11 13,368,000.00
Totals 8619 510
,
699.54 24,434,350.00
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Telephone 6*35-623
ASSESSORS OFFICE
Plainville, Massachusetts 02762
EXPENDITURES
Appropriation, July 01, 1987
additional $1,^00,
$34,273.00
35,773.00
Expended Salaries 20,517.22
Office Supplies 307.04
Telephone 557.35
Dues, Subscriptions,
Association Meetings 69.00
Equipment Maintenance 272.30
Deed Fees 164.49
Education & Mileage 15.00
Data Maintenance 1,334. ”19
Ff 89 Update 4, 500.00
Balance June 30,1988 36.41
revaluation
Appropriation, Annual Tov/n Meeting
April 1986 Article #38
Expended during FY 1987
Expended during FY 1988
Balance, June 30,1988
#70,000.00
14,742.00
55 . 258 . 00 ,
-0-
1.65
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{IlaittutUf iFtnanrp (EnmmittPP
PLAINVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 02762
RFz-'ORT OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
FISCAL YEAR 1988
TO: HONORABLE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
FINANCE COMMITTEE BUDGET FY lyoB
BEGINNING BALANCE
MEMBERSHIP DUE S 90.00
PUBLICATIONS 198.00
PRINTING 51.00
OFFICE SUPPLIES 39 . 54
TOTAL $378.54
ENDING BALANCE 6/30/88
(RETURNED TO THE TOWN AS FREE CASH)
31,000.00
-378.54
$ 621.46'
TRANSFERS FROM THE RESERVE ACCOUNT FY 1988
BEGINNING BALANCE
FIRE DEPARTMENT S 870.00
TOWN ACCOUNTANT 2,000.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT 1,170.00
COUNCIL ON AGING 500.00
BOARD OF ASSESSORS 1,500.00
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 2.0 50.00
TOTAL $8,090.00
ENDING BALANCE 6/30/88
(RETURNED TO THE TOWN AS FREE CASH)
$ 10
,
000.00
-8,090. 00
$ 910.00
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
,
VIRGINIA SILVEIRA, VICE-CHAIR.MAN
BRUCE HOWELL
FRANK DELVECCHIO
MIKE LEE. CHAIRMAN
GENE AL.TWORTH, SECRETARY
PAT FRANCOMANO
PATRICE i-,ELLIHER
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OFFICE OF
HIGHWAY SUPT.
Snuin of
^latnuilk, fHaHfiarljUBPtlo
Board of Selectmen
Plainville
,
Mass
.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Report of the Highway Department from July 1, 1987 to
June 30, 1988.
Highway maintenance:
Streets and sidewalks have been swept. The Town of Wrentham
provided a power sidewalk sweeper and a operator, the job of
cleaning sidewalks was a pleasure. Thanks Wrentham. Roads
have been repaired. Gravel roads have been graded. The
South Burial Ground was mowed and trimmed. Street signs
have been repaired or replaced as needed. Traffic lines
have been repainted. Brush along roadways has been cut.
Resurfacing of town roads.
Chip sealing was done on parts of High Street, Chestnut Street,
Bow Street and Rhodes Street.
Bituminous concrete overlays have been done on sections of
Rhodes Street, Hancock Street, Walnut Street and Taunton Street.
Huntington Avenue, Pearl Street, Valerie Drive, Walnut Terrace
and Ellen Drive have been resurfaced.
Drainage
.
Storm basins have been repaired. Culverts repaired or
replaced. Drainage was installed on Bow Street.
Sidewalks
.
The sidewalk was extended on South Street to Pineland Drive.
The sidewalk on East Bacon Street has been completed from
South Street to Pleasant Street. Granite curbingwas
installed and a gravel base with asphalt was put in place.
Snow removal.
Sanding and plowing was done. Storm drains have been
cleaned. Plows and sanders have been painted.
Rubbish pick-up.
Two heavy white goods pick up where done. Christmas trees
are picked up separately and mulched. Leaves and grass
trimmings can be brought to the highway garage for disposal.
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OFFtCE OF
HIGHWAY SUPT.
®mun of
paintitU?, iHa0Harlj«HPtt0
Expenditures
:
Salary account:
Appropriated
Balance
180,900.00
7233.65
Expense account:
Appropriated
Balance
64 , 750.00
3 . 77
Snow account:
Appropriated
Balance
46,000.00
259.92
Sidewalk account:
Appropriated
Balance
9128.98
918.21
Drainage account:
Appropriated
Balance
10,000.00
450.67
Road improvement:
Appropriated
Balance
43,121 .89
5428 . 18
New equipment Included a six wheel International dump truck
and a multi purpose Trojan front end loader with plow,
fork lift attachment, standard bucket and a multi purpose
bucket
.
In closing I wish to thank the Highway Department employees
and all public employees for their help and advice.
R e
j
p
^t fully submitted:
Ron Fredrickson
Highway Superintendent
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To : Board of Selectmen
From : Chief of Police
Subj : Annual Town Report
I wish to publicly express my gratitude to the members of this
department for their energies and accomplishments during the previous
year, which enhances the quality of life in this fine community. They
are indeed, Plainville's finest.
Several other groups of energetic folks whose activities interface
with this department and ease the delivery of public service are the
members of the Highway and Fire Departments. For instance, without
the dedicated and sterling performance of the highway department
during the winter months, motor vehicle and pedestrian accidents would
be significantly higher and tax the department's capability to
adequately respond to all of the accidents. As a result of these
efforts, motor vehicle insurance costs, lost wages, pain and suffering
costs are returned to the citizens in reduced motor vehicle insurance
premiums.
The police department's operational interaction with the fire
department results in effective and efficient service delivery to the
citizens, from quick and effective response to medical and fire calls
to aiding a citizen locked out of their home.
Speaking for the members of the police department, "We take our hats
off to you and thank you."
During the course of the Fiscal Period of 1988, the following
financial activity took place:
Fiscal Year - 1988
Account Appropriation Expended Balance
Salary $ 555,000.00 $ 548,986.57 $ 6,013 .43
Expense 62 , 065.00 61,831.18 $ 233 . 82
Travel 2,000.00 1,538.76 $ 695.06
Capital 5,000.00 4,932.29 $ 67.71
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HEADQUARTERS
cnii 1
RTF ‘KINNFR.SR.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
MASSACHUSETTS 02762
Telephone
508 -695-5252
F\EPORT OF THE FIF^E DEFARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen;
I herewith submit my report for fiscal year 19B7 - 1988
Total Appropriation
Appropr iation
Refunds &> Transfers
Salary
Appropr i at i on
Refunds
Expended
Expenses
Appropr iation
Transfers
Expended
373,535.00
2^125^70
Total 375,660.70
333,335.00
85.70
333j,319^73
Balance .98
3^,800.00
3,0^0.00
36j^836^87
Ba 1 ance 3.13
Capital Equipment
Appropr iation
Expended
Ba 1 ance
5,000.00
5j.ggg^oo
0.00
Out of state
Appropr iation
Expended
Ba 1 ance
500.00
sgg^gg
0.00
TOTALS; EXPENDED 375,656.59 BALANCE - $ A. 11 = $ 375,660.70
Respectfully Submitted,
/ y s /:' V>17.
-I< I
Robert E. Skinner, Sr.
Chief of Fire Department
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Telephone
508-695-5252
CHIEF
PT E. SKINNER, SR.
TOWN OF PLAINVILLE
MASSACHUSrrrS 02762
REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I herewith submit my report for Town Meeting Articles for
fiscal year 1987 - 1988.
TOWN MEETING ARTICLES;
Ladder Truck Repair
Appropr i at ion
Expended
4,800.00
1 ,873.65Ba 1 ance
Reroofing Fire &> Police Station
Appropr i at i on
Expended
35,000.00
2Zj.361i3i
7 , 638 .69Ba 1 ance
Radio - Transfed from Roof Account
Appropriation
Expended
5,000.00
4j^988^00
Ba 1 ance 78.00
Respectfully Submitted,
Robert E. Skinner, Sr.
Chief of Fire Department
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PLAINVILLE WATER/SEWER DEPARTMENTS
142 SOUTH STREET
P.O. BOX 1565
PLAINVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 02762
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
The following is the financial report of the Water and Sewer Departments for the year
ending June 30, 1988
Water Appropriation - July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
Expended
:
Massachusetts Electric
New England Telephone
Caustic/Calgon/ Chlorine
Analyses
Parts/Supplies
Truck/Car Maintenance
Advertising
Subscriptions /Dues /Seminars
Clothing Allowances
Office Supplies/postage/box rent
Misc
.
Purchase Labor
Well Cleaning
Hydrants/ Meters
Vehicles Gas
Consulting Fees
Equipment
Petty Cash
Balance - June 30, 1988
Water Salaries Appropriated
Expended
Balance - June 30, 1988
Sewer Appropriation - July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988
Expended
:
$106,000.00
$ 22,891.75
1,400.81
4,448.49
1.882.35
5,675.11
5,297.29
674.70
523.00
528.72
1.697.36
573.45
17,716.65
18,041.00
4,288.40
901.87
6
,
200.00
1,486.25
25.00
$ 42,402.91
96,252.69
$ 9,747.31
$ 45,915.00
$ 3,512.09
$ 63,250.00
New England Telephone
Vehicles Gas
Truck/Car Maintenance
Purchase Labor
$ 277.42
713.12
502.90
515.00
Balance - June 30, 1988 $ 61,241.56
(
0 & M Charges to North Attleboro
(Incumberred from 1987)
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$ 14,461.00
(
Sewer Salaries Appropriated - July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988 $ 1,700.00
Expended $ 1,700.00
Water Rates FY88
Sewer Rates FY88
Water/Sewer Application Fees
Water Surplus
Demands
Refunds
Transfers to Tax Collector
Liens to Assessors
Credits to Treasurer
$295,208.43
108,038.08
625.00
347.00
1,247.00
40.00
407.35
20,899.09
391,350.24
To the Residents of the Town of Plainville:
As you are well aware the Plainville Water Department has been faced with numerous
problems dealing with water supply for a long time. We would like to take this oppor-
tunity to give a brief overview of steps being taken in an effort to address these
problems
.
For many years complaints have been increasing regarding the poor quality of the water
being delivered to homes and businesses served by the municipal water supply. Complaints
vary concerning the taste of water, metallic and brackish and to color, red, brown and/or
black and the staining of laundry and plumbing fixtures. With little doubt, these are
problems which needed to be addressed and with funding approved at the Annual Town Meet-
ing of 1988, the Water Department has been proceeding with the design and engineering of
a 'Water Treatment Facility' to be built on land adjacent to the existing Water Department
Facilities located near the intersection of George and East Bacon Streets. The purpose
of this Treatment Facility is to produce an acceptable quality of water for our users.
Several areas of concern have surfaced regarding the issue of water quality with regard
to chemical contaminants in local groundwater near the existing facilities. As these
issues will play a major part in the Town's future planning we continue to explore the
best possible solutions to achieve an acceptable and practicable method to supply a
quality product.
In keeping with the general pattern of development in Southeastern Massachusetts, the
Town of Plainville is experiencing a large number of projects which can and will have
an enormous impact on the quantity of water needed to supply an expanding population.
The Department has taken steps to address this area of concern with two separate pro-
jects to increase our water supply. A new 'Well' to be located off George Street is
currently nearing construction and is expected to be in operation sometime in late 1989.
This well is expected to yield approximately 350,000 gallons of water per day to the
system. This new Well will also be connected to the new Treatment Facility mentioned
previously. As is the case throuhout New England and seemingly predominant in Plainville,
are ground waters having relatively high amounts of iron and manganese which necessitate
this treatment.
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The second project currently underway is the rebuilding and reconstruction of existing
'Well #3' located at the rear of the Town Highway Department Garage off West Bacon Street.
This well has historically proven to provide a poor quality of water due to elevated iron
and manganese levels and low ph value. Also a matter of concern has arisen regarding
this well project due to the chemical contamination of groundwater in the Ten Mile River
Basin at several locations which will have a major impact on the operation of this Well.
We are working with the Massachusetts D.E.Q.E. and the Town of North Attleboro regarding
this issue and once again are exploring all possible avenues of assuring adequate supply
and protection of the area.
Along with these two projects we have taken steps to update existing information regarding
three previously identified potential sources of supply.
1. The Cargill Pond site at Cross and High Streets
2. The Cowboy Town site at Cowell Street
3. The Town Conservation Area off Everett Skinner Road
Also completed was an exploratory program near Cowell and Taunton Streets and plans to
test additional sites are being formulated.
During 1988 and 1989 new rules and regulations dealing with all aspects of water supply
have been promulgated by Massachusetts D.E.Q.E. These new rules have a dramatic effect
not only on Plainville but the entire Commonwealth. Foremost of all the regulations was
the establishment of the Water Management Act which required the Town to submit five
years of previous data to the State for the establishment of a permit to withdraw water
for municipal supply. Along with this permit for existing withdrawal all future well
sites will be required to undergo a permitting process. As part of the new permitting
process the Town will be required to do additional engineering studies encompassing much
larger land areas surrounding said future well sources. Additional rules and regulations
with regard to treatment and testing of water supplies are also being promulgated along
with new and stricter limits for certain water quality parameters. Once again, as we
should all be aware, with population increases and more and more emphasis placed on
water supply, the importance of continuing to support water supply and distribution
projects should be an issue of utmost importance.
The Water Department will continue to apply for funding at the State or Federal level
for the purpose of improving the overall function of the Water System and will remain
active in it's assistance to all local Boards and Committees as we head into the future.
During recent months the Department has tested for possible lead contamination in the
water supply and we meet the required standards of E.P.A. and D.E.Q.E. Also, the two
Elementary Schools were tested and they also meet the required standards.
The Sodium Level in the water does exceed the State Standard for Reporting Level with an
average quarterly level of 41 milligrams per liter. This regulation was established as
a means for notification for those individuals who need to restrict the amount of sodium
in their system for medical reasons. The options for correcting the situation, such as
treatment, development of new sources, chemical injection, etc. would have a great finan-
cial impact on the town. Therefore, we do advise the Town's people to be aware of this
elevated level but though the level appears to be high, in reality there are differing
viewpoints of governmental bodies regarding these levels. We stress the point that the
issue is a reporting standard only and that there is no mandatory requirement to reduce
this level.
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As part of our on-going program of sampling we have tested the Wells for various con-
taminants and as a requirement of the Federal Clean Drinking Water Act and D.E,Q.E. we
will be sampling for 59 volatile organic compounds during 1989.
In closing we would like to extend our sincere appreciation to all the residents of the
Town for their continued co-operation regarding the water situation and also to all
elected and appointed officials of the Town for their help and support throughout the
year. We look forward to meeting the challenges we are faced with for the future and
will continue to be diligent in our efforts to supply the Town with good service.
SEWER REPORT
Phase II of the Town's Sewer Collection Facility has been completed. New sewer mains
were installed in the following streets: Taunton, Messenger, East Bacon, George, James,
Ewald and Man Mar Drive. Service connections were installed to properties along these
streets and it expected that by June or July of 1989 connections to the system will
begin
.
As per the Plainville Sewer Use By-Law these property owners will have five years to
make the individual tie-ins necessary. Recently completed was in Inflow/Infiltration
Study of the existing sewer mains. The report is being reviewed for further action
which may be necessary. There are sill some remaining properties within Phase I of
the System which need to be connected. Efforts are being made to accomplish this.
Once again we wish to thank all the residents for their co-operation during the sewer
construction project and all the various town officials for their support and co-opera-
tion throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted
James R. Marshall, Superintendent
For the Boards of Water and Sewer Commissioners
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41749973S4
PLAINVILLE COUNCIL ON AGING
REAR 16 EAST BACON STREET
PLAINViLU« MASS. 02762
Report of the Council on Aging
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
New officers elected at the annual meeting in May were Helen Simpson -
chairman, Janis Bona - vice chairman, Marie Soper - secretary. Rev. David
Hill - treasurer.
Special services offered to the senior citizens of Plainville for the
year ending June 30, 1988 were as follows:
Meals served at the center - 66^9
Home delivered meals - ^281
Blood pressure clinic - U0+
Flu shots - 8l
Eye examinations - 6U
Legal Aid - SO
Tax assistance - U7
Fuel assistance - 2$+
Telephone reassurance
The bus provided by GATRA travelled 16,972.3 miles averaged 6^0 monthly
passengers. Transportation provided to medical services. Center, Town Meeting,
polls, area shopping trips and varied personal appointments
Sponsored trips were taken to Toronto, Niagra Falls, Atlantic City,
Heritage ELantation-Cape Cod, Boston Harbor Cruise, Itystic Seaport, Mohawk
Trail, Anheiser Busch
Activities held daily, weekly or monthly included all types of craft
classes, whist, cribbage, bingo. Penny Sale.
A special thankyou to the Lion-?s Club for the roast beef dinner, to the
merchants and organizations making possible many programs, and the dedicated
service of the Police, Fire and Highway Departments, to the volunteers who
shared their talents and those who delivered .meals
.
To Director Pauline Kirby, Bus -driver Rosealthie Sorrento, and Meals
Manager Marcia Brower*, you are so appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Helen Simpson, Chairman Plainville Council on Aging
Janis Bona, Vice-chairman
Marie Soper, Secretary
Rev. David Hill, Treasurer
Fr . John Mahoney
Lena Choma
Ben McGrath
Robert Fawcett
Miriam Lomasney
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J^ublic ICibtani
JJiainmIlp, iBassarhusplts
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
and the Citizens of Plainville:
The past year has been a progressive year for the
Plainville Library both old and new. The Library Trustees
and the Library Building Committee have labored long hours
to provide Plainville with a full service library. The new
facility is well on its way to completion.
The present Library has been in a constant flow of
reorganization. We would like to take this opportunity to
thank all our patrons for their understanding during these
t imes
.
The library has been thoroughly weeded by several
librarians with expertise in reference and childrens
materials as well as general library materials from the
Eastern Massachusetts Regional Library System.
The Plainville Library is now a member of the
Southeastern Mass Cooperative Book Purchasing Group. This
allows us to save up to 40% per volume including premade
cards
This past Summer launched a new Summer Reading Program
which proved to be quite successful. Librarian Pat Cobb had
lines of patrons checking out books, as many as 144 volumes
in a day. The participants read over 450 volumes and were
awarded Certificates of Achievement and Plainville Library
Book Bags. Trophies, ribbons and gift certificates were
also presented.
We would also like to thank the Friends of the Library
for the generous contributions of support to the Summer
Reading Program and for providing several story hours for
young children. The Friends had a highly successful Book 8.
Bake Sale this past year and are looking forward to growth
in the new year.
With sadness, we accepted Carolyn Berkley^'s resignation
this past year. We thank her for her years of dedication
and service.
We welcomed a new member to our staff. Librarian Nancy
Hill who has undertaken the painstaking task of organizing
and updating the catalogue system.
The Children^'s Room has been thoroughly organized and
color coded for easier selection.
There are new volumes arriving. The reference materials
are being updated. More videos will be available soon. The
library is now open more hours and the search for a new
director continues.
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We are presently working on a grant to provide
materials and programs that are greatly needed for young
adults between 13 and 17 years of age. This Is an area that
needs our immediate attention. The trustees are in the
process of forming a Youth Advisory Board.
We wish to thank all the Town Officials and the Town
Departments as well as all the volunteers for their
cooperation and help during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Lee, Chairman
Lena Choma
Ursula Dyer
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J^ublic Hihcarg
deport of the Library Building Cominittee
TO the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Completion 'of the new Plainville Library is very near. The year 1987-88
brought about construction bidding and re-bidding of general and sub-
contractors to allow awarding of a contract to any bidder. The original
budget of $9^0,COO for total costs proved overly optomistic, due to unusually
rapid construction costs. In an attempt to stay within the budget, the project
was re-bid with many changes to reduce the cost sufficiently. A contract was
signed with Casby Brothers of West Roxbury, General Contractor, on May 9j 1988.
The committee felt that the community should make the final decision
in restoring or not the changes. Therefore, we asked for a Special Town
Meeting which was held on June 13, 1988. At that time $300,000 was requested
to implement the original budget. The article was ammended by the committee
to read $2^0,000 which was passed.
The conmittee appreciates the support and enthusiasm of the voters
and town administrators. We are proud and thrilled with the project. Many
thanks to those in the past who paved the way for the completion of a new
library.
Respectfully submitted.
Library Building Committee
Lena Choma, Chairman
Barbara Lee, Vice Chairman
Miriam Lomasney, Secretary
Virginia Silveira, Treasurer
Ursula Eiyer
Robert Loew
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PLAINVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
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PEPORT OF THE PARK COMMISSIOf]
To The Honorable Bogrd of Selectmen;
b’e hereby submit our report for the year ending June 30, 1988.
Receipts 2847.75
E X o e n s t ; s
3 a 1 0 r y Expends d
Office Supplies
Printing and Postage
Telephone
Ad ve r tising
Purchased Labor
Building Maintenance &
Equipment Maintenance
Gasol i no
In spec t ion
Tr a nspo r ta t ion
Medic? 1
Aw a r d s
Arts St Crafts
Keys
Pool Supplies
Pool Maintenance
Pool Opening
j^r ave 1
Red Cross
Recreation
On i forms
A1 arm
Gr ounds
Total
Equipment
14412.87
168.65
0.00
740.21
379.50
140.40
lupplies 1298.14
16.98
14.94
15.00
225.00
22.65
235.88
8 9.01
0.00
1600.00
826.91
980.00
39.90
147.35
1154.46
107.89
0.00
0.0 0
10802.18
lieO .00
TOTAL
The Commission hired a full-time Recreational Director, Iv'illiam Fasulo.
Uo vvould like to thank the voters, for giving us the money, to offer me
Recreational Activities to the residents of Plainvillc.
1 82
?^at*h (EnnintiBaimi
PLAiNVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS
02762
THANKS
To: \Jalter Sandland - v-'ithout his help ws woulc noc hsvs our ncv'/ cif
and storaqe buildinn. if you neo"] soniothi n-';
,
3
soG him first.
Th e Friends of the Park
Lori Richards
Wayne Berry
Helen Berry
Kathy Sand land
Richard Silveira
Paul DeSimone
Everett Skinner
The Highv/ay Department
The VLater Department
For all those others v.'ho gave their help and .idvise.
Respectively submitted,
Donald dcAlpin''
Che-rly Follctt
Barbara Tcosley
Thank you for the Playgrounri ScM.jipment
the Gazebo, thi^ Tennis and Bask ~ tba l I
Courts and all your time. Thank you
the people who gave - both mon^'y and
and much needed hard (and col'i) work.
And a special Thank You to the Plairn'i
Lions
.
Planning Board
PLAINVILLE,
MASSACHUSETTS
REPORTS OF THE PLANNING BOARD
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
This year was an active one for the Planning Board, and
the following is a summary of our activities.
The Board considered fifteen Form A Applications, all
of which were approved. In addition, the Board considered
seven Preliminary Plans for subdivisions. All seven
Preliminary Plans were accepted. Seven Definitive Plans for
subdivisions were reviewed by the Board. At year end, one
is in litigation, two are pending and four have been
approved with specified conditions. Seven Site Plan Reviews
were held, six being accepted with stipulated conditions and
one is pending at year end.
The Planning Board researched, revised and adopted
after a Public Hearing, amendments to its Subdivision
Regulations as to its fee schedule.
In the course of the year, the Board held a total of 4
Public Hearings to consider both subdivisions, amendments to
its regulations and proposed zoning changes which were at
the request of the Board of Selectmen. Those changes
considered were as follows:
1.
Parking lot requirements
2. Lot width requirements
3. Additions to the Intensity of Use Schedule
of the Zoning By Laws
We encourage all concerned citizens to attend our
meetings and hearings to express their views on these and
other matters.
We wish to thank all Town Officials and Town
Departments for their cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Soucy
,
Chairman
Thomas Watkins, V-Chairman
Richard Stenfeldt, Treasurer
Steven Cobb, Recording Secretary
John O^Neil, Member
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Report to the Town of Plainville from the Commissioners of the
Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District
The Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District served
the Town of Plainville in many ways in 1988. SRPEDD (pronounced sir-ped) is
not a federal or state agency, but a true locally run regional agency serving
southeastern Massachusetts. In the past year, representatives of Plainville
serving on the SRPEDD Commission were Andrea Soucy representing the Board of
Selectmen, and Richard Stenfeldt for the Planning Board.
Some of the District's more significant accomplishments in 1988 were:
• Completion of the annual Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
and Overall Economic Development Program (OEDP) which set regional
priorities on federal and state grants for transportation and
economic development projects.
• Initiation of a regional groundwater (aquifer) mapping project, to
be completed in 1989.
• Staffing of the South Eastern Economic Development (SEED)
Corporation, which makes loans to small businesses for expansion.
In 1988, SEED approved loans to 14 small businesses in the amount of
$2.35 million. These loans are projected to create 170 jobs and
will result in the investment of $4.85 million from private sources.
• SRPEDD continued to provide the planning services for the two
regional transit authorities, GATRA and SRTA.
• SRPEDD reviewed the environmental impact of larger development
projects in the region to insure that potential harmful impacts will
be addressed. This year, we reviewed one hundred forty five such
projects, commenting on the impact on traffic, water supply, sewage
disposal, wetlands, and other development-related issues.
• Fifty five applications for federal and state funds were reviewed to
insure consistency with other plans and efficient use of public
funds
.
• The district traffic counting program and computerized accident
filing system were both expanded in 1988.
• The Southeastern Jewelers and Platers Source Reduction Project was
a major continuing effort in 1988. SRPEDD worked with manufacturers
to reduce their generation of hazardous waste and thereby cleaning
up the Ten Mile and Taunton Rivers.
• The District prepared a build-out analysis, which projects the
impacts of full development in the municipality. The analysis
provides information on population, road network, school enrollment,
water demand, sewage generation and traffic impacts of future
development
.
• The District assisted the Planning Board by providing an engineering
and planning review and analysis of subdivision plans filed during
the year.
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We look
SRPEDD continued its staffing services
Board in 1988, performing engineering r
and site plan reviews of all commercial
Proposed changes to the zoning by-laws,
regulations and the cluster development
prepared by SRPEDD in 1988.
forward to serving the Town of Plainville
to the Plainville Planning
eviews of all subdivisions
developments
.
the subdivision rules and
rules and regulations were
in 1989.
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Office of the Building Inspector
WILLED
—Jos,
PI AINV lTI.i:, MASSAC TRISI I IS 02^6:
C'. Soule
^.spcilor
Ilephone
1^5-3142 January 5, 1989
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen
:
Submitted herewith is the Report of the Inspector of
Buildings for the period July 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988.
There were 2A2 building permits issued during this period.
15 Single family houses.
4 Multi-family houses.
2 Mobile homes.
4 Commercial buildings.
35 Additions.
18 Garages.
164 Misc. -roofs, siding, sheds, fences,
pools
,
stoves
,
etc .
There were 28 business establishments inspected during
this period.
Respectfully submitted.
Donald C. Soule
Building Inspector
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REPORT OF THE ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
To The Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I herewith submit my report as Electrical Inspector for the period fron
July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988.
There were a total of two hundred and forty (240) permits taken out during
that period.
Respectfully sulanitted,
Paul Spadoni
Electrical Inspector
REPORT OF THE PLUMBING INSPECTOR
To The Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I hereby submit my report as Plumbing Inspector for the year ending
June 30, 1988. The following permits were issued:
Water heaters and Conditioners 10
Sewer Connections 5
New Home Construction 30
Renovations 22
Multi-family Units 6
Industrial and Conmericial 11
(new & renovations)
Total Permits 84
Respectfully sutmitted,
Edward F . Rose
Plumbing Inspector
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OFFICE OF anuin nf
DONALD C. SOULE
VETERANS’ Agent
^latnuille. MaHsacliuHetta
02762
TELEPHONE 695-6559 December 8, 1988
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
Submitted herewith is the Report of the Veterans' Agent
for the Town of Plainville for the period July 1, 1987
to June 30, 1988. All applications for Veterans' Services
during this period were approved by the State Commissioner
of Veterans' Services.
Seventy-five percent of all monies paid by the Town will be
reimbursed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Approximately 197 requests for Veterans' information
were received during this period.
Respectfully submitted,
Veterans' Agent
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During the past year the Plainville Historical Commission has been extremely active
but not in a showy way. The work accomplished has been constructive and of lasting value.
The major portion of the survey was completed by the members and typed by Debbie
Barney Flynn. The maps and photos were added to these pages and each was photocopied by
Fred and Barbara Fluck with the cooperation of Joan Clarke. The Flucks then delivered
this section of the survey to the Massachusetts Historical Commission. The local
commission is now at work completing the east and west sides of town. There have been
four work parties over and above our regular meetings which have also often included
preservation activities. As a result most of our documents are in acid-free envelopes.
Among donations of artifacts, documents, and photographs there have been gifts from
Richard Woodward, Marty G1 beau It, George Curtis, Robert Root, Esther Friend, Earl Peck,
Joan Geishecker, Lawrence Carpenter, Ryder Smith, William Rice, Fred and Barbara
Fluck, Brian Rickard, and Frances Franklin.
We again did and maintained the plantings at the triptych- -no slight task in the hot
summer of 1 988. Brian Rickard donated his time to stain the wood of the triptych.
Several members attended informative conferences in New Bedford and Northampton.
Of significance to the community was the historical and archaeological clearance for
the site of the new library which we secured from the Massachusetts Historical
Commission thus establishing eligibility for grant applications for that project.
We suffered an incalculable loss when our secretary— archivist- -author and
mainstay, Esther Friend, relocated to Delaware. We miss her and wish her well.
We conclude by emphasizing that no town group accomplishes much without the
cooperation of many. We are indebted to all the Town Office staff. Town Clerk, Treasurer,
Building Inspector, Selectmen, Library Trustees and staff, Highway Department, School
Department, Finance Committee, and the Administrative Assistant. Above all, we thank the
residents of P lainvi 1 le for their continued interest and support.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara P. Fluck, Chairman
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Report of the Board of Registrars
Fiscal Year - 1988
Appropriation for Fiscal 1988 $ 6,025.00
Salaries $ 1,575.00
Expenses 4,450.00
Expended Salaries :
Salaries 1,575.00
Expended Expenses:
Supplies and Incidentals 440.13
Postage 642.30
L.H.S 3,056.15
Purchased Labor 60.00
Total Expended; $ 4,198.58
Balance, Salary Account -0-
Balance, Expense Account 251.42
Respectfully Submitted,
Helen Theriault, Chairman
Helen R. Cobb
Robert Thibedeau
Kathleen M. Sandland, Clerk
Board of Registrars
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'i.o'.’n ’'ll' ville
Doo Officer
/’^nnual Report-
To the Honourable Board ot Selectmen:
Sirs :
T herev/ith submit my report as Doq Officer,
to'.’n of Plainville '^or tlie calendar ’’ear IdSB.
Complaints and calls answered " 293
Docs impounded 35
Docs returned to owner 42
Does euthanized 14
Ouarantined for bitinc oersons 3
Livestock killed bv docs
Sheep
Fowl 4
Rabbits
Goats
Cattle
llighwav deaths 4 6
Doc Officer telephone number: 384-8275,
hours: 8-5 daily, other hours call Police Dept,
for referral.
esoect fully' isubnyL'tted
,
'
' jf ^
< i / ( V
oohn V7. Cowlev !
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OFFICE OF olauiu nf
JOARD OF HEALTH
llUuiluilU, fHaauacljuaetta
02762
To the Citizens of Plainville,
Under Massachusetts lav. Boards of Health are required to review
and approve subdivision plans. This year v/e adopted specific guidelines
so that the Planning Board, engineers and developers would know what
criteria v/ill be required for board of health approval. This has become
necessary because the most buildable land in town has already been
developed, and what remains tends to have problematic soil or drainage
characteristics. Having a written set of criteria for subdivision review
will also ensure that every proposal receives the same scrutiny and
equal treatment.
This is also the first year that the board of health has had its own
registered engineer, William Domey, on hand to review plans and
monitor the Laidlaw landfill. It is also the first year that we have been
without a part-time secretary, which has made it difficult to keep up
v/ith the paperwork. And most of all, this year has been marked by the
serious illness of Everett Skinner, who had been a member of this board
since its inception in 1 983. Upon Everett’s recovery, he v/as
unani mousl y appoi nted a health agent. The board of health, and town of
Plainville, have been the beneficiary of Everett’s dedication to this
community and we are very grateful to have him with us once again. Our
tlianks also to Animal Inspector, Maurice Ouirnet, and to former health
agent, Frank Wojciechcowski
,
who remained with us for a year beyond
his resignation date, and who can still be counted on to help when needed.
We also thank the Assessors and their staff, for the patience they have
sliown with our overflowing paperwork. Because we do not have any
office space of our ov/n, board of health files are kept in the Assessor’s
office. This situation makes it very difficult to continue to meet our
growing responsibilities and workload, and our success is largely due to
the spirit of cooperation that e.xists in the town office.
In an effort to share with the public information on public and
environmental health, there is now a board of health bulletin board in
the town office. This past year information has been posted on drinking
v/ater standards, AIDS prevention, radon gas, diabetes and many other
subjects. The next time you’re in the office please take a look.
Joe Gi raldo
Bill Burt
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NORFOLK COUNTY MOSQUITO CONTROL PROJECT
Building #34 Endicott Street
Norwood, Massachusetts 02062
Telephone (617) 762-3681
December 31, 1988
Town of Plainville
1988 REPORT OF THE NORFOLK COUNTY MOSQUITO CONTROL PROJECT
The Operational Project Program integrates all proven technologies into a system of mosquito
control that is rational, safe, effective, and economically feasible.
All mosquito eggs need water to hatch to sustain larval growth.
Larviciding; Treatment of mosquito larvae during aquatic development is the next most
effective control effort.
Larvicide by backpack and mistblowers 95 acres
Catch basin larvicide application 227 count
Adulticiding: The suppression of flying adult mosquitoes becomes necessary when they are
numerous, annoying, or threatening to residents.
Adulticide with mistblowers
Adulticide U.L.V. from trucks
10 acres
5,440 acres
Surveys, inspections, and monitoring in support of our program include locating and mapping
breeding areas, larval and adult collections, and field work evaluations leading to better
drainage.
The Project received 1 1 calls from residents for information and assistance.
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Thomas F. Doherty, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Henry S, Goodhue
Dir. of Finance
NORFOLK MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION, INC.
10 Cottage Street
Norwood, MA 02062
The Norfolk Mental Health Association is a private non-profit corporation
governed by a citizen Board of Directors who represent each of the twelve
towns in its service area: Canton, Dedham, Foxboro, Medfield, Millis,
Norfolk, Norwood, Plainville, Sharon, Walpole, Westwood and Wrentham.
The major programs of the Norfolk Mental Health Association available to
Plainville residents are:
CUTLER COUNSELING CENTER has a fully licensed staff of social workers,
psychologists and psychiatrists bringing together a rich variety of
skills and experience to provide a wide range of services to children,
adolescents and adults of all ages. In order to be most responsive to
individual needs and community concerns. Cutler Center is organized into
specialized programs offering services in the following areas: Intake
and Emergency; Family and Children; Alcohol and Substance Abuse; Chronic
Care; Psychiatry; Adult; Senior Care; Psychological Testing, and Community
Education and Information. Each program offers specialized groups and
services, such as the Parent-Toddler Program, an educational and supportive
experience for parents and their children from birth to age 3, and the Gym
Program, a unique blend of counseling and physical activity for children
between the ages of 5 and 15. Other programs and groups include the Widowed
Lifeline offering comfort, understanding, and friendship to men and women
at any stage of widowhood; Assertiveness Training; Separation and Divorce;
and Families of Substance Abusers. In the Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Program a significant affiliation has been forged with the NORCAP Center
providing a most comprehensive approach to the treatment of substance abuse.
Cutler Counseling Center currently has offices in Norwood and Wrentham with
the Wrentham Office providing the full range of services offered by the
Norwood Office.
PROJECT HIRE
,
a sheltered vocational rehabilitation facility for people with
emotional, developmental or physical handicaps. Programs include diagnostic
evaluations, electronic skill training, work adjustment training and counseling,
sheltered long-term employment, and transitional employment and job placement.
PARENT-AIDE PROGRAM
,
offering trained and supervised volunteer aides who provide
one-to-one help to clients in the community, families and individuals in crisis,
victims of domestic violence, parents at risk of abusing and neglecting their
children.
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS : The staff of Cutler Center are available to
provide talks, workshops and consultation on a wide variety of mental health
related topics. These services are available to community agencies, civic
195
organizations, business and industry, schools and the Court system. In
addition, community education programs on such topics as stress management,
assertiveness training and clinical Issues are help periodically throughout
the year.
During fiscal year 1988, Cutler Counseling Center provided direct services to
approximately 56 people from Plainville. The total value of these services
was $17,580 of which the Town of Plainville allocated $3,050.
In the past year, people from Plainville who came to us for assistance were
often referred by friends, neighbors, family, clergy, school, physicians, or
community agencies. The most common requests for help concerned such problems
as depression and anxiety, difficulties in marriage or family relations, school
or behavior-related problems, alcohol or drug abuse, work-related problems,
and acute or chronic mental Illness.
The Norfolk Mental Health Association Board of Directors includes Rev. John
Mahoney and Jeannette Pray from Plainville.
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South Norfolk County Association for Retarded Citizens
Annual Report
The South Norfolk County Association for Retarded Citizens
has, despite essentially level-funded programs, been able
creatively to manage limited growth and expansion in several
areas.
has expanded th is year to
ong oing tr ain ing program
by Various " col 1 at ing" j obs
i V ic or gan
i
zat ions t etc
.
lly embarked on a n ew food
thf u 1 food f or Nor folk
al p rogram now enc ompasses
Our Early Intervention Program for babies aged 0 to 3 years
continues to carry a waiting list for services but we have made
inroads towards decreasing the list and we continue to provide
an ever-expanding number of families with educational services
and occupational, physical and speech therapies. Our referrals
come from local physicians, hospitals and community and family
members.
The Day Habilitation Progra
thirty-nine clients. Through the
they are able to serve the communit
and by assembling mailings for
Norfolk Community Enterprises is
preparation program providing he
Industrial Services. Their janitc
such sites as the Needham YMCA.
Norfolk Industrial Services has increased the number of
their supported and competitive employment sites to include
Burger King, Alimed, Fire Control Instruments, Bradlees and
Building #19, enabling many of the handicapped men and women
whom we serve to become more independent as they enter the
competitive work force.
Our residential programs are now well integrated into the
various towns and we take pride in the sense of participation in
the community which has developed as a result of the efforts of
our well-trained and dedicated staff.
Family Support is a new program this year and it. is
designed to support the families who have a disabled family
member in the most appropriate way. Specific programs to aid
with transportation or with advocacy and other needs will be
developed during this coming year.
Respite Care and Social and Recreational Programs offer
help to individuals and their families in the South Norfolk
Area. Without the help from our local towns we could not offer
such an array of services for our neighbors who have a
handicapped family member. We are grateful for your support.
For more information, please call Jane Smith at 359-5546 or
762-4001
.
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TOWN DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
Selectmen's Office 695-3142
Town Clerk 695-3010
Tax Collector 695-3080
Treasurer 695-3010
Assessor's Office 695-6231
Water & Sewer Departments
Superintendent 695-6871
Clerk 699-4235
School Department - Local
Wood School 695-5796
Jackson School 695-3939
King Philip Regional School District
High School & Junior High 384-2174
Public Library 695-1784
Fire Department
Emergency 699-2311
All other calls 695-5252
Police Department 695-7115
Highway Department 699-2071
Council on Aging 699-7384
Building Inspector 695-3142
Wiring Inspector 695-3142
Plumbing Inspector 384-6319
Veterans' Agent 695-6559
Dog Officer
Ccmplaints 384-8275
Kennels 384-3484
Heritage Cablevision 222-5852
INDEX
Assessor's Report 163
Board of Health 193
Board of Registrars 191
Building Inspector 187
Council on Aging 178
Dog Officer 192
Electrical Inspector 188
Finance Committee 168
Fire Department 172
Highway Department 169
Historical Commission 190
King Philip Regional School
District School Committee lAO
Superintendent 144
School Enrollment 154
Financial Accounting 155
Library Building Committee 181
Library Trustees 179
Norfolk County Mosquito Control 194
Norfolk Mental Health Association, Inc 195
Park Commission 182
Plainville School Department
Attendance Tables 135
List of Teachers 136
Membership by Age & Grade 134
Money Available for Schools 132
School Budget 131
School Calendar 130
School Committee 123
School Officials 129
Statistics 133
Superintendent of Schools 126
Planning Board 184
Plumbing Inspector 188
Police Department 171
Selectmen's Report
Current & Incidental Expenditures 161
Group Insurance 162
Street Lights 162
Town Insurance 162
Town Office Maintenance 161
South Norfolk County Assoc, for Retarded Citizens 197
SRPEDD Commission 185
Tax Collector 166
Town Accountant 92
Town Clerk's Report
Expenditures 81
licenses & Licenses Fees 82
Vital Statistics (Births & Deaths) 85
Warrants & Proceedings
Presidential Primary - March 8, 1988 9
Annual Town Elections - April 4, 1988 39
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INDEX CONTINUED
Annual Town Meeting - April A, 1988 22
Special Town Meeting - January 19, 1988 13
Special Town Meeting - April 11, 1988 70
Special Town Meeting - June 13, 1988 75
Town Department Information (Telephone Numbers) 198
Town Officers 2
Treasurer 110
Veteran's Agent 189
Water/Sewer Commissioners 174
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POINTS OF INTEREST AND INFORMATION TO RESIDENTS
OF PLAINVILLE MASSACHUSETTS
Toll free call to Secretary of State's Office, Michael Connelly. This
department is very helpful in answering any question about State and
Local Government, civil rights, taxation, voter registration, etc.
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 1-800-392-6090
PLAINVILLE:
Population
County
Massachusetts
Square Miles
Registered Voters
Incorporation
U.S. Senators
U.S. Representative
Congressman, Ath
District
State Senator
Norfolk, Bristol &
Middlesex
State Representative
Secretary of State
Attorney General
District Attorney for
Norfolk County
1980 Federal Census - 5,947
1975 State Census - 5,463
Norfolk
Southeastern Massachusetts
14.8 sq. miles and 36 miles of roads
3,700
April 4, 1905
Edward Kennedy (D)
431 Russell Building, Washington D.C. 20510
J.F. Kennedy Building, Boston, MA 02203
Telephone: 617-223-2826
John Kerry (D)
Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
J.F. Kennedy Building, Boston, MA 02203
Telephone: 1-617-223-1890
Barney Frank
114 Floral St. Newton, MA
Telephone: 1-800-332-0940
David Locke
Room 306, State House, Boston, MA 02133
Telephone: 1-617-722-1555
Kevin Poirier (R)
Room 448, State House, Boston, MA 02133
Telephone: 1-617-722-2100
117 Grove St. No. Attleboro, MA 02760
Michael Connelly
State House, Boston, MA
James Shannon
Dept, of Attorney General
John W McCormack Office Building
One Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108
William D. Dulahunt, Dedham, MA 02026
Telephone: 1-617-326-1600
All of the above telephone numbers are for Massachusetts
PLAINVILLE FIIIE ALARM BOX NUMBERS AND LOCATIONS
FOR FIRE OR AMBULANCE — DIAL C99-2311
FOR POLICE — DIAL 695-7115
Chief
ROBERT E. SKINNER
FIRE STATIONS: For all calls other than fire or emergency — Dial 696-5252
NO SCHOOL SIGNALS
6:45 a.in. — Three double blasts on Fire Alarm System signifies No School for all Regional School
pupils for the day.
7:30 a.m. — Same signal signifies No School for all Plainville Elementary pupils for the day.
11:45 a.m. — Same signal signifies No School in the afternoon and all pupils will stay in school one hour
longer than the usual morning session and then be dismissed for tbe day.
DUX NUMBER LOCAl’lON DUX NUMBER LOCATIUN
12 Soiilli ft Pleasant St.
15 SoutJi ft Everett St.
113 Mulnal Aid
1 15 Wood Elementary Sdiool
1 18 Evergreen ft Sdiool St.
121 Higtiland ft East Bacon St.
142 Plainville Cred. Union
145 MetlKxllst Qiurdi
151 Dcftiinlcan Center
153 Plainville Library
155 Saint Martlia's aiurch
11 19 Cunierland Farms
1127 Plainville House of Pizza
1128 Sun Set Grill
1255 llilllop Terrace
1271 T>m ft Country Foxboro House
1272 Itown ft Country Plainville Use.
1273 Town ft Country Plymoutli House
1274 Itjwn ft Country Barnstable Use.
1275 Town ft Ccuntry Bristol House
1276 Ttwii ft Ccxintry MltHlesex House
1277 Txfli ft Country Suffolk House
1278 Tiwn ft Ccuntry Quincy House
1279 Itwii ft Country Club House
1281 nVjwn ft Ccuntry Norfolk House
1282 Town ft Country Gauage
1522 Plainville Service Orgn.
24 Washington ft East Bacon St.
212 Kar Kraf Co.
213 George ft East Bacon St.
214 rVald ft James St.
221 Messenger ft Taunton St.
2123 Atlantic Realty
2211 Queen's Court
2214 Neartown Motel
2314 Washington Arms TNpartments
2316 Patient Lucy's
2322 Messenger ft Millbrook Dr.
2412 Ill 11 top Stop
2413 Signs Bet.
2415 Hong Kong Restaurant
2422 R.J. Kenney Assoc.
2431 Dr. Bryer - Mlrlmldii St.
2617 Precision Prototypes Co.
2625 MadXxiald R.V. Center
2811 Pacells Bros. Pipe Co.
2814 lomsso Office Building
31 South ft Fuller St.
34 SouUi ft Cross St.
35 Lynn ft Wade Rd.
312 Grant ft Park Ave.
318 Soutli ft Berry St.
3122
3123
3124
3125
3126
3127
3128
3434
3435
3436
3439
42
45
46
48
431
432
433
435
5
522
5353
6
61
64
65
68
612
613
614
615
6122
6124
6125
6126
6127
6131
6132
6135
6136
6137
6142
6143
6144
6145
6146
6147
6148
6148
6151
6152
7
CluitlwJck Eliterprlse
Electro-Fix
lacuzzl Const. Co
MJcrwave Corp.
Raka MR?
Media Logic
Cross St. Assoc.
Plainville Mndilne BIIXI. II
Plainville Madilne WEG 12
Plainville Kadilne Bldg 13
niotdier Pluiijlng Supplies
West Bacon ft Fletdier Sr.
West Baocn ft Walnut St.
West Baoofi ft Warren St.
West Bacon ft Elizabetlr St.
Illllslnger Corp.
Atco Plastics
Plainville Hlgliway Dept.
HeatlK?r Hill Golf Club
Fire Statlcxi
Tom Offices
Plainville Baptist Cliurdi
East Bacon ft Sontli St.
Plainville Stock Co,
Willting ft Davis Co.
Costun Packaging-West Bacon
Plainville Nursing Hone
Biqelliard Ind. Bldg.il
Super Place
McDonalds Restrauant
Jackson Elonentaury ScIkxjI
Fiigellvard IikI. Buld.i2
Pre-Sdwol TNdventures
Dunrlte Packaging
Widak Building
Royal Hinge ft Die
Plainville Crossing
Rlglia Medical Bldg.
Attldxjro Savings Bank
Papa Glno's
Toy Depot
Tri-Town Office Bldg.
Ikirgnr King
Man-Mar 2 Taunton St.
Man-Mar 4 Taunton St.
Man-Mar Bldg. #1
Man-Mar Bldg. 13
Man-Mar Bldg. |5
Man-Mar Bldg. #2
Ccmnimlty Plvarmacy
Colonial Tire
South ft Cottage St.
